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PART l: INTRODUCTION-The role
analog computers can play in engineer'
ing is discussed for the practicing
engineer. GomPuter comPonents
are identified

Theodore W. Gcdmon and Theodore G. Smirh

University of Maryland, College Park, Md'

Cer-culerloxs, previously done by hand, can now be
completed using coinputers with a 1t?t reduction in cal-
culation time and a marked increase in computation pre'
cision. While such incentives are frequently sufficient to
iustifv the widespread interest in computers, the applica-
"A*t äf computen to the solution of engineering problems
tras naa a much more fundamental effect on chemical
and petroleum engineering. Wh-e1 th9-sp:4 *d precision
of m'odertt computers are coupled with their variety, ver-
satility, and large capacity, the reasons soon become
apparent.

The practicing engineer now has at his disposal com-
orriutioti"t devicJs wüich enables him to handle economi-
ially problems of a complexity ryH"f he. could not have
fta"afäa 10 yean ago. As a result, the class of problems
*t i"tt ttt" 

"ttgitt""t-"- 
be expected to handle has been

sreatlv 
"*t"ttä.d. 

This extension has resulted in a re-
Evalrration of what can be classed engineering calculations'
iü" ,"-"rrul ration is still in progress, but it appears clear
that the engineer of today, and certainly of tomorrow'
;tli b" cons"tantly associatäd with problems once consid-

"ä 
,oo comple*, time consuming, or precision oriented

i" U. t*i*Ufä of solution. Consequently, computers have
.roi orrly proven to be useful computational tools for the

""gi"""'., 
ift"y have also provided a means for extending

in8 t"op" of 
'engineering 

calculations and, in so doing'
have extended the scope of engineering itself'

Thc increasing complexity of engineering problems is

recognized by universities so that engineers today are

b"irri ,o.,tittety trai"ed in the use of comPuters, as they
in tüe past were trained in the use of slide rules and

4l
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hand calculating machines. While the degree of comPuter
competence whlch is required of a -placticing engineer
,ouriä *ith his position, some knowledge 9f comPuters
must be consideräd an integral part of his already varied
skills.

For the p'racticing engineer who is- directly associated
rvith the päg."ttti"! and operation of computers, a high
degree of 

"äp"t"tt"" 
on the comPuter is. required' A

"Ä*o., 
situation found in many companies is that in

*ni"f, . group of exPerts, highly trained. in the use of
cornputers] is ävailablä for consultation with the practic-
ing engineer. In this case, the practicing engineer can
r"iy 

"i 
these experts for assistance in program-ing .?"q

op"ratiorr. In many cases, these exp€rts will handle all of

ifie details of obtaining a solution once the engineer has
properly defined his Problem.

If experts are available, the degree of competence
req.rired by an engineer to solve a specific problem on a

*#"in" coÄputer i"s inversely related to the degree of help-il;;; 
obtain from the experts' Howwer, frequently the

"ngi"""ft 
problems a."ltugtt-ll defined' Assumptions-.of

.ruirlirrn dqqree mu'st frequäntly be made, the reliability

"iär"-a.üLamined, 
tttä, if several comPuters are avail-

uff", *" choice of which to use must be made' Conse-
o.,"rrtlu. the engineer is seldom concerned only with the

t;11# of a sScific problem on a specific computer' and'

even when computer experts are available, knowledge of

the use of computers can significantly aid the practicing
engineer.

A background of computer knowledge:

o Enables the engineer to communicate more elTec-

tively with the experi. It permits him to state his problem

*# 
"l"u.ly 

to the e*peri and to anticipate the potential

pirf"fft *tti*t tn" 
"*p"tt 

may encounter during the de-

tails of solution.
o Makes thq engineer aware of the limitations of the

available computers. This aids the engineer in making the

choice of computer to use to solve his current problem

and enables him to gear his'method of solution so as to

-irri*i"" the imporäce of the limitations' The engineer

will also be aware of the versatility of the chosen com-

outer and be able to decide'the feasibility of relaxing

lo*" of his assumptions on an individual Program'
o Perhaps mo6t imPortant, stimulates the engineer- to

u,ru"f. 
-p."Älems 

whicü he could not previously consider'

;; b.t.ä aware of the speed, precision, variety' versatility'
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TEARN ABOUT ANATOG COMPUTERS . . .

terms of discrete values which can only approximate the
exact solution. Furthermore, the computations can be car-
ried out at practically any speed desired. This permits
the rapid exämination of a wide range of parameters in
u rpu"ä of time that can be significantly shorter than the
fixed time of calculation on the digital. Analogs do not,
however, have the capacity for memory, the capacity for
a large number of operations, nor the degree of precision
of the digital.

Programing an analog does not require knowledge
of a hlghly specialized language as does the digital. The
details äf programing are generally quite similar to classi-
cal methods of solution with which the engineer is famil-
iar. Analog computers find their greatest application in
the solution of differential equations, such as occur in the
dynamic analysis of processing systems, in which the
arnount of algebraic and logical operations required is
rather limited.

A hybrid computer is the combination of a digital and
un unälo.g computer in which the solution of a problem
is shared 

-between 
the two. By containing both an analog

and a digital, the solution of a problem on the hybrid
computer can incorporate the advantages of both' The
digital computer portion provides a Iarge memory capac-
ity" and peimits rapid logical and algebraic operations
*trite tfte analog permits continuous integration' The
transfer of infoÄition from one portion to the other and
back again extends the versatility of the hybrid beyond
that of the analog or the digital alone. Hybrid comPuters
are finding application in the solution of complex prob-
lems wherä thä time required for a digital solution is ex-
cessive and where analogs do not possess the capacity or
the precision required for a solution.

Analog Computer Components. The term analog in
analogiomputer is really a misnomer. That is, the electri-
cal ciicuitry used to solve a particular problem is not an
electrical analog in the conventional sense that electrical
current is analogous to fluid flow, voltage is analogous to
pressure, electrical capacitance is analogous to mass, etc'
The electrical analog iomputer is actually a device which
has been designed to perform certain mathematical opera-
tions, such as addition, multiplication, integration, etc' on
specified voltages. The use of an analog computer conse-
q.rentty involvis the specification and completion oj the
Äathematical operations required to solve a particular
set of equations and is entirely independent of the fact
that the equations may describe a flow system, a heat
exchange problem, a mass transfer problem, or a reactor
system.

Since most of the analog comPuters being used today
are transistorized, this discussion is restricted to this type
of analog computer' This is not a large restriction because
most of ihe older vacuum tube computers operate in the
same fashion with the exception of a few mechanical com-
ponents.

A list of the components found in a modern electronic
analog computer is given in Table 1. The first column
in 'IiUte 1 contains a symbolic representation of each
component, the second column contains an electrical rep-
,eserrtutio.t of each component and the third column shows
the mathematical operalion that each component performs'

6

Although it is not shown in Table 1, one of the most
importänt components of the computer is the constant
voltage DC power supply. Depending upon the design of
the computer, the power supply is usually either 100 or
10 volts. This DC voltage is called the reference or ma-
chine voltage and its stability will determine to a large
degree the äccuracy of the solution that one obtains'

The first element in Table 1 is an attenuator com-
monly called a pot-an abbreviation for potentiometer'
Two types of päts are commonly found in an analog
.o-pni".. One is referred to as a grounded pot and the
other an ungrounded pot' The grounded pot enables the
operator to öbtuin an outPut voltage which is some frac-
ti,on between 0 and 1 of the input voltage' The un-
grounded pot performs the function shown in Table 1
änd is generally used in the construction of special func-
tion circuits. Attenuators are usually adjusted manually
to set the value of a constant K. This value is determined
by measuring the output voltage from an attenuator with
the voltage measuring device built into the computer'

The next component listed in Table 1 is the high gain
amplifier. The function of the high gain amplifier is -to
muitiply an input voltage by a large constant, generally
of thä order o1 10s. The high gain amplifier is seldom
used by itself, but usually forms an integral part of -other
.o-*on analog components. The high gain amplifier is
generally designld so that it provides very stable operation
t th" -ugttitude of the output voltage does not exceed
the comprfter reference voltage. If the output voltage of
the high gain amplifier exceeds the machine voltage the
operatlo.t"of the iomputer will be non-linear' For this
,öu.o.,, the output of a high gain amplifier during oPera-
tion should not exceed that of the computer reference
voltage. Most computers have a built in alarm system
whicü warns the operator when the output of an ampli-
fier exceeds machine voltage. This restriction on the out-
put voltage holds for 

"n"ry 
.o*ponent in which a high

gain ampiifier aPPears.
The next component of interest in Table 1 is the sum-

ming ,circuit. e'i its name implies, the- summing circuit
adds two or more voltages and gives the resulting su-m'
The summing circuit cönsists of a high gain amplifier
with a feedbaik resistor and three or more input resistors'
The input resistors and the feedback resistor, in a sum-
ming circuit, are usually fixed not variable- resistors' The
inpu't voltage to a summing circuit is multiplied by. the
neeati re tulio of the resistance of the feedback resistor
to 

-the 
resistance of the input resistor. For most comPuters

the value of this ratio is usually 0.1, 1 or 10' Since a sum-
mer contains a high gain amplifier, the output from a
summing circuit rnust not exceed the reference voltage'

One äf t-he most important components of an analog
computer is,the integrator. The circuit fo.r an integrator
is essentially a high gäin amplifier equipped with a capaci-
tor in the ieedbäck-line and two or more input resistors'
The output from an integrator is -the -negative sum of
the initiäl condition and the integral with respect to com-
puter operating time of fixed ratios of the input voltages
äs indicäted in Table 1. Since the output of the integrator
is time varying, there is a possibility that this value may
be greater ihaä machine ,röltage at. sometime during the
pro6l"rn. Therefore, special precautions must be taken to
insure that this does not happen' These precautions will
be discussed later in the series.

The components discussed to this point are commonly



cailed linear components and the principle of superposi-
:ion holds. The next group of components to be discussed
a:'e commonly called non-linear components.

Nonlinear mathematical operations, including multi-
: r l icat ion,  d iv is ion,  exponent iat ion,  etc . ,  are achieved
through the use of specially designed components. Gen-
erallv a particular component can be used to obtain both
the designed operation and its inverse depending on the
:rarticular patching used. Thus, what is termed a multi-
piier can be used to achieve either multiplication or divi-
sion. The details of patching and the electronic circuitry
r.aries from one type of analog to another. The usually
acceptable programing s1'rnbols are in Table 1.

A discussion of the internal construction of the non-
linear components will be covered in a later part. The
purpose here is to present some of the more common
ronlinear components and to examine their lirnitations
and the precautions which must be exercised in their use.

\\rhen it is desired to generate a function such as
) : x2, where * is the input and y is the output, a non-
linear component is used to achieve this operation. Tran-
sistorized nonlinear components can be uied to produce
an output which is a series of straight-line approximations
as indicated by the dotted lines in Fie. 1.

Generally, for economic reasons, sufficient line segments
are not used to closely approximate the desired function
over_ the entire input range. The best response is usually
obtained when the input is near its maximum maenitude
(that is, the machine reference voltage) .

A high gain amplifier is an integral part of nonlinear
components. Because of this, the output from a non-
llnear component can not exceed the reference voltase.
Numerical factors are included in nonlinear co*po.r"rrt,
so that when the input is near its maximum maänitude
the output is also.

Because certain nonlinear operations such as squaring
may_ be more easily obtained than other opeiations,
mathematical relationships such as Equation ( I ) may
form an integral part of a nonlinear component. perhaps
the most common of these is the relationihip used in the
quarter-square multiplier

. ^ , _  ( x * y ) ' -  ( x - y \ z
^ t -  

4 -

which is used to obtain a product because squaring is
fairly easily achieved.

Due to the internal construction of nonlinear com_
ponents, they will draw a varying amount of current de-
pending on the value of the input. It is, therefore, very
important that the output from a pot never be used as
an input to a nonlinear device sinie a varying current
produces a varying voltage distribution from'the- pot. In_
puts to nonlinear components should always be outputs
from high gain amplifiers contained in other analog äm_
ponenß.

The size of an analog computer is usually gaged by
the number of high gain amplifiers that it contÄsl Mosi
commercial computers normally run from ten to several
hundred high gain amplifiers, most of these high gain
amplifiers are normally summers. A somewhat 

-r*ä11",

number are integrators, which may also be used as sum_
mers. The remainder of the high gain amplifiers are
usually integral parts of specialized ,,orrli.,ea, components.

REPRINTED FROM HYDROCARBON PROCESSIN6
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Fig. l-The nonlinear relat ion shown by the sol id l ine can be
approximated by a series of l inear relat ions.

R2

Fig.,2-. Ä.n analog.computer circuit  is developed to compute
the height of l iquid in this tank.

* Ref.

Qr

Q2

( t )

Fig. 3-Steps are combined to give the finished circuit.

The complexity of the problem which may be solved is
very closely related to the number of high gain amplifiers
available on the computer. A problem is usually solved
on an analog computer by connecting the various com_

h tNrr/Ref.
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*  Ref .

Fig. 4-Numerical values are added to the circuit .

Fig. S-The analog circuit
i s  s imp l i f ied .

ponents on a patch panel with external leads' This process
is called patching.

As an example of how an analog computer circuit
may be set up we will consider the case of the change
in üeight of liquid in a tank having a cross-section atea A'

A mass balance on this system yields:

Accumulation - InPut - OutPut (2)

A  ( d h / d t )  :  e t -  Q z  ( 3 )

We will assume that Qt is constant and that the rate of

flow out of the tank is linearly related to the height
fluid in the tank through the flow line resistance Rr'

Q r :  h /R ,

Then our relation becomes upon substitution and
arrangement

dh /d t :  ( q , /A )  -  ( h /AR , )

of

( 4 )

re-

( 5 )

The analog diagram may be constructed from the dif-
ferential equation by applying the following.steps:

Step 1. Write the'diffÄrentiat equation with the highest
o.d"räd derivative by itself on the left side of the equation'

Step 2. Begin a diagram by showing the highest ordered
derivative at the output of a summing amplifier'

Step 3. Perform as many integrations as a-re necessary to
for.n ätt of the variables on the right side of the equation'

Step 4. Use the generated variables to form the original
hishest ordered derivative."Step S. Insert any forcing functions.

Thä sequential construction of the program is shown
in Fig. 3.

Thä pot settings can be determined when the values
of parÄeters in the problem are known' Assume thal

h i n i . r o t  :  4  f t '
,4 : 10 sq. ft.

41 :  10 cu.  f t . /min '
R r : 1 m i n . , / s q . f t .

Po t  1  :  q t  /10A :O. l
P o t  2  :  l / A R " : O . l
Pot  3  :  h rn i r r ; /L0 :0 .4

About the qulhors
Tsnonoen W. ClolraN is assistant pro-
iiito, 'i'n the clzemical engineering d'e-'partment 

of (JniaersitE of Maryland''CoUese 
Park, Md.' where he teaches

oraduate and undergraduate courses
in oro""r, control, separation processes,
mathematical modeling, and computer
applications. Dr. Cadman also conducts
rii"arch in process contt^ol, computer
applications, and process modeling' Be-
fiie receiuing h-ry !h. D-. .desr.ee in

clwmical engine ering f r om C arne gie-M eUon- (J ni'a er si'tg' he
i"A""iiiri-t""r'* Trortrtiont with St' Joseph Lead Co'' Allied
öi"*liät Corp.,' and Gutf Resert"t"ch and Deuelopment. Co'
i;-;;;-*"*bLr' of AAAS', ACS, ISA, AICLE,NSPE' Si'sma
Xi and Tau Beta Pi.

Tuoooone G. Snrrtn i's associ,ate pro-
f essor in the chemi cal engineering'ilepartment 

of [JniuersitA of Maryland',
Coltege Park, Md' He conducts re-
,noril, anil instructs undergraduate
anil grad'uate courses on polEmet' phgs-
ics, ieactor desi'gn, and mass t'r'a'nsf er'
Dr. SrwitlL receiaed B.S. and M'S' de-

The final diagram with pot settings is given in Fig' 4'
Although the arialog diagram aPpears satisfactory, it may
in<ieed-be unsatisfactory for one or both of two rearsons'

. lffr" output from'a high gain amplifi-er may exceed
the referenc" ,roltage and hence yield a f-aulty solution'

o The output föm a high gain amplifier may be so

small that inierent limitatiäns-of the analog results- in

u fu.ttty solution or difficulty is encountered in monitoring
the value.- 

fto a knowledge of the nature of the numerical solu-

tion, the output, hi fro amplifier 2-has an initial value
of + 

"., 
a final'value of L0 v', and asymptotically uP-

orou.h"r'th" final value in an exponential fashion' Hence
i". 

" 
fOO v. or a 10 v. machine, amplifier 2 will not be

overloaded. Similarly amplifier 1 with the output dhf dt

rvill not be overloadeä b".ä,,t" it has an initial value of 0'6

and decreases montonically to 0' Ilowever,.for a 100 v'

machine, the values of. h änd' dhldt ate quite small and

for a 10 v. machine dhldt is quite-small' Since the cir-

cuit uses no nonlinear .o*pott"tttt, the solution will prob-

;üiu il satisfactory although monitoring 1n?y !9 difficult'-"i1;;;iJ 
be noied that;if the value of the highest.de-

rivative does not need to be available for monitoring'
step 2 aborre may be eliminated' In this case, the diagram

;h;;' t" nig. 5 is obtained for the chosen example

with a net reJuction in the number of analog components
required for a solution.

in the next article of this series, techniques will be pre-

,"nr"a which permit an analog solution to be obtained

rrfr"" ,t 
" 

aforementioned reasons prevent a direct solu-

ii.". fn" process by which satisfactory computer variables

"r"-.nit"ti 
so that the outputs from amplifiers are main-

i.l.r"a near, but do not 
"*ce"d 

the reference voltage' is

termed amPlitude scaling.

:li;tilf, ,-n'TH:,i"ii}:ru-,''*$i1".ä,;19,"'?äJ*lL?"'1'*T'?tffi :e1'"*
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PART 2: AMPLITUDE SCALING-The
outputs from high gain amplifiers
in an analog computer should be
maintained near the machine's
reference voltage, but not exceed it
Theodore W. Godmon and lheodore G. Smitl
University of Maryland, College Park, Md.

Fon serrsrecroRy opERATroN, the output from a high
gain amplifier contained in any analog component must
not exceed the machine reference voltage. On the other
hand, the outputs should be maintained near their maxi-
mum permissible values for the most satisfactory oPera-
tion of most nonlinear components and for ease and pre-
cision of monitoring. Thus a method is needed to scale
an analog problem so that the outputs from high gain

*%"*,Y;

ärli
iä'

amplifiers are maintained near, but do not exceed, the
reference voltage. This process is termed amplitude scal-
irg.

Amplilude Scoling. This is accomplished by expressing
equations in a normalized form, wherein the normalized
variables are to be the outputs from high gain amplifiers
with magnitudes which approach, but do not exceed, the
reference voltage. The analog solution is consequently the
solution of the normalized form.

The process of amplitude scaling is perhaps most easily
achieved if the reference voltage is considered to be -f I
unit, even though it may be -r 10 volts or -+ 100 volts.
Scaling accomplished using this generalization is termed
unity scaling and has several advantages over scaling in
which the value of the relerence voltage is implicitly used.

First, unity scaling permits an analog comPuter Pro-
gram to be obtained. which can be used on any analog
computer regardless of the value of the reference voltage.
Second, the normalized variables which are outputs from

** "*"1**ft1

i + r

1e$.{ryj
-j:-,;tflT A N K  I T A N K  2

ffi i  e l..! ..:- r:

Fig. 6-Unity scaling is applied to an engineering problem before it is solved on the analog computer.
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lABl,E 2-Scollng Amplifier Output3 ond Potentiometer Seftlngs

variable by its estimated maximum magnitude. Note theie
on the list made in Step 3.

Step 6. Insert additional pots in the amplifier input
lines and/or modify the values of the pots which were
needed to complete Step 2 so as to compensate for the
change in scale from one amplifier to the next in series.
Again modify the list completed in Step 3.

Step 7. Sketch the completed analog diagram using the
normalized variables and the new pot settings. Note that
this step is easily accomplished by referring to the pre-
liminary sketch and to the list rvhich has been completed.

If the programer closely follows these rules and system-
atically lists each variable and the pot settings during the
scaling process, scaling can be readily achieved, errors
easily detected, and any further scaling rapidly completed.
In addition, a completely general analog computer pre
gram can be obtained by syrnbolically retaining the maxi-
mum magnitude of the problem variables rather than
computing their numerical values. The following exam-
ple illustrates the use of this seven-step procedure for
achieving unity scaling.

An Exomple. Consider a hydraulic transient problem in-
volving two tanks as illustrated in Fig. 6.

Assume that the cross-sectional area of tank 1 is .,4t
and that of tank 2 is Ar. Further assume that the volu-
metric flow of fluid through the valves is lineaily related
to the difference in liquid level across the valves. Given
initial values f.or h' and hr, it is desired to determine the
variation in these levels with time. The equations which
describe this system are given as follows:

For tank 1
Aa @hL/dt)  :  e t -  es (6)

For tank 2
Az Uh2/dt)  :  ez*  4e-  4*  (7)

For resistance I
Qs=  (h r -  h , ) /R1

q4 :  h2 /R2

Component
Output

or
Value

Estimated
Maximum

Value

Scaled
Value

Amp I
Amp 2
Amp 3
Amp 4
Pot I
Pot 2
Pot 3
Pot 4
Pot 5

Pot 6

Pot 7

Pot B

ht*
h x

h *

h"*

h L

_ h

h:z
-h2
fr '(o)
q1/Ar

l /AaR1
h," (0)
q2/A"

r f  r  1 l
_ t _ I _ l
A 2 L \ '  R z )

ha/hJ
-hJhax

h2/h2*
-h2/h2*

h  ' ( 0 )  / h ' *
qr /Arh:

|  /aaR1
h ' ( 0 )  / h , *
q2/42h2*

1 [ r ,  r l
4L ry  -  &J(#) (#)
(#) (#-)

I-7n
I

ZF,

high gain amplifiers are simply the value of the original
variable divided by the maximum magnitude of the origi-
nal variable. Third, and perhaps most significant, the
process of scaling non-linear components is greatly sim-
plified.

For example, if r and y are the inputs to a multiplier,
the output expressed in volts for a l0-volt machine is
xylß. For a 100-volt machine, the output is ry/100 ex-
pressed in volts. But in terms of unity scaling it is ry
regardless of the machine reference voltage. The simplifi-
cation encountered for other nonlinear components is
similar.

Unity scaling can be achieved by mathematical ma-
nipulation of the original equations before any program-
ing is attempted. However, scaling is frequently more
easily achieved and more clearly visualized if it is done
after some preliminary programing. In particular, the
following seven steps have been found to be a most con-
venient method of achieving unity scaling. d h r : e ,  _  h ,  _  h "

d t  
-4 -  

A rR ,  
- r7 r \

dh ,  4z  h ,  h2  h2
---:-- :1 J- -

dt A2 ' A"R, ArR, ArR,

(B )

For resistance 2

Or

And

(e)

(  t 0 )

( l t )SteP 2. Sketch a_preliminarv analoq diasr eglect--ing the prob-lffiTl-F&1lng, which connects all of the re-
quired analog components together. Clearly mark the
output from each amplifier and the value of each pot as
it appears in the problem equations.

Steb 3. Make a list of the vari4bles that are outouts-
from amplifiers" These are the variables which must be

'äfiFlifiGiEilAd. Also list the values of the pots. These
may be changed as a result of the amplituC.e scaling
process.

Step 4. Estimate. the maximum magnitude of each of
the varrables wnrch are outputs lrom amDllhers.

les for
the outputs from the amplifiers by dividing the problem

REPRINTED FROM HYDROCARBON PROCESSING

down the differential

il



h r (o)/h r*

-  h 1 / h 1 *
- REF.

Fig. 7-This analog circuit represents the variables in the
two-tank example problem.

with initial conditions of /z' (0) and hz (0) respectively.
Assuming that gr and g. are positive constants, a pre-

liminary analog diagram for solving Equations ( 10) and
( 11) for h, and ä2 versus time can be drarvn. Prior to
specification of numerical values, the diagram in Fig. 7
and the list of variables which are outputs from amplifiers
and the pot settings in Table 2 are obtained.

Letting a superscript* indicate the maximum value of
the output from the amplifiers as indicated in Table 2,
the protess of unity scaling can be symbolically carried
to completion. The results obtained are given in the final
colunn of Table 2. The output fron each amplifier be-
comes the value of the problem variable divided by its
maximum value and some of the values of the Pots are
changed to compensate in the change of scale from one
amplifier to the next. The latter changes perhapl become
moie evident if the final analog diagram given in Fig. B
is considered.

In readjusting pot values follou'ing the scaling of out-
puts from amplifiers, four cases arise:

Case 1. The pot value must be divided by a maximum
expected value. Examples are pots 1, 2' 4 and 5 wherein
the maximum value is included so that the inputs to the
amplifier contain the same scale factor as do the outputs'

Case 2. The pot value remains unchanged. Examples
are pots 3 and 6 which remain unchanged because the
input to the pot contains the same scale factor as is de-
sired in the outPut.

Case 3. The pot value is changed by a ratio of expected
maximum values. An example is pot 7 which is changed
by hr* f h1* because the input to the pot contains the fac-
tor lf h2* whereas the output must contain the factor
I f hrx. Pot B is another similar example.

Case 4. Additional pots must be incorporated into the
circuit. This would arise, for example, had fr' - hz been
desired. In this case inputs of -hrf hrx and h2f hrx would

t 2

-  REF.

Fig. 8--Amplitude scaling determines the proper setting for
the amplif iers and potentiometers.

have been available and an outPut of. (h' - hr) I &' - hr)*,
where (ä, - hr)* * hrx or /r2*, would have been the
scaled output from the summer. Additional Pots, not
found necessary in drarving a prelirninary diagram, would
have been needed in the input lines to compensate for
the change in scale factors.

Choosing the numerical values given in Table 3, a nu-
nrerical solution can be obtained on the analog computer
once /i,* and, h2x are estinated. Thcse may be estimated
by calculating the final valucs of /r, and /2, at equilibrium,
noting that these values are larger than the initial condi-
tions, and conscrvatively choosing maximums which are
about nvice the steady state values to account for the
possibility of oscillation before the final values are ar'
tained. The numerical values of the variables and the pot
settings for this numerical example are given in Table 4'

It should be noted that the analog diagram for the
foregoing example does not include physical constraints
which may be imposed on the actual situation. Conse-
quently, for certain Pararneter values, the analog solu-

TABLE 3-Porometers Used for the Exompte PrirtRnre

Physical Parameter Numerical Value

2 sq. ft.
4 sq. ft.
B cu. ft.,/min.
6 cu. ft.,/min.
2 min.,/sq. ft. .**q
I min.,/sq. ft.
l J  l t .

10 ft.
30 ft.

.  q €

14 f. t .

ar
A2

Qr

Qz
R1
R2

h 1 ( o )
h r ( o )
h, at equilibrium

ftr* - 60 ft'
ft, at equilibrium

h^x - 30f.t.
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IABIE lt-Seltings Used for the Exomple Problern

Component Numerical Value

and ao Iy)*  :2A.  (15)

Three precautions should be exercised when using this
rule.

1. The estimated maximum magnitudes must either
continually decrease or increase as the derivatives are
considered in order. If this is not the case, the magni-
tudes should be estimated in another manner.

2. The rule assumes zero initial conditions. For a prob-
lem with non-zero initial conditions, the estimated
magnitudes should be compared with the initial con-
ditions and the larger of the two in each case used
for scaling purposes.

3. The rule assumes that the problem has a stable so-
lution. If the programer is doubtful of his problem's
stability, the stability is easily examined by using the
Routh criterion.

As an example of the equal-coefficient rule consider
the hydraulic transient problem and the determination
of. hf . Combining Equations tro) and trr), eliminating the
dependence of är on hr, the following equation is ob-
tained.

d z h t t [  r  *  I  *  t  I  d h ,  *  ,  o . :
d t s  '  

L l rR ,  
'  A rR ,  '  A2Rz )  d t  '  AaRLA2R\

Amp 1
Amp 2
Amp 3
Amp 4
Pot I
Pot 2 (through gain of 0'1)
Pot 3
Pot 4
Pot 5 (through gain of 0.1 )
Pot 6
Pot 7
Pot B

tion will predict negative values of. ht andfot hz. In a
similar vein, values of. ht andf or h, may be obtained
which would represent an overflowing of the tanks. The
manner in which such constraints can be built into an
analog program will be discussed in a later article.

The maximum magnitudes for this example were esti-
mated from a knowledge of the behavior of the physical
situation. In other cases, one must resort to other tech-
niques for estimating maximum and minimum values.
One method is to obtain these values by a trial com-
puter run. Another technique is that discussed by Jack-
sonl which is called the equal-coefficient rule. For differ-
ential equations of second order or higher, this rule may
frequently be used to estimate the maximum magnitude
of the dependent variable and of its derivatives. Given
an n-th order diflerential equation of the form

dNy dN-1y dy
o *  ä * a t - t # + . . . +  

o , # + a o r - f ( t )  ( 1 2 )

where l(r) is the forcing function, the maximum magni-
tude of y,

dv dNv
7 l ' "  '  '  d t v

are estimated as follows:

Replace f (t) by its maximum magnitude, denoted by
A. The dependent variable and its derivatives are multi-
plied and divided by their maximum magnitudes to yield

Having numerical values for A, ao, at, . . . , a7y, the
maximum magnitudes are estimated by assuming

f  any l  *  l - dn  ' r 1 *  f  ay1*
"r  l r ,  ) :  d, - , lzp=,  ) :  " '  : ' ,1 ;  )  

-  A (r4)

REPRINTED FROM HYDROCARBON PROCESSING

( 1 6 )

Using the equal coefficient rule and evaluating using the
numerical values in Table 3:

[ä r ]  *  :  2  (q rRz*  q rRz *  { rRr )  , :  60  (17)

t;^n,+;o,[+. +f"

9 z + Q t _ + Q r

_ A a R \ A 2  
'  A 1 A 2 R L '  A : A | R 2  _ q  / r q \

\  
^ v /

I  I  - t  I  r - l
LA]R,  

'  ArR,  ' ,  ArR,  J

h1/60
-h1/60
h2/30

-h2/30
0.2500
0.6667
0.2500
0.3333
0.5000
0.3 750
0.1 250
0.2500

l+1.

r -  r f  d * Y 1
- | o*, | | z,F l,_.. + ."rrt_lffil:a (13)"'L-*) l.#l

f  a " n , 1 *  q "
l - : l  : - - - ! - + , 1 t =  + j : - 1 . 8 7 5  ( 1 9 )
L dt ,  _J A1R1A2 '  AlA2Rr '  ALA2R|

The magnitudes decrease as the order of the derivative
increases, a check of the initial conditions indicate that
they are less than the estimates, and the solution is
known to be stable. Hence the indicated values may be
used as estimates for the maximum magnitudes.

In many problems the computer operating time, in
addition to the output voltage from amplifiers, must be
scaled. If the physical problem takes hours or days for
completion, the analog solution must be speeded up both
for convenience and precision. Likewise if the physical
problem is completed very rapidly, the analog solution
must be slowed down. In the next article of this series,
procedures which enable time scaling to be achieved will
be presented.

LITDRATURE CITED
'{ä".[lri,*ä; 

f;. tAi]"r 
conputation, McGraw-Hill Book co. Inc., New

Indedne Term: Analoes-9. Circuits-l0, Computations-4, Computers-9, De-
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PART 3: TIME SCALING-When the
actual time tor a process change is
very short or very long, time scaling is
used to make it better suited to
analog computer speed

Theodore W. Codmqn and Theodore G. Smith
University of Maryland, College Park, Md.

Trrenn ARE A LARGE NUMBER of physical problems in
which the variable of interest (the dependent variable)
changes either very rapidly or very slowly. Reaction kinet-
ics problems in which the concentrations of some of the
components change in fractions of seconds are often
found in the hydrocarbon processing industry. The com-
bustion of a hydrocarbon is an example of a problem in
which it may be very difficult to determine the reaction
rate or follow concentration with time by using a com-
puter running at the same speed as the problem (real
lime) . For such a problem, voltage changes occurring in
the computer may be so rapid that some of the comPu-
tational elements may not accurately follow the changes
because of the limited precision of analog components
for high frequency voltage fluctuations.

Problems which require a great deal of time to e><-
hibit the phenomena of interest . are also important to
practicing engineers. The study of the dynamics of large
icale process equipment falls in this category. Because of
the excessive amount of computer time which may be

l 4

involved and the effect of noise and amplifier drift on
a solution's validity, the analog simulation of such pro-
cesses in real time may not be satisfactory. The ability
to either speed up or slow down the solution of analog
simulation is one of the important characteristics of an-
alog computation. The process of scaling the indepen-
dent variable is called time scaling.

Recording The Solution. Quite often it is desirable to
record the results of an analog computation. The prob-
lem frequencies must then be adjusted by time scaling
so that the recording device can follow the results' There
are in general three types of recording devices commonly
used to record analog results; cathode-ray oscilloscopes,
galvanometer-type recorders, and servo-motor driven re-
äorders. Cathodä-ray oscilloscopes with ac and dc ampli-
fiers can be used for the entire frequency range encoun-
tered in analog computations, while galvanometer-tlpe
recorders should not normally be used at frequencies
greater than 60 cycles/sec., and servo-motor driven re-
äorders, such as X-Y recorders, are restricted to frequen-
cies less than about 2 cycles/sec.

Fig. 9-The differential equation as depicted by an unscaled
circuit.
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Fig. 10-The circuit  after t ime scal ing is considered'

Fig. 1l-The time-scaled circuit may be rearranged.

Sotution Oscillotion Frequency. It is often helpful be-
fore attempting to program a problem on the analog
computer to make an estimate of the frequency of oscil-
liation of the solution so that a decision can be made as
to whether the problem will need time scaling. The fre-
quency of oscillation of the solution of simple differential
equations can be readily estimated. For a first-order differ-
ential equation the reciprocal of the time constant is a
rough estimate of the problem frequency. For example
for:

C, (dy/do) { Cry : C"x

T : l / u  _  CJC.

For this type of equation the solution of the problem will
have progressed to within 63 percent of its final value
within a period of time equal to the time constant ?1.

TABLE 5-An Exomple Problem

For a second order differential equation of the form
Cld 'zy lde 'z)*  Cr(dyfde)  *  C,y:  Cqxi  thenatura l f re-
qrr.ttcy of the equation is ar, : (CtlCr)'h. The natural
fiequency, for a third order differential -equation of the
forrn C,(dsyldes) + C,(d'ylda'z) * Cs(dylde) * Cnv :
Crr; is a,:(CafC2) %. There are no simple approxima-
tions for determining the natural frequency of differen-
tial equations higher than third order. However, if the
coefficients of the low-order terms of an equation are
quite diff erent from the coefficients of the high-order
terms, a change of tirne scale will probably be required.

Difierentiql Equotions. When it is found that a change
in time scale is desirable for a differential equation, a sub-
stitution must be made. If f is the real time variable, and
r is the computer time variable, the time for solution of
the equation may be changed by substituting rlp f.or t.
If the solution is to be slowed down, B ) 1; and if the
solution is to be speeded uP, ß ( 1. As an example we
will change the time scale of the following equation by
the factor B.

CJd2y/dt2)+C"(dY/dt) { Ce!:C * (20 )

lVe substitute tlB f.or t.

C, ld /d(r /B) l  ldy/d(" /ß) l  t  C, ldv/d(r /B) l  + C"v:  Ca

C$2 (d2y/dt r )  *  Crß (dy/dr)  {  C"y:  Ca (21)
The undamped natural frequency for the unscaled

equation is (Cg/C') 'k and for the time scaled equation
i t  is  (Cai  (C'ß ' ) )% or(1/B)  (C" lC' )  %. Thus,  the rate at
which the solution is obtained has been changed by the
f.actor l lB.It should be noted that B appears only in
terms containing time derivatives and in the forcing func-
tion if it is time dependent.

It is of interest here to see how time scaiing of the
last relation modifies the computer circuit. A circuit
for the unscaled Equation (20) is shown in Fig. 9. The
time-scaled Equation (21) is shown in Fig. 10. The cir-
cuit may then be rearranged to give Fig. 11.

The form of Fig. 11 is particularly significant. It should
be noted that the circuit is identical to the unscaled cir-
cuit of Fig. 9 with the exception that the input to each
integrator is scaled by the f.actor lf B, the time scaling
factor. Thus, the process of time scaling is much simpler
than magnitude scaling (See Part 2) and in general in-

TABLE 6-How Circull Components Are ScqledComponenl
Amp I
Amp 3
Amp 5
Pot 9
Pot 10
Pot 1
Pot 2
Pot 3
Pot 4
Pot 5
Pot 6
Pot 7
Pot B

Output
a

b

1
1
a ( 0 )
b

k1

0
k 1

k4

k r * k u

Max Value Scaled Value
a/  at

b/b1

c/cr

ar /  c ,

br /c,

a ( 0 )  / a ,
(b, /  ar)  k"

0
(ar /b, )  k ,
( c r / b r ) kn

( k " +  k " )
n/ 6t

a r

o1

ca

at

n

Physical Parameter
Amp 1
Amp 2
Amp 5
Pot 1
Pot 2
Pot 3
Pot 4
Pot 5
Pot 6
Pot 7
Pot 8

Numerical Value
[0.01a]
[0 .01b ]
[0.01e]
1.00
50

100
0

100
75

200
1.00

Scaled Value
[0.01a]
[0.01b]
[0.0 I c]
1.00
0.50
1.00
0
1.00
0.7 s
2.00
1.00

R E P R I N T E D  F R O M  H Y D R O C A R B O N  P R O C E S S I N G



volves changing
factor I I B.

a tor  bY the

Methods of Time Scoling. There'are two general meth-

"ar 
of time scaling u p'oül"rn' One method involves the

i."'""f time scaliig o'f th" differential equations at the

,u*" ti*" that the equations are magnitude scaled' The

r""""a method involves magnitude scaling the problem

urrJ-r"Ut"q"ently time scalirig the problem by changing

each of the input pots to in"tegratörs- AV Illl after the

pr"Uf.* has beän ptt.h"d' The second method is usuaily
'r".o**".d"d 

because it permits the magnitude and time

,lrfi"g processes to be done separately and therefore is

not ai ionfusing as the first method'

If after magnitude scaling, it- is found that Pots- to

inärators haö settings of läss than 0'1 or greater than

ä0.-ii-" scaline will usually be necessary' In some cases

ä";-;;;it,,tJE ,.uti"g a situation such"as that shown

f""if". 1'2 .rir"r, witli the magnitude of other pots to

il;;;; J""i'o.ooor and alf other pots in the circuit
;;;;;n.i and 30' A time scale factor of p about
ööü]t;;q,ri."d, for all the integrators except- the in-

ö;;"J;; in'the figure above' The pots which are

i"|*,, * the summer äy b" scaled by l/p instead of

the input pot to tne integrator' The output - from the

il;;ä;; ii tn"" time scaläd but the output of the sum-

meicontains a l lB factor'

The steps in time scaling can be reduced in many

cases to:

Steb 1. Changing the input of each integrator- fV I I F'
ß;"i ti;*;-;; '"jution äown, p ( 1 speeds the prob-

lem up.

Step 2. Choose p such that pot-settings are.between

O.i 
"Jta 

30. Settings close to 1 aie the most desired'

Step 3. Change ß by a factor of 0'5 or 2 and replot

tne säl.rtion. If ihel.,t*"' are identical the problem is

properly time scaled'

Rofe of Integrotion' It is of interest to see how inte-

ärrä" 
-it 

tror.i"d do*t, or speeded yn br changing the

ilIäi*ä" .r u., i"pttt signal to an -integrator' 
A simple

intäration circuit is given in Fig' 13'
The-outPut voltage is

eo:- ( l  /RC) |  o tcodt  l  Eo

where Eo is the value of eo at f :0' The group. l/R'C

i.tt ift" units of 'eciprocul time and .along 
with the

"ait"S.- 
to controls theiate at which e',changes' In many

;;;;XÄ R : 106 ohms and c: 10'6 farads so that

RC normally equals 1 second' There is also usually -a
;;;l;t "i,ungi"g 

the capacitor C b.r a factor of 10'

ih" ,.rirturr." R tä'l of course be varied by inserting a

pot in the input 
"i't"^i"t"St"tor' 

If RC is one second

t h e n t h e r a t e a t w h i c h t h e o u t p u t v o l t a g e o f t h e i n t e -
;;;.. changes is just ee' Now if RC is greater than one

,-""orra .orräpo,,di"g to p ) 1 the rate of change of ao

will be decreased, uia if RC is less than one second cor-

responding to p ( 1 the rate of change of ao will increase'

An Exomple Problem' To illustrate the rules for time

,.Ji"g *e conrider a constant volume' isothermal' gase-

ous reaction represented by the following relation'

t 6

Fig. l2-Only one of these pots are within the proper range'

Fig. 13-A simple integration circuit '

Fig. 14-A circuit to solve the simultaneous equations'

(22)

d a / i l t : - k t a { k r b (23 )

d b / d t : k r a  -  k " b  -  k r b  - l  k n c  Q 4 )

d c / d t - k r b - k n c (25 )

n : a l b l c (26 )

ka ks
A +  B  +  C

kz k4

We will let a, b and c be the moles of A' B and C re-

spectively, at any instant and kt, k"' ks and k' will be

the rate constants expressed in reciprocal seconds for the

various reactions shown in Equation (22)'

The rate equations for the change of A' B and C with

time are:

Another relation expressing the fact that the total num-

berofmolesnremainsto ' t ' t " " tmaybewr i t tenal though
the relation does not introduce any information not con-

tained in Equations (23), (2+) and (25)'

If it is desired to follow the concentration changes -of

". '; ' ; ;ä 
c *ith time, Equations (23) , (24) and (26)
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Fig. l5-Summation can be performed in the integrators.

Fig. 16-After ampli tude and t ime scal ing is appl ied.

Fig. 17-The time signal for the plotter is also scaled.

must be programed on the computer. The physical param-
eters chosen for illustration are siven below.

,t, : 100 sJc-.
,t, : 50 sec-r
*, - 150 sec-r
kn: 7 5 sec-t

a (0 )  -  100
ä ( 0 )  -  0
c ( 0 )  -  0

We may now draw a preliminary computer circuit to
solve these simultaneous equations as shown in Fig. 14.

This circuit may be simplified if we are not interested
in obtaining da/dt or db/dt by performing the summa-
tion in the integrator. The revised circuit is shown in Fig.
1 5 .

We now must scale Equations (23), (24) and (26).
We will first magnitude scale and then time scale if neces-

R E P R I N T E D  F R O M  H Y D R O C A R B O N  P R O C E S S I N G

sary. It should be uoted that a, b an,J c each must be
magnitude scaled. The reactions are constrained and the
initial conditions are such that the concentrations of
A, B or C at any time may not exceed 100, the initial
concentration of A.

The numerical values of each of the physical param-
eters may now be determined, assuming at: br : cr:
100. These are shown in the second column of Table 6.

The large gains on the integrators indicate that the sys-
tem is a naturally fast one and must be time-scaled to
slow it down. Since it is desirable to have pot settings
beween about 30 and 0.1 we choose the time scale factor
B to be 100.

Only pots that are on inputs (but not initial condition
pots) to integrators must be scaled. Pots 2, 3, 5, 6 and 7
are adjusted by dividing the numerical value found from
magnitude scaling by ,,B : 100. The magnitude and time
scaled values are listed in the third column of Table 6.
The final computer circuit (amplitude and time scaled) is
given in Fig. 16.

If it is desirable to plot the concentration of A, B, or C
as a function of time on an X-Y plotter, a time signal
for the plotter may be supplied by the analog computer.
It is important to note that the analog circuit for the time
signal (a ramp increase in voltage) should be scaled just
as the problem. Suppose the solution is to be recorded in
F seconds of computer operating time. The scaled circuit
for the ramp signal is shown in Fig. 17.

The ramp units are equal to z/fl where r is the com-
puter operating time, and thus will reach a maximum
value equal to that of the reference voltage after F sec-
onds of operating time.

In order to obtain the relationship between actual
problem time I and the length of computer chart travel,
two additional factors must be known: the time scale fac-
tor, B: rft; and the recorder chart setting G, volts per
inch. The relationship is developed in the following man-
ner:

Ramp : (Ref. Volts; r/d volts
Since z : pü,

Volts Developed : (Ref. Volts) Bt/F.
Volts Developed per Unit Actual Problem Time

: (Ref. Votts) B/F
Using a recorder chart setting of G volts per inch,

Inches of Chart Swept by Ramp per Unit Actual Prob-
lem Time : (Ref. volts) pl@c)

As an example, if the solution is to be recorded for
10 seconds of computer operating time using a l0-volt
machine, a recorder set at 1 volt/inch, and p : 10, gives
10 inches of chart : 1 unit actual problem time.

In many problems it is desirable to check to see if the
chosen time scale is such that the solution is recorded
accurately. This may be done by plotting the solution for
the chosen time scale and then replot the solution for a
different value of B. If the two solutions do not overlap
the chosen time scale is a poor one and some of the solu-
tion information is being lost. New time scales should be
chosen until two different values of p give solutions
which coincide.

Indaing Term: Analogs-g, Cbcuits-I0, Computations-4, Computers-$ De-
rcriptiorS, Electricity-IO, Enginecring-4, Programing-l0, Simulation-4.
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Learn About Analog ComPufers

PART 4: PROCESS SIMULATION-There
is a usual sequence of steps which are
required to comPlete an analog
simulation

Theodore G. Smith and Theodore W. Cqdmqn
University of Maryland, College Park, Md.

Now wn sHALL Dlscuss the steps before patching,
standard modes of analog operation, suggestions to fa-
cilitate accurate patching, and the operation of the ana-
log together with the interpretation of results. The aspects
of analog simulation are considered first in general terms
and then as they apply to the simulation of the vapor-
phase dehydrogenation of benzene in a homogenous, iso-
thermal, flow reactor.

Steps Before Potching. In order to adequately prepare
a problem for analog simulation, four principal steps
should be carried to as near completion as possible be-
fore patching is undertaken. These stePs are:

1. The development of the matherratical model for
the system to be simulated

2. The preparation of an analog diagram exclusive of
scaling

3. Amplitude scaling of the analog circuit, and
4. Time scaling of the analog circuit.

Although the first step is an obvious one, it is perhaps
the most crucial for all subsequent aspects of the simu-
lation largely depend upon the results of this first step.
Apart from the difficulties, familiar to all engineers, en-
countered in mathematically describing a physical sys-
tem, several  mathemat ica l ly  equivalent  forms catr
frequently be obtained for a given system. Since the
relative ease of incorporating the various forms as well
as the accuracy of the analog simulation may differ, it
is wise to capitalize on the advantages of the analog and
to minimize potential analog trouble spots rvhile develop-
ing the model. This is perhaps more readily done by
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considering Step I and Step 2 simultaneously even if
the latter step is only partially completed' Further con-
sideration will be given to analog trouble spots in the
next article of this series.

As an example of how a knorvledge of analog char-
acteristics can simplify the analog circuit and inhance
accuracy, consider the generation of y : e-ot cos ot
where c and o are constant, In this form the generation
of y would require an integrator to produce ', an expon-
ential circuit to generate e-ot, z cosine generator, and a
multiplier to complete the simulation. Three special ana-
log components, generally of very limited availability, are
required and nonlinear components are connected in
serles thus reducing analog accuracy' Recalling that the
analog permits accurate and continuous integration with
respect to one independent variable at almost any speed,
consider tire differential equation

dzyldt '  *  2a dYldt  *  a2 * , '  :  0 ,

with initial conditions of 1 and -a for y and dyldt re-

spectively. Its solution | : e-qt cos ot is seen to result in

a simpler and more' accurate analog circuit' Tlvo inte-
grators and an inverter are the only major conponents
required.

Frequently of equal or greater concern than ease and
accuracy in simulation is flexibility in the analog circuit
because the analog can be an excellent tool for rapidiy
examining the effect of changes in process Parameters
and characteristics. Flexibil i ty arises from retaining a
one-to-one correspondence between the physical vari-
ables and the analog variables. Thus although an elec-
tronic analog computer circuit is not an electrical ana-
log of the physical system in the conventional sense
(since all physical variables are rePresented by analog
voltages), it should be considered as more than a group
of components designed to perform specified mathematical
operations. An analog circuit should represent flexible
simulation of the physical system. Such a circuit, which is
called an analog by many, is obtainable through the one-
to-one correspondence of physical and computer variables'
The degree of flexibility to be built in an analog circuit
is, of course, dependent upon the modifications which may
be made and this should be seriously considered during
problem definition.
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As a simple example of flexibility, consider the con-
secutive reaction steps described by

a n d  e \  n \  c

d A / d t :  -  h A
d B / d t :  h A  -  k z B

dC/dt : k, B

A preliminary analog circuit based on these equations is
given in Fig. 18. An alternate, but equivalent, solution
can be obtained by eliminating the dependent composi-
tion B to yield:

d A / d t :  - h A  ( 3 0 )

d ' C l d t z + k , ( d C l d t )  - k , k , ' l : 0  ( 3 1 )

The preliminary analog diagram for Equations 30 and
31 is shown in Fig. 19. Consider now the relative ease
of changing k, B to k2 82 in Figs. 18 and 19. In the first
case only a squaring card needs be added after the in-
tegrator for B. In the latter case, hovvever, it is necessary
to revert to the original equations and repeat the elirnina-
tion of B. This yields

Fig. l&-Flexibility must be considered
when se t t ing  up  an  ana log  computer
simulat ion circuit .

Fig. lg-Although this cir-
cuit is simpler, it is not
as  f l ex ib le  t o  changes .

k 2

a. Each analog variable be labeled as to its physical
meaning at each step. This will be of aid not only in
the scaling process but in the remaining steps of a
given simulation as well.

b. The process of unity scaling described in Part 2 of
this series is recommended for completing amplitude
scaling. If maximum magnitudes are unknown or may
change from one run of the final simulation to another,
amplitude scaling may be completed in a symbolic
manner so that modifications may be readily made.

c. The process of time scaling as described in Part 3 of
this series is a systematic way of completing this step.
It is to be noted that tirne scaling does not affect am-
plitude scaling but that changes in amplitude scaling
may affect the choice of an appropriate time scale fac-
tor. Thus time scaling should be completed after am-
plitude scaling.

d'c , zkz
) t ' | "uo ! lcz f f - r , r ) : olac

\1 dt

(27)

(28)

(2e)

(32)

the incorporation of which would require major modifica-
tion of Fig. 19. Similar difficulties would be encountered
for other model changes. Thus, although the circuits in
both figures represent the same physical system, Fig. 18,
in which the one-to-one correspondence is retained, is
significantly more flexible.

Once the model has been completed, with due consid-
eration to the simplicity, acclracy, and flexibility of the
analog circuit, the details of the preliminary analog cir-
cuit can be completed and the scaling undertaken. In
completing the scaled diagram, it is suggested that:

REPRINTED FROM HYDROCARBON PROCESSTNG t 9



Modes of Anolog Operotion. Before discussing the re-
mainder of the steps generally involved in obtaining an
analog simulation, it is convenient to describe the modes
of analog operation. Most analog comPuters have the
following modes of operation which can be chosen by the
computer operator:

Pot Set Mode. When the computer is in the pot set
mode, the values of the pots may be set. A reference
voltage is applied to the input to the pot (this may be
done automatically) and the value of the pot is set by
monitoring the output voltage of the pot using a volt-
meter or a digital voltmeter. The inputs to the amplifiers
are disconnected and grounded and the amplifiers are
effectively at zero gain. The analog computer is generally
placed in the pot set mode when a simulation is not being
carried out.

Reset Mode. In the reset mode, the initial conditions
are imposed on the integrators. The inputs to the inte-
grators are disconnected but the analog circuit is other-
wise operable.

Operate Mode. In the operate mode, the inputs to all
amplifiers are connected and the initial condition volt-
ages to the integrators are disconnected. Problem solu-
tion is affected according to the mathematical operations
specified by the analog circuit.

Repetitive Operation Mode. The purpose of the repeti-
tive operätion mode is to permit analog solutions to be
obtained very rapidly. (p it typically changed by a fac-
tor of 0.02 to 0.002 corresponding to a speed up of 50 to
500.) It enables the display of an analog solution on an
oscilliscope or the performance of calculations in which
a rapid speed of solution is desired. In this mode, an
internal change in the time scale is automatically made
so that the simulation may be speeded up. The computer
automatically cycles between the reset and operate
modes, being in each mode for a specified amount of
time. The solution obtained during each operating cycle
can be displayed on an oscilliscope.

Suggestions for Accurote Pqtching. Patching is the
term used to describe the process of connecting together
the various analog components making up an analog cir-
cuit by means of external leads. Since the details vary
from one type of analog to another and are adequately
described by the martu{acturer of each, they are not dis-
cussed here. The patching process is generally completed
while the computer is in the pot set mode or while the
removable patch panel is detached from the analog. Once
the patching is complete and the patch panel in place on
the computer, the pots may be set. Since the resistance
of the pots will vary with the loading, it is important to
set the pots after patching is complete and when the
computer is in the pot set mode. (In this mode, the
inputs to the amplifiers are grounded so that loading of
the pots occurs.) Because of loading, the voltage output
from the pot should be used for setting the value rather
than the scale which may be indicated on the pot.

Although the analog circuit is now ready for use, the
patching, the pot settings, and the operability of the
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components in use should be independently checked to
eliminate solution errors which may arise from these
sources. These checks are characteristically made by per-
forming:

o A static check, and

o A dynamic check.

In completing a static check, arbitrary initial condi-
tions are placed on all integrators. The outputs which
would be obtained from all analog components if the
initial conditions were placed on the integrators but the
inputs to the integrators were removed are calculated
from the mathematical model andf or the scaled analog
diagram. The computer is then placed in the reset mode
and the outputs obtained from the analog cornponents
by means of a voltmeter or a digital voltmeter are com-
pared with the values calculated. In this manner thc pot
values (excep.t for those which are inputs to integrators)
and the patching may be checked and the static opera-
bility of the components established. The pots on the
input lines to integrators can be checked separately.

The dynamic check corresponds to trial comPuter runs
in which the dynamic operability of the analog compon-
ents is established and the feasibility of the scale factors
which have been assumed is checked. A computer run is
carried out by first placing the com; uter in the reset
mode to establish the initial conditions on the integrators
and then in the operate mode, or simply placing the com-
puter in repetitive operation mode. The computer is left
in the operate mode for the desired time of the simulation.

Computer Operotion. Once the static and dynamic
checks have been made and errors corrected, computer
runs can then be made for the purpose of recording the
results. If only qualitative results are desired, they may
be observed on an oscilliscope by placing the computer
in repetitive operation mode. If a permanent record is
desired, they may be obtained using an x-y recorder.
Since the response time of a recorder is quite slow com-
pared to that of an oscilliscope, the normal speed of
computer operation must be used when recording. The
computer is first placed in reset mode to establish initial
conditions and then in the operate mode during which
time the results are recorded.

The accuracy of. a problem solution obtained on an
arialog computer is dependent upon several factors. Solu-
tion accuracy depends upon how faithfully the algebraic
and diflerential equations represent the physical system,
how accurately the physical constants are known, and
upon how well the problem is programed so that each
computer'component is used in its most accurate range.
Under the best of circumstances one might expect the
computer solution to be accurate to at least three sig-
nificant figures.

It should be noted that the solution or portions of the
solution obtained on an analog computer may not be
obtainable in a physical system. To illustrate: The dif-
ferential equations describing liquid level in a tank as
normally solved on an analog computer can yield nega-
tive heights. This of course is physically impossible. It is,
therefore, important to have a physical feeling for the
problem limitations when evaluating computer results.
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Pr PH

Fig. 2O-This prel iminary analog diagram retains one-to.one correspondence with the dehydrogenation problem.

Thus far in describing the steps of a simulation, atten-
tion has been directed toward the calculation of the
values of known variables for a specified known system
with specified known parameter values. This has per-
mitted the sequential examination of

The development of the mathematical model and
the preliminary analog diagram

The development of the scaled analog diagram
The achievement of accurate patching, and finally
Computer operation leading to the desired results.

As such, the presentation describes a rather narrow facet
of analog simulation for frequently the simulation will be
directed towards:

a. The calculation of the values of known variables
for a specified, known system using numerous param-
eter values

b. The calculation of the values of known variables
for numerous modifications of the simulated system
using numerous parameter values

REPRINTED FROM HYDROCARBON PROCESSING

c. The choice modification of a simulated system
andf or its parameters in order to obtain results possess-
ing some characteristic, such as the determination of
the optimum production rate for a chemical reactor
system.
The simulations classified under a may be readily

carried out a^fter the circuit for the first set of parameters
is prepared for operation by systematically:

o Setting new pararneter values, and
o Recording the results for each set of parameter

values.

If the parameter changes to be made are small, there is
generally no need to rescale. Flowever, if the changes are
large, the assumed scaling factors should be periodically
checked and the circuit rescaled if necessary. In the re-
scaling process, a clear concise circuit diagram together
with tables of all analog variables and pot values, which
presents the results of scaling obtained by symbolically
retaining maximum values of all amplifier outputs, can
be of great use. There is generally no need to perform
additional static and dynamic checks.

c

a

o

2 l



In completing simulations classified under b, careful
organization should be begun with the development of
the initial mathematical model. It is important to build
as much of the desired flexibility into one analog circuit
as possible. If this is accomplished, the siinulation can
proceed systematically through

c Changrng the analog circuit,

o Changing the parameter values over the desired
range for each circuit, and

c Recording desired results a-fter each change.

These last two steps are identical to those employed
for simulations classified under a. Each change in an
analog circuit should be viewed as representing the solu-
tion of a new problem. Despite the frequent temptation
not to sketch and scale a new diagram or to perform
static and dynamic checks, the time so spent can repre-
sent a significant saving over the time which may be
spent if errors inadvertently creep into the sequence of
circuit changes.

Simulations classified under c are the most difficult to
break down into a series of steps and are frequently sub-
jected to a more or less random approach because of the
ease with which circuit parameter changes are made on
the analog. Such a random approach can result in need-
less inaccuracies and repetitive examination of the results.
In order to prevent such occurrences, careful notes of the
circuit changes made, the parameter values examined,
and the corresponding characteristics of the results should
be taken and periodically examined. Scaling should be
periodically checked when parameter changes are being
made and each change in patching should be accompa-
nied by scaling and static and dynamic check. In par-
ticular, enthusiasm for results should supplement a sys-
tematic approach rather than replace it.

Dehydrogenqtion of Benzene. For purposes of illus-
trating the steps of an analog simulation, the vapor-phase
dehydrogenation of benzene in an isothermal, homogen-
eous, flow reactor has been chosen. The system as de-
scribed in Smith2 using the rate equations reported by
Hougen and Watson3 is used.

The vapor-phase dehydrogenation of benzene is as-
sumed to proceed according to

0 2.0 4.0 6 0 8.0 10.0
RECoRDER SCALE, INCHES

Fig. 22-Results for the dehydrogenation simulation.

Vpf F, i.e., the reactor volume divided by the feed flow
rate.

Choosing 1 lb. mole benzene feed as a basis and letting
xr be the conversion of benzene according to Equation
33 and r, be the conversion of benzene according to
Equation 34, Smith' shows that

Pa : moles of hydrogen : (!) x1 | xz (37)
Po : moles of diphenyl : (!) n - xz (38)
Pa : moles of benzene - I - xr - xz (39)
Pz : moles triphenyl : xz (40)

and that the design equations are

(41)

(+2)

Fig. 2L-A time ramp is included for recording'

a

z.

t.0

I

0.4o.z 0.6 0.8

2 C{Ia: CnHrc * Hz
and

Ca I Ia *Cn I I r c :Cß I IM*Hz

At 1400oF the reaction of Equation 33 gives:

rt : benzene reacted, lb. moles/(hr.) (cu. ft.)

: 6.29lP'u - (PDPE/0.312)I

and the reaction in Equation 34 gives:

Smith then proceeds to solve Equations 41 and 42 nu-
merically using the relationships given in Equations 35
to 40. The method employed is representative of the
techniques which would be used to simulate such systems
on a digital computer.

fn order to obtain an analog solution, Equations 4l
and 42 are first expressed in differential forrn and r, and
12 are then replaced by the relationships given in Equa-
tions 35 to 42. This results in:

dn/d(Vn/F) : 6.23
[(l - xr - rr)'- (r'/z - x,) (n/2 * xz)/0.312]

(43)

(33)

(34)
V"/F : ,f dn/rr

and
VR/F : Idxzfrz

(35)

/z : triphenyl produced, lb. moles/(hr.) (cu' ft.)
: 3.61 lP'Po - (PIPE/O.4BO)] (36)

In Equations 35 and 36, P denotes the partial pressure in
atmospheres with subscripts B, D, H, and T representing
benzene, diphenyl, hydrogen, and triphenyl, respectively.
It is desired to calculate the conversion of an initially
pure benzene feed at one atmosphere as a function of the
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0l  x1
02 xz
03  - x2
04 Pn :  |  -  xr -  xz
0 5  - P o : - n / 2 - x z
0 6  - P x : - 4 f 2 - x 2
0 7  - P u ' :  ( l  - r r - x r ) t
O B  _ P B P D :

- (l - xt - xz) (xr/2 - xz)
09 PDPH :

(n/2 - xz) (n/2 * xz)
l0 P7PE : x2 (xt/2 + x2)

xr* :  0.5
xr* :  0.1
xz* : 0.1

Pa* :  1.0
PP* : o'2
Pr* : 0'35

(P"P)* : 1.0

(PuP")* : 0.2

(PDP;* : .07
(PrP")* : 0.03c
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TABTE 7-Unlty Sccling, Time Scoling qnd Stotic Gheck

a-P Physical Variable Estimated Maximum

li{!*-:'!-,;;i; - r,) - (x,) (x,/2 + x,)/o.4.ol
with xr : 0 and xz : O when Vp/F : 0. &+)

Retaining a one-to-one correspondence between phys-
ical and analog variables, the preliminary analog diagram
given in Fig. 20 is made. Pots 07 to 11 are included be-
cause they may be required after scaling although not
required in the preliminary diagram. It is to be noted
that the independent variable (V*lF) is to be computer
operating time. In Table 7, the physical significance of
all amplifier outputs and all pot settings is summarized.

The processes of amplitude and time scaling are then
sequentially completed as indicated in Table 7. In esti-
mating the maximum magnitudes, the values of x1 and, x2
corresponding to VplF : co were rounded off to the
nearest 0.1 on the high side ( i.e., the equilibrium values
were used) ; Ps* was noted to be : 1 ; P1,* and Pp*
were initially picked using (l) rr* * xrx and. (/r) *r*
- trl"x but Po* was changed to 0.2 when a dynamic
check indicated it to be larger than 0.15; and the maxi-
mum magnitude for the products were chosen to be
products of the maximum magnitudes for factors being
multiplied.

To complete time scaling, the range of the pot values
obtained after amplitude scaling were examined. Al-
though all pot values between 0.1 and 30, the values
of Pots 01 to 04, nameln those on inputs to integrators,
were consistently greater than 1 (ranging 2.5 to 12.+6)
indicating that the simulation would be fast. Consequently
,B : 10 was chosen so that a slower simulation could be
prepared for recording purposes.

The scaled analog diagram was then drawn. It is the
sarne as Fig. 20 except that the amplifier outputs and pot
values are changed to those quantities given in Table 7.
Upon completion of the patching, a static check was per_
formed as indicated in Table 7. A dynamic check was
subsequently made to check the dynamic operability of
the components used and the feasibilitv of the scale fac_
tors assumed. ft was ascertained that the solution was
completed in about 10 seconds. Following the setting of a
time ramp for recording as shown in Fig. 21, the ösults
using p : 10 and ß : 5 were also rec-orded and com_
pared.

The results shown in Fig. 22 were obtained using a
scale factor on the recorder of one inch per volt anä a
l0-volt analog computer.

-The.next part of this series will discuss the generation
of particular functions using common analog components.
Consideration will be given to the operational aqpects of
the analog computer in order to assure stable, äccurate
simulation. Of particular concern will be methods for car-
rying out algebraic solutions using the analog compurer.
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Pot Before Scaling After Amplitude Scaling
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02
03
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05
06
07
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09
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h :
k z :
k a :
k a :

6.23
6.23/0.3r2
3.61
3.6r /0.480

0.5
0.5
1 . 0
1 . 0
1 .0
1 .0
1 .0

(PpP)* fuf xf
(PpPq)* k2f xf
(PsP2)* ksf x2*
(P7Ps)x kafx2*

0.5 xr*/PD*
0.5 xf f PH*
|.0/ PB*
xr* /Pu*
xt* / Pu*
xzx/Po*
xz* / Pp*

t2.+6
2.795
7.22
2.632
t .25
0.714
1.000
0.100
0.500
0.500
0.286

A-p Couiputer Variable

Static Check
Initial Amplifier

Condition Oütput

0 l
02
03
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06
07
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09
l 0

a/0.5
xz/0'l

- xz/0.1
PB

-PD/0.2
-PE/o.35
- Pr'
-PBPD/0.2

PDPE/0.07
PrPE/0.035

0.500
0.800

-0.800
0.670

-0.225
-0.s85
-0.449
-  0 . 1 5 1

0.1  32
0.468

After Amplitude and Time Scaling (0 : fO1

0 l
02
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o4
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o7
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(P"P")* h/(xr*ß) : 1.246
(P"Pr)* k /(rr*g) : 0.2795
(P"P")* kt/(xr*ß) : 0.722
(PrPr)* h/(xr*p) : 0.2632

0.5 xf  f  PD* :  1.25
0.5 xf f PH* : 0.714
1 . 0 / P B *  : 1 . 0 0 0
xz* /Pu*  :0 .  100
xr*/Pt* :0.500
xz*/Po* :0.500
xz*/Pa* :0.286

Armatie-I, Benzene-l, Qompci-
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PART 5: CIRGUIT DESIGN-StabilitY'
accuracy and flexibilitY must be
considered before choosing from
among several circuit designs

Theodore W. Godmqn and Theodore G' Smith

Univenity of Maryland, College Park, Md'

DunrNc rHE couRsE of preparing a problem for analog

solution, several mathematically equivalent methods may

occur to the programer. At this point, he must make a

judgment as 1o which will best suit his particular pur-

porä. et indicated in the last article of this series' the

rrno,rrr, of required analog equipment, the aocuracy of

required analog 
"o*po,,""t', 

and the flexibility of the

unulog circuits ä be-significant factors. in this choosing

pro..ir. Attention can be given to such considerations'
^ho*"rr"., 

only after analog stability has been assured'

Below attention is drawn to those situations in which

analog instability can arise. Particular emphasis is given

to iß äccurrence during the solution of algebraic equations

on the analog. Methods for insuring stability are discussed

and are extended to indicate the applicability of the ana-

Iog in optimization calculations. The article is concluded

by'corrsid".ing the synthesis of transfer functions on the

analog.

Feedbqck 3rability. Although the analog computer per-

mits the almost instantaneous solution of algebraic equa-

tions, precautrons must be taken in the design of circuits

to ,irr" algebraic equations' As an example, consider the

simple eq"=ation y: ay * x'a ) 0' -where 
it is desired

to ärr" for y given r. An analog circuit is readily designed

for the equation in the form given in Fig' 23'

The sohrtion which might be expected is y : x l(1 - o) '

In actuality, the circuit *ill b"to*" unstable if a ) 1 and

the ampliders will readily saturate' This -results from the

phenomena known as positive Jeedback with excessive

gui". f" i[ustrate the reason for the instability, assume

24

Fie. 23-An easy circuit to solve an algebraic equation al'
ihEueh it may be-unstable in operation'

that the outPut from amplifier 1 is momentarily in error

üu u" t*o.*t u. Following the progress of the error

;i;;h ;i'; feedba.k loop In an äppräximate' sequential

;;;;;., the error " 
is seän to resuit in an error of eo in

,ft" 
""ip", 

from amplifier 1 after the first pass' Thus the

initial error results in a subsequent error of the same sigrr'

n-""" t'fr" term positive feedback' Now if a 1 l, the error

will soon die out. However, if. a ) 1 the error is propa-

*"i"J t"a the amplifiers soon overload' Thus if the gain

äi,r*J""al".k loäp becomes excessive, a ) l, the circuit

becomes unstable.

Positive feedback arises when an even number of am-
plifiers occur in a loop of an analog circuit' To insure

;;ilir" in such cases, the total gain around the loop

must bä less than unitY.
Negative feedback arises when an odd number of am-

ptifiei occur in a loop of an analog circuit' As indicated

ü'W. g*rrn"r," rattier restriotive maximum permissible

gilrn urir" in ittis case also' These are less than 8' 2'9

änd 2.1 for loops containing 3, 5 and 7-amplifiers respec-

tively. The pr"i"n." of intägrators in- flle feedback loop'

t o*äu"t, märkedly enhance"s the stability, to the point

where maximum permissible gains are higher than ever

required.

To avoid feedback instability it is advisable to:

r Avoid, where possible, feedback loops which do not

contain at Ieast one integrators
o Avoid summing-amplifier gains in excess of 306

r Double check the occurrence of loops containing

positi r" J"edback (i.e. loops with an even number of am-
'ptin"., 

and integrators to insure that they are required

ily the physical sytt"* being examined) '

o Adhere religiously to the maximum permissible feed-

back gains if loops wiih only amplifiers are used'

Such precautions are of particular significance in the

a"tiä" 
"i 

analog circuits foi solving algebraic equations'
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Fig. 24--Solving three equations simultaneously.

Pz
Fig. 2$-The upper circuit is a shorthand symbol for the
more complete circuit shown in the lower portion.

Algebrcic Equclions. Algebraic equations appear fre-
quently in chernical and petroleum engineering as being
representative of process performance, such as in steady-
state mass and energy calculations, or as arl integral part
of a dynamic simulation. An example of the latter would
arise during the simulation of the linear dynamics of mul-
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ticomponent distillation on an analog. In this
Raoult's Law is assumed, it can be showno that
earized equilibrium relationship is

! i ,  i : k i , r , , , o * j rL  g  - v1 .o * i , o
t  7 , ,p fu, ,p  a=1

B = r
where

!i, i:the deviation from its steady-state value of the mole
fraction of component i in the vapor leaving tray j

7j, o:the steady-state value of the mole fraction of component
i in the liquid on traY j

v* , : the deviation from its steady-state value of the mole

fraction of component l' in the liquid on tray j

Vr, o: ratio of the vapor pressure of component i evaluated at
'- 

the temperature of tray j to the column pressure

R ,, o: the derivative of. K1, l, evaluated at the temperature of

tray j

N : number of components present.

To calculate the deviations r;, i given the deviations
!i, a, it is necessary to solve the coupled set of algebraic
equations. Thus for a four-component system and a given
tray, equations of the following form arise where the aiis
are constants

(45 )
(46 )
(47  )

case, if
the lin-

l t :  at t  x ,  *  au x,  I  a*  xs

!z : &zt x, * azz x," * a2z xe,

ls :  atr  t ,  *  azz Jc.2 + aß Jca

wnere
1 4 -  l l  t 2  t 3

t c l ' :  -  x 7 -  x 2 -  x g

One method of analog simulation would be to solve Equa'
tions 45, 46 and 47 simultaneously to yield

t t :  b . s . t l t *  b v r r l  b s l s

x z ' :  b r r ! 1 *  b 2 2 ! 2 *  b 2 s ! 3

rg: är. l t  - l  .b* y2 * bs !3

(48)

(4e)
(50 )

and program Equations 48, +9 and 50 directly. Such an
approach, however, requires considerable computation be-
fore the analog solution can be obtained and results in a
relatively inflexible analog diagram since the known co-
efficients a4i's axe not isolated on individual pots.

A much more direct approach is to use the analog to
perform the calculation using the aiis directly. This can
be achieved by rearranging Equations 45,46 and.47 to
yield

( 5 1 )

(52 )

(53 )

r r :  ( ! r -  a r z *z -  a r " x r ) / a t t

rr': (!z - dzt *t - a"" xu)/an

x " :  ( ! a -  o t t * t -  a " " x . " ) / a " "

which can be programed in the manner shown in Fig. 24.
In Fig. 24, the symbol shown on the upper circuit of

Fig. 25 is used to represent the same as the more com-
plete components shown on the lower view of Fig. 25,
where P1, P2, and Ps are grounded pots. It is readily veri-
fied that x : - ! (PrlP") - z (P,2lPr). Thus a factor
common to all inputs can be handled by the addition of
the grounded pot P, in the feedback line.

Also note that Fie. 24 has not been scaled and that all

25



of the aii's have been assumed to be positive. Negative
ails are handled by the addition of inverters in the ap-
propriate feedback lines.

An examination of Fig. 24 indicates that there are three
positive feedback loops.

o The loop consisting of amplifiers I and 2 which has
an over-all gain of (att a"t) I (at, arr),

o The loop consisting of amplifiers 2 and 3 which has
an over-all gain of (ar" atr) I (a2 a""),

o The loop consisting of amplifiers I and 3 which has
an over-all gain of (ar" att) I (art a"").

The rnethod of steepest descent results in the synthesis
of a set of differential equations, the steady-state solution
of which represents the solution of the algebraic equa-
tion(s). The method of synthesis is given below.

Choosing Equations 45, 46 and 47 for example, errors
ey 02 a;fid e3 are defined in the following manner.

et: -!t * at *r * at, x, * aß xa

e , 2 : - y 2 I  a z t x t *  a n x z *  a z s x s

ss :  - le,*  a" ,  x1J- a""  x2* aas xs (56)

If the correct values of xr, x2 and x3 are chosen, er : ez
: e3 : 0. Choosing E : "t2 * "2" * e"2, E :0 iS seen
to result if and only if the correct solution is obtained.

Other forms for E may also be used. For example,
E :  l e r f  *  l a r l  *  l e r l  o rE :  €r4  +  e2a  *  esa ,  E  >  0 .

It is recognized, that if an analog circuit is designed for
which dE/dt < 0 for all ü, the steady-state solution would
result in E : 0 and thus solution. Letting )r1, x2 ar,d 2cs
be functions of /, the following is obtained by the rules of
differentiation

: r (T [ "#  * ,# , * "# ]
, axzf aet , öez , öer-l

+ dtL" a*r-r " urf " an)

t) (57)

From the last form of Equation 57, it is evident that
dElat < 0 is insured if

(eB)

(5e)

(60)

, dxtf der , öez , der
+ dtL" ö*,f " ar,-r " ar,

If a stable solution is to be obtained each of the three ah / öer , öez , dea \
gains must be less than unity. For the particular case of dt 

: - 
\" art t 

" öxt-r "t a*, )
multicomponent equilibrium, one would generally expect
ooo ) ooi; j+ i,i;which case the stabiliiy criteria wÄuld dxz / let ' öez ' öes \
be automatically satisfied. If, however Equations 45,46 \"il 

-r ez axz-r " u' )
and,47 had been solved for x2, x3 a.id x1 respectively, the dxs / öer , öez , deg \
resu l t i ngc i r cu i twou ldbeuns tab le .  ä :  

-  ( a  * t  
ez  A r r+  "  Ao )

Although the direct method indicated above can fre-
quently be_used to.great advantage, care mu-st be taken or in the general case
to insure that maximum permissible feedback gains are
not exceeded. Particularly troublesome are those cases in
which the equations can not be rearranged to make dxo | }eo

aa t )  a r , t j  j * i , t he re i snoun ique re la t i onsh ipbe tween  A :  
-  

1u  a r '

the a41's which can be used to the programer's advantage,
or the a;1.'s are variable. In the latter case, tt" pott i" nig. F"l Equations 54' 55 and 56' Equations

24 woulä be replaced by multipliers and the analysis of reduce to

stability could become unduly complex. Under such cir-
cumstances the programer might be well advised to use a aaf dt : - (arr er * azrez I aatea)

ff1#,$J'H':L:|;:: "il-,ä:iäJT"l;;i,'iJ il:f'i; dx2rds : - (an e'l-r azz ez * an ea)
aiternative. dxt/dt : - (ot er t aza e2 ! as es)

(54)
(55 )

(61)

58, 59 and 60

(62)
(63)
(6+;

Programing of Equations 62, 63 and 64 as indicated in
Fig. 26 yields an analog circuit which, after a brief
period of operation, will produce the desired values
of Nr, N'2 and x3 without the necessity of performing a
stability analysis.

To speed the approach to the steady-state, the speed
of integration can be increased by using a smaller feed-
back capacitor. Many analogs permit a P :0.1 or less
to be selected in this manner. In the application of tlis
technique, the calculation of the er's is also crucial since
a null point is being sought. To enhance accuracy, feed-
back pots may be placed in the feedback line of the am-
plifiers which calculate the s4's-Pots Py P2 and Ps in Fig.
26. By setting these pots at small values, the errors, e4's,
generated can be amplified by several hundred so that the
null point is more clearly defined. If this latter approach
is taken, momentary overloading of the amplifiers may
occur prior to the approach to steady-state. It is common
to limit the values of e4's between -f reference, using
techniques which are to be described in the next article,
in order to prevent such overloading. After the analog
circuit has attained a steady-state for a set of fixed yr, |z
and ye, variable values of ht lz and le can be handled'
The values of xy x'2 and 13 obtained from the circuit will
essentially be the instantaneous solution of the algebraic
set for the variable ya's.

The method of steepest descent as described above for
linear algebraic equations has several other applications
and extensions which can be of considerable use to the
practicing engineer:

f i :  z  (uko,*  , f f  +  " f f1
: , (" l#,# * ## * ##l)

, löez d4 , öe2 dx2 , öe2 a41
r 

"Lö*, dt 
-r 

öi dt 
-r 

a-, dt J

, Fäea dx1 , 0q dxz , ?et dxa
r nlö"t dt 

-r 
u, dt - art dt

26

t)
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Fig. 26-The method of steepest descent as a circuit.

Nonlinear Algebraic and Transcendental Equations. Ap-
propriate u,;'s are defined so that e4's : 0 corresponds to
solution. Equation 61 then forms the basis for the syn-
thesis of differential equations whose steady-state response
is the solution. If multiple solutions exist, the analog solu-
tion will proceed in the direction in which dEldt < 0for
all t from the initial conditions to the nearest solution.

When Number of Equations Exceed the Number of
Unknowns. For these cases, no change needs to be made
in the approach. The individual ei's will, however, reach
non-zero values at steady-state corresponding to a minimi-
zation of. E. Thus the "best" solution can be obtained ac-
cording to the relationship chosen between E and the e4's.

REPRINTED FROM HYDROCARBON PROCESSING

The squared error form, E : X e62, is probably the most
frequently used.

Minimization. In light of the application given in the
preceding method, the extension to the general use of
minimization becomes a natural one. The approach re-
mains the same. If E : E e;2 is to be minimized, Equa-
tion 61 details the differential equations to be used. If
E : I ei is to be minimized, it may be verified that the
equations to be used are:

(65)

27

ax! flöer
d t : - I - t a ,



dxt F }et
T 

: t ' 'E or,

as the required equations. For E : I ei,
are

dxo F det
dt - öxJ

I

If multiple minimums exists, the analog solution will pro-
ceed in the direction in which dEldt < 0 for all t from
the initial conditions to the nearest minimum.

Maximization. For maximization, the method is re-
ferred to as the method of steepest ascent. Differential
equations for which dE ldt > 0 for all t are used. For E :
E elt, this is readily achieved deleting the negative sign in
Equation 61 to yield

Fig. 27-y(s)/x(s) : r/(s + a).

t (s)/z (s) : l/(s * l)'? (72)

where 1/(s + l)'is the transfer function relating z to rt.
Upon specifying z(s), y(s) can be determined and y(ü)
recovered using established techniques for invenion. For
systems involving a number of coupled equations, the use
of the transform results in considerable saving of time and
the transfer function becomes a very convenient repre-
sentation of the system under consideration.

Consequently, the practicing engineer may frequently
be concerned with the analog simulation of processes
which have been characterized by transfer functions
rather than differential equations. In order to facilitate
the analog simulation in such cases, techniques for analog
circuit design directly from the transfer functions have
been developed.

Consider for example

a (s)/x (s) : ll(s * a) (73)

Referring back to Equations 68 and 70, Equation 73 is
seen to be equivalent to

a v l a t l a v : x

the analog solution of which is given in Fig. 27.

Suppose now that

-Y (s)/x (.t) : ,V(' * a)(s * ü)

(74)

(75)

is encountered. By noting that Equations 75 can be equiv-
alently expressed as

t (s)/z (s) : l/(r * o) (76)

and

z $)/x (s) : K/(s * bt (77)

the analog circuit is readily designed as given in Fig. 28.

Adding the acceptable circuit given in Fig 29 for

(66)

the equations

(67)

For further details of these and other steepest descent
methods, including optimization with constraints, the
reader is referred to References 4 and 5.

Simulotion of Tronsfer Functions. In dealing with
linear, ordinary, differential equations with constant co-
efficients, the practicing engineer frequently uses the
Laplace transform because it permits manipulation and
solution of the equations using only algebraic techniques.
(See Reference 7 for details.) Due to the widespread ac-
ceptance of this transform, particularly in process dynam-
ics and control, the simulation of transfer functions on thö
analog has received considerable attention. Below several
relevant aspects of this particular area of analog applica-
tions are developed.

Letting s be the Laplace transform, l(s), of a function
f (l), where IU) - 0 for ü ( 0, is given by

"f (s) : " at.

Based upon this definition, the Laplace transform of stan-
dard functions and operations can be derived. A short list
is given in Table 8.

The usefulness of the transform is indicated by consider-
ing the set of differential equations

r
J l t t ) '

q / d t + t : x t ) ( 0 ) : 0

d x / d t * x : < ) r ( 0 ) : 0

s y ( s ) * t ( s ) : x ( s )

s x ( s ) * x ( s ) : a ( s )

which can be algebraically manipulated to yield

28

(68)

(6e)

(70)

( i l )

TABI,E 8-Loploce Tronsforms

Upon transforming Equations 68 and 69 they become

tg
A
T
-al

e

t 'Q) ,J(O)
[ ,
l J ( t ) a t
o

ra
A/s
| /t'
r/(s * a)
s"f(s)
/__G)

J

l"J G)

: 0

J Q - ?), Tconstant
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Fig. 28--y(s)/x(s) : K/(s + a) (s

T2(dy/dt )  *  y :  Tt (dx/dt )  I  x (81)

which implies the need for differentiating the input signal
r, an operation which is generally unsatisfactory due to
analog noise. This problem is alleviated by noting that
Equation 81 is equivalent to

0

+ b). d < / d t : ( x / T r ) - 1 r / T )

y: (71/Tz) x I (Tt/Tz) z

(82)

(83)

Fig. 29-An acceptable circuit  for a transfer function.

Fig. 3G-y(s)/x(s) - (T,s + l)/(T"s + 1).

Fig. 3l-y(s),/x(s) : li - (Ts/2)l/U + (Ts/2)1.

all transfer functions of the form

K-r (s) _
x ( s ) -

f f i : ' / ( *+f  +r) , (78)

Equations 82 and 83 permit the simulation of Equation
B0 without differentiation as is shown in Fig. 30.

An approximation to y(s) lx(s) : Zr r * 1 is obtained
by making the value oI T1f T, very large.

For a more complete listing of analog circuits for stan-
dard transfer functions than can be given herg the reader
is referred to References 4 and B. Note that neither the
circuits presented here nor in the references are scaled
and that numerous acceptable circuits may exist for a
given transfer function.

The material presented above briefly describes the syn-
thesis of transfer functions consisting of ratios of poly-
nomials in s. One of the most important transfer functions
in chemical and petroleum engineering, however, is

/ \ t  / \  - 7 s
.l \s)/x \s) : e (84)

the time delay, which is equivalent to the physical situa-
tion in which y(t) : x(t - T). This transfer function
can not be simulated exactly on the analog using only
standard analog components. In order to approximate the
time delay, numerous circuits based on expansions of e-r"
have been developed.n,?,8 The most frequently used is the
first-order Pad6 approximation

r r l d _ r - T s / 2
x ( s ) - r * T s / 2 (85)

the circuit for which is given in Fig. 3 1.

Other approximations used for greater accurary are the
second and fourth Pad6 approximations and the Stubbs-
Single approximation. In Reference B, qpical responses
to step and sinusoidal inputs are given for the various ap-
proximations. As indicated there, the time delay of a step
is particularly difficult to approximate. Analog simulatio'ns
using these approximations do, however) represent marked
improvements over simulations completed by neglecting
the presence of time delays.
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(7e)n l  m  I
J (J tarj * " ' * a - )

can be handled when it is noted from Table B that mul-
tiplication by l ls is equivalent to another integration.
Thus rvith knowledge of the analog circuits for the basic
transfer functions, the programer can design directly an
analog program for more complicated transfer functions.

The basic transfer function

t-]({) _ Trs*l
x (s) 

- 
Tzs*l (80)

appears to be more difficult to simulate because the differ-
ential equation fnrm which this result is
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PART 6: DIODE SWITCHING-A keY
element in the design of circuits for
non-linear problems, the diode acts
as a switch in an operation analogous
to a check valve

Theodore W. Ccrdmqn and Theodore G' Smith
University of Maryland, College Park, Md'

PnosI-BN{s wgrcrr ARE DrscoNTINUous in nature are

often solved on analog computers' Prob-lems with dis-

continuities can arise in se"äral ways: from a discon-

ii.rrro,r, physical system or from the piecewise linear

uffto"iÄ",i"" of a nonlinear differential equation- with

r'Lt 
"f 

Hnear differential equations, each of which is

uppticuUt" over a fixed interval' In the hydrocarbon pro-

.äii".e l"a"stry it is not unusual to find systems-which
frt"" ?i*" deläys, hysteresis or backlash, coulomb fric-

tion, limitations on physical quantities, or are forced

*ittt aitcotttinuous fÄrcing functions' Each of these non-

linearities as well as others may be simulated on the

analog comPuter.

30

The Diode. One of the key elements used in the circuit

a.rign of nonlinear elements is the diode' A diode per-

mits" current to flow only in one direction and its op-

eration is analogous to tL" operation of a check valve'

fh;r" tt" in gerieral three types of diodes used in analog

computers. fh"r" ,." the väcuum tube diode' usually

".if"'i " 
"hot diode," and two "cold diode" solid state

ä;;i;t, the germanium diode and the silicon-junction
Jioa" äf,"" ät"d t Zener diode' The symbols for the
irroi" una "cold" types are shown in Fig' 32'

+ 6>-P--ruY c
+

ffi
Fie.. 32-Yacuum tubes (left symbol) and solid state devices
ca-n be used as switching diodes'

The latest solid state analog comPuters use only "co1d
tvpe" diodes which have foiward-resistances on the

JÄ". 
"f 

one hundred ohms. If the anode or plate P is

positive witll respect to the cathode C, electrons will flow

iro- the cathode to the plate and the direction of cur-

rent flow will be from the plate to the cathode' If the

pi"i" it made negative with i"sp"tt to the cathode' elec-

irorrs ur" repelled, and, as a consequence, no current

flo*s. Wh"tt a diode is conducting, its resistance is a

nonlinear function of voltage and current'
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Some comprex oon-linear circuils are possible by comhining
several simpler circuils

Diodes in Switching. Diodes are used extensively as
switching devices in digital computers, bu! are rarely
used strictly as srvitches in analog computers. They are
often used with operational amplifiers and relays to forrn
srvitching circuits. Diodes s.'vitch currents rather than
voltages and the state of the srvitch and the magnitude
of the current is dependent upon the voltage drop across
the diode.

* €m

e1 --#

Fig. 33-Minimum selection where x - -min (e,, e, e,
eo, er),

0 6

SOFT L IMITER

HARD LIMITER
-em

" K 2

DEAD SPACE SIMULATION

DEAD SPACE SIMULATION

HYSTERESIS OR BACKLASH

l o l
.'--ib I

€g

eo

€1

e2

e3

en ---++-J

Fig. 34-Maximum selection where x : -max (el, ez, es .
eo, e").

Diodes are often used in the design of selection and
comparator circuits. Fig. 33 shorvs a circuit that may
be used to obtain the minimum of a set of input volt-
ages,- while Fig. 34 shows a circuit that may be used
to obtain the maximum of a set of input voltages. In
either case,

I n ,  I' u : l n ; 4  
) ' "

These circuits require that the source .and diode for.-
ward resistance be negligibly small compared with resis-
tances R, and .Rr. The voltage eo may be either positive
or negative. If ,Ro is equal to .Rr and eo is twice the posi-
tive reference voltage, then e, will be the positive refer-
ence voltage, and the circuit in Fig. 33 will find the mini-
mum of the set of input voltages. When eo is positive in
the circuit in Fig. 33 the circuit is equivalent to the AND
circuit used in digital computers. If eo is negative in the
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circuit in Fig' 34, the circuit is equivalent to the OR

circuit used in digital computers'
Diodes may also be used to construct comparator clr-

.r'ri,.- nlg' 35 shows a simple comparator circuit using

an opera*tional amplifier and two diodes'-'Tli"',r"" 
,r"gtori"d"a potentiometers used in the cir-

".rir-hurr" 
their"wipers sei at ratios of a' and a' ol the

;;i;"g* :r e. The potentiometers are used to obtain bias

f;; ;fi" diodes. The output of the circuit .is positive and

of a value a2e wnen " 
i' l"'s thatr e2 and is negative and

oi u ,rutr" ire when r is greater than ez' Both r and e'

may be variables in a Problem'

Relays are often used in conjunction rvith diodes to

form analog computer sr'vitching circuits'.'Two types-of

;;i;;t;.;;**o.,ly used' Thev are the differential relav

of the double throw type, having one or more poles and

the sensitive-ptut" "iu1'' 
Plate-iype relays can usually

f" 
"".tgit.a 

ty the ot'ipt't 9l '" operational amplifier'

ä"-"itäi, shätu,l in Fig' 36 can be used to produce

the function:

T i l e l o l v e r c l i o d e i r r t h e c i r c u i t o f F i g . 3 6 l i m i t s t h e
o,rio,ri of the operational amplifrer-.to -3-rvolts and pre-

;;ir-';; 
"*frlin"t 

from overloading' This circr-rit is a

variation of the comparison circuit showrr earlier in

Fig. 35.

Fig. 36-A relay circuit for switching'

SL0PE = |''ff*
I r_rrurrrR _l | \

DEAD SPACE EANG-  BANG

eo

i"
I f--____H-J IF

\ a  i f  x - Y  1  o
' = 1 *  i f  x - Y  )  o

Fig. 37-Complex non-linear circuits can be combined from
simoler  c i rcu i ts .

A nutnber of simple circuits have been developed to

s imulate the d iscont inuous phenomena that  anses r l ]

rn.'"f fnyti.al problems' Tablä 9 contains son.re of the

*ori oit.n .rr.ä diod" circuits' Each of these circuits

"r""ffu 
has an equivalent relay circuit replacing. the

ilä;;l wn.., ttt"'diode conducts the relay srvitch is

closed. Other',vise, the srvitch is open'

Several other cliocle circuits rnay be found in the lit-

erature. l '  { '  8-10

More Complex Gircuits. It is sometimes possible to con-

,,.rr., *or. complex nonlinear circuits by combining rel-

;;i;;ir simple nonlinear circuits in series or parallel'

ir"l" ä""*ples of such circuits are shown in Fig' 37'

Scoling Nonlineqr Gircuirs' The scaling of nonlinear

compoients is accomplished- in the same manner as linear

comionents. They are scalecl by changing the gain .of
;;J;;;; itputs.'Nonlinear components are affected bv

;;;iiil; ,.'uti.tg of their i'rputi and it is not uuusual

;;-t;;; to scale 
"both the input and output' Scaling can

,o*"ii-", be done simply by patching the nonlinear ele-
Fig. 35-A simple comparator circuit  using diodes'

Po 0oNTRoLLER

n Or2 -2

Fig. 38-The pressure in the first tank is to be controlled'
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Fig. 39-Pneumatic control
valve parameters.

x v ( t )

Fig, {gi-g|o.k diagram of the control valve.

ment on the cornputer and then scale i t  rvhi le forcing
the  e lement  rv i th  a  var iab le  input  such as  a  ramp
function.

A Process Control Exomple. As an example of the use
of a diode circuit in an analog computer problem rve
consider the system of Fig. 38 in rvhich it is desired to
contro l  the pressure in  a tank by employing a pneu-
matic control valve to throttle the florv. For this example
the pressure P, in the first tank is to be controllcd. The
symbols are defined as follolvs:

C : Capacitance, cf./psi
R : Resistance, psi/cfm

P : Pressule, psi
Q : Flow rate, cfin

In this systern there are several nonlinear elements.
Each resistance must usually be considered to be non-
linear and the pneumatic control valve is nonlinear. For
this example we will linearize each resistance for small
departures from the steady state and rvill consider only
the control valve as nonlinear.

A pneurnatic valve is usually designed so that it op-
erates over a pressure range from 3 to 15 psi. If the
valve is normally closed, it rvill begin to open when the
signal from the controller is 3 psi and will be fully open
when the signal reaches 15 psi. A normally open valve
operates in the reverse fashion. The simulation of the
control valve requires the use of a nonlinear element
(a limiter) because the controller output signal range
is normally 0 to 20 psi while valve movement is re-
stricted to the 3 to 15 psi range.

The outflorv Q, from the control valve is a function
of the upstream pr"essure Pr, the dorvnstream pressure P2,
and the vaive stem position Xu (or the degree to which
the vah-e is open). For this problem we assume that the
valve is very fast so that valve stem position is linearly
related (no dynamic element) to the pressure Po supplied
to the valve bonnet. The relationship betrveen the valve
elements is shorvn in Fig. 39.

The relationship betrn'een outflorv, pressure drop and
valve stem position is given in the follorving linearized
eqr-ration:

e, (t) : * x, ro + 19t P, (t) + * p, (,) (86)
u A n  ö P r ' "  t " '  '  

? P t

S E T
POINT

Fig. 4l-Block diagram of the pressure control system.

R E P R I N T E D  F R O M  H Y D R O C A R B O N  P R O C E S S I N G

Pr(t)

0 Q r / d A  P

P2( r )

K . I r + ( r / r i ) J o t ] oQr /öaP

t aer/  at

P3( t )
I  aer/at

Po (t)

P{ ft)
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this in turn may be written as

Q , ( t ) : f t , x , ( t ) + # ^ P f t )
In the linearized form the partial derivatives are con-

,runir-""ufrruted at the "o"ttäl 
operating conditions' The

Ljä.[ äi"s.t- of Fig. 40 illusträtes horv Pr' Pz and X'

affect outflow Qz.
The relationships between pressure drop',flow rate' re-

,irturrc" and tank capacitance may be developed' In.this

ä"rr"foo*"rr, it is asiumed the tanks are pure capacitors

irro ,ärirtu"ce to flow) and connecting lines are pure

resistances.

For Tank 1

Fig. 42-An analog diagram for the example problem'

(87)

A proportional plus integral controller is used to con'

ffol the Process

Pole : K, [l + 0/r) f dtl (92)

where Po : controller output pressure,,
e : errot ft"t poi"t minus feedback signal)

7l : integral time
Kc : controller gain

The assumption that the valve is very fast leads to a

fl""r, ,"irri,inrhip b"t*""n controller output pressure Po

and valve stem Position X,'

X o :  K o P o (e3)

It should be noted that Equation 93 as it now stands

indicates that there it 
"L 

tättti"tion on the extent of

valvestemmovement.Therelationshipmustbemodified
i.^.""f"ä to the physical relation' fe have the follow-

ing restriction on Equation 93'
For Tank 2

For Resistance 2

For Resistance 3

Q(dPz/dt) :  Qz -  Qa

Cz(dPa/dt) :  Qa -  Qa

Pz -  Pz:  Qr rRr

P t  -  P r :  Q r  R r

(BB)

(8e)

(e0)

(el)

X o :  K o P o

X o :  O

3 < P , < 1 5
P o  1 3

Xo : 15 Ko Po > 15 (94)

The restrictions shown in Equation 94.requ,ire- " 
lT-

it";;;.;;i; to u" pt^t"J in the Pressure line before the

valve bonnet.
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Fig. f,l-Valve stem position, -Xu.

Fig. 44-1unk pressure, Pr.

In process control problems it is often helpful to draw
a block diagram of the system. This type of diagram
shows how signals flow through the system and how the
various elements are affected by the signals. Fig. 41 is a
block diagram for the system under discussion.

An analog circuit may be constructed using the block
diagram and the limitations on valve stem movement.
The circuit is given in Fig. 42.

The normal value of each of the constants in the
problem is given in Table 10.

Typical pot settings, determined after magnitude and
time scaling, are given in Table 11.

It is now of interest to determine the effect of the
limiter upon the valve displacement and upon the pres-
sure P2 in the first tank. The disturbance is a step change

REPRINTED FROM HYDROC,ARBON PROCESSING

TABIE I O-Normql Vqlues of Constqnts

Function
sP'z1o
Kc
Ti
Po
KU
aQ/reXa
aqnLP
R2
.R3
Pn/to
cr
c,2

Value
2.56 psi
0.7 psi,/in.
36 min.
0.036 psi
0.044 in./psi
10 cfm,/in.
0.083 cfm,/psi
45 psi/c[m
590 psi/cfm
3 psi
0.007 cflpsi
0.0001 cf,/psi

TABTE I l-lypi3ql Pot Settings

Pot
0
1
2
5
6
B

1 0
t 2
1 3
15
20
2 l
22
25
26
42
L q

Function
Sp/10
Kc
t/Ti
Ka
AQßX,
aQß^P
1/C 1
1/R,z
l/c,2
P, (o)
P, (o)
P" (0)
P1/10
l/Rs
P4/lo
Limiter
Limiter

Value
0.023
0.683
3.82
0.44
1.00
0.083
0 .146
2 .22
0.927
0.038
0.305
0.305
0.848
0.1 70
0.305
0.072
0.326

in pressure caused by a setpoint change. Fig. 43 sho-ws
how the output from amplifier 2 (in this case -Xr)

changes as i function of time with the limiter circuit
and ilrithorrt the limiter circuit. Fig. 44 shows how the
output of ,amplifier 10 (in this case Pr) -changes with
timä with the limiter circuit and without the limiter cir-
cuit. Because of the nature of the control system (closed
loop feedback control), the effect of the limiter shown
in Fig. 43 is not just to truncate the unlimited sinusoidal
decay-curve of Xr. The curve in which the limiter is used
has teen significantly changed in both amplitude and
frequency and this in turn has changed the pressure
curve sho*n in Fig. 44' For this particular case the lim-
iter has helped to reduce the wild pressure fluctuations
in the first tank due to a set point change.

This example has illustrated the importance of de-
signing the analog circuit to incorporate physical limita-
tiöns of the system. The example was simplified to illus-
trate just the effect of the limiter. A.more realistic system
mighi take into account nonlinearities in resistances, valve
dynamics and hysterisis in valve motion. Each of these
may readily be incorporated in an analog simulation'
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PART 7= FUNCTIONGENERATION-
Usually the best waY to generate
mathematical functions in an analog
computer is to simulate differential
equations.

Theodore G. Smith and Theodore W' Cqdmqn
University of Maryland, College Park, Md'

Ir rs possrer-E to generate a function either as the solu-

tion of a differential equation or by emplollng a m9mory

J;;il which stores thä functional relationships' 
'Ihe so-

l..tion of differential equations is the strong point of ana-

iog ;"*p","rs, while ttottgg is one of their weakest attri-

U,ites. Wftenever possidle one should try to. use the

äiffererrtial equation method of function generation'

Difierenriol Equotions. We have referred to differential
equation function generation in a previous article in this

rJrio ff we haveä function of the form y : f(r) ' we

*uy-g*"tu," the function as a solution of a ztb order
iräo!"tt"o"s difierential equation if . the function and

.r.n,äf its first n derivativei are continuous and if each
of the derivatives can be calculated' The procedure- to

follow in forming a function by this method is to differ-
entiate the function a number of times until a homogen-
eous equation rnay be fotrned- The solution oI the borno-

36

Y : Ke-"'
whose first derivative is

d 2 / d t : - K a e - o ' ( d x / d t )
or using symbols gives

- / -

(es)

function to

solution
is shown

(ei)

(eB)

(ee)

seneous equation with the Proper boundary conditions

*ltt U" the desired function'
As an example, suppose rve required the ftrnction y-:

K;:;;u p."i"" of äproblem' To generate this function

u'e differentiate once to obtain

f u ' / d t : - a K e o '

and combine this derivative with the original
obtain a homogeneous differential equation

( d t ' / d t ) * a t : o

The init ial conditions rvhich give the desired
at t : O, ! : K, and the analog crrcult

Fig. 45.

y  =  ( s -0 t

(s6)

are
in

Fig. 45-A homogenous differential equation is obtained by
äojirUining an equätion with its derivative'

If we wish to generate the previous funcfion in a var-

iable other than machine time we employ a similar

*"rft"a. For example, consider the generation of the ex-

ponential

a)x



) : sin h(t)
We construct a differential equation as follows

) :  h c o s ä ( t )

j : 
' i  

cos ä(t) - (h)'sin i(r)

combining equations we obtain

j  - ( i / i)r + (;) ') :  o

TEARN ABOUT ANALOG COMPUTERS . . .

Flg. 46-fnis differential equation generator requires a deriv-
ative input.

The solution of this equation may be obtained from the
circuit shown in Fig. 46, where yo : Ke-o,o. The genera-
tion of this function requires the {erivative input.i.

Sine and cosine functions of dependent variables are
used quite frequently and may be generated as solutions
of differential equations or by a special device called a
resolver. If we wish to generate functions of the form

Fig. 43-14rltipliers are used instead of potentiometers if the
sine and cosine are to have variable frequency.

otz' of 3

a

Fig. 49-lntegrators in cascade can be used to generate
power functions of t ime.

Fractional powers of functions can readily be generated
if the function is not complex or imaginary and if multi-
pliers and logarithmic elements are available. For example
the square root, cube root and 213 power of x may be
generated by the circuits shown in Figs. 50, 51 and 52.

Fig, 50-This circuit generates square roots if the value of x
are positive.

Fig. Sl-This circuit generates the cube root.

(1oo)

( 1 0 1 )

( l02)

( l03)

For the special case / : sin rol we obtain 7 * w2 y : O
and the analog circuit is shown in Fig. 47.

Fig. 47-Sine and cosine functions can be generated fromthe solution of a differential equation.

If. h(t) is a function of a variable other then time the
circuit is somewhat more complex. For example if
h(t) : r, then we must generate 1l : rin r, where 

-n 
and

its derivatives with respect to time are available. We must
solve the equation

fu*o: o (r04)

Fig. 52-Fractional exponents also can be generated.

Variable powers may also readily be generated. The
solution of. y : r" where both * and. z are variables can
be obtained by using logarithmic function generators. The
function may be generated using the circuit in Fig. 53.

The logarithm of a function may be generated. by ttre
use of function generators as well as by the solution of
differential equation. For example to obtain z : lnx we
take the time derivative of both sides.

A computer circuit for this function contains multipliers
in place of potentiometers as shown in Fig. 48.

. When g_enerating integer powers of t, multipliers may
be used. Ifowever, a very convenient method involves in_
tegrators in cascade with the initial condition on each
integrator set at zero. These are shown in Fie. 49.

REPRINTED FROM HYDROCARBON PROCESSING
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Fig. S3-Logarithmic function generators are used for variable
exponent where x and the powers ot x are posltlve'

Fig. 54-Atime derivative can generate a logarithm.

and obtain the computer circuit given in Fig. 54'

One must be careful to scale carefully when using the
differential equation technique of function generation'
This is especially important when nonlinear equations are
solved since nonlinear computer elements may become
overloaded within the range of interest of one of the
variables. For example, suppose we wished to generate
z : t1/3 by the differential equation technique. This may
be written as ln z : X (1/3) ln ü, and by differentiating
we obtain

0/d@z/dt) : x t/3t ( l06)
or

2 :  X  z /3 t  (107 )

This cannot be instrumented directly on the computer
since at the start of the problem f is zero and a divisor
cannot be allowed to go to zero. However, one can gen-
erate

z : Q + o ) t ' t f o r a 2 o (loB)

by the differential equation technique. The equation to

be solved is

Function Generation Devices. In some types of prob-
lems the engineer may have to generate functions of the
form y : f U) which may be discontinuous, empirical,
or nonanalytic'and thus not readily obtained as a solu-
tion of a differential equation. There are several types of
devices which have been developed to produce the desired
function or an approximation to it' Some of the more
often used function generators are:

. Servo curve followers
o Servo motor driven tapped potentiometers
c Servo motor driven potentiometers wound with re-

sistance wire so that resistance is a particular function
of shaft position

o Diode function generators which approximate func-
tions with straight line segments.

The tapped servo motor driven potentiometer and the
diode funötion generator are the most commonly used
function generators. Both of these types of function gen-
erators approximate the function of interest by a series of
straight line approximations.

A tapped potentiometer which may be used to approxi-
mate a function l(r) by straight line segments is shown
in Fig. 56. Voltages are impressed at the taps and when
the slides are in some position r between two taps the volt-
age f (x) is a linear interpolation of the voltages between
the two taps. Servo motor driven tapped potentiometers
are usually provided with from 10 to 20 taps so that a
function *ry b" approximated with from 10 to 20 straight
lines. Fig. 56 shows how the function represented by the
solid curve may be approximated by the dotted straight
lines.

: -  \ - /  < '< -  / \  z ( t + a )

and the computer circuit is given in Fig. 55.

( l0e)

?*jH*"
3{,1,.
J{Y:lT
Fig. 56-Tapped potentiometers can approximate a function
by a series of l inear functions.

The taps on most servo motor driven potentiometers
are usually located a fixed distance apart. This feature
may limit the usefulness of this device for a comple" f":"-
tion which has several points of inflection which are close
together.

Servo motor driven potentiometers wound with resist-
ance wire so that resistance is a function of the potentiom-
eter shaft position are usually found only in analog systems
that require repeated use of a particular complex func-
tion. This type of device can not be varied and must be
carefully choien and scaled for the particular application'

Modified X-Y recorders are often used as a curve fol-
lower type of function generator. The function of inter-
est is piotted using conducting ink and by using a special
signal pickup on the X-Y recorder the functional relation
may bä retriced and the resulting signal used in the ana-
log computation.

Th" ,tt" of function generating devices employing
servo motors requires careful time scaling of the analogFie. 55-Proper scaling must be used when generating a func-

tio-n with the' differential equation technique.
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Fig.57-A diode function generator is faster than servo-
motor-d r iven potentiometers.

Fig, 58-The simplest diode function generators do not havea means of varying the breakpoints.

c.ircuit.so that the problem is scaled within the frequency
limitations of the servo motors. This means that fist re-
petitive operation employing oscilloscope display can not
be used, and the solution must usually be recorded with
a servo recorder.

Diode Function Generqfion. Much of the servo motor
driv-en _function generation equipment has been replaced
by diode function generators in modern analog computers.
Although diode function generato.s t"p."s"rrt functions
by straight line segments just as servo motor driven po-
tentiometer function generators, the diode function eln-
erator is an all electronic system and is therefore m-uch
faster than seryo motor driven systems.

These are two general types of diode function genera-
tors: fixed and variable breakpoint generators. Thi volt-
age at which two line segment approximations intersect
(a breakpoint) is fixed by the computer manufacturer in
a fixed breakpoint function generator, while the ensineer
solving the problem may decide, within certain ti*itu-
tions, the location of breakpoints for a variable breakpoint
function generator. The diode has such an impoitant
function in diode function generation, that it is essential
its operation be understood. In a previous article in this
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Fig.-S9-Complex l ines can be simulated by adding the out
put from several diode function generators. 

-

? 3 4 5
I

Fig. 50-The relation between viscosity and shear rate is di.vided into segments.

series it \\'as shown that if the plate voltage of a diode is
larger than the cathode voltage the diode pemrits a cur-
rent to pass through it. If the reverse is true, the diode
acts as an infinite resistance and no current can pass
through it. Fig. 57 illustrates the properties of a diode.

In the circuit of Fig. 57 the diode acts as a switch.
When the applied voltage a1 is less than the bias voltaee
eo, the diode acts as an infinite resistance. At values äf
applied voltage equal to or greater than the bias voltage
the diode acts as if it has zero resistance and current may
flow. The entire voltage drop e. due to the flow of current
though the diode appears across the resistance R as

e 2 : ( e 1 - r o ) / R ( l  l 0 )

e 2

e l

r0

The solid curve in Fig. 57 illustrates how e, would vary
with an increase in e, if the bias voltage were set at eo for
an ideal diode. Actual diodes have characteristics more
closely represented by the dashed curve. The value of. e,
of bias voitage in Fig. 57 is called a breakpoint. The grad-
ual.rather than sharp change of slope at the breakf,oinr
of the diode characteristic crrue petmits a more accurate
representation of many functions which do not have sharp
changes in slope.

R l

R 3  o " 1

SRq
)

o  ö € l' r 5  r
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Fig. 6l-This circuit  solves the example problem.

Function Simulqtion. The process of simulating a furrc-
tion with diode function generators is one which involves
setting the slopes and breakpoints of the various line seg-
ments which make up the approximation. It is clear that
by setting e, in Equation 110 a breakpoint may be fixed,
and by setting.R a slope may be fixed. The simplest diode
function generators do not have a means of varying the
location of breakpoints. Fig. 58 shows a simplified fixed
breakpoint diode function generator.

A 1O-volt computer with a l0-diode fixed breakpoint
function generator would normally have breakpoints at
l-volt intervals. The slopes of each of the Iine segments
are set by adjusting the values of resistors in the circuits
shown in Fig. 58. Fig. 59 shows how the slopes of the first
four line segments might be set to obtain the composite
function shown as a dashed line.

It should be noted that as the independent variable x
increases from xo the dependent variable l(r) follows the
curve starting at ilo until r reaches the value rt. At this
point the next diode circuit conducts and the value of
l1r; ir the sum of the curve starting at xo and the curve
at 11. As * continues to increase each line segment adds
in as the value of the breakpoint voltage corresponding
to the function is reached. Most diode function generators
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contain an adjustment which permits the operator to
translate the entire function l(x) between the two ex-
tremes of machine voltage.

A fixed breakpoint diode function generator should only
be used for functions that do not have sharp or closely
spaced changes in slope. The variable breakpoint diode
function generator has greater utility than the fixed break-
point type because of the ease with which breakpoints may
be adjusted to conform to the variations of the function.
The procedure for the adjustment of breakpoints and
slopes may vary depending upon the construction of the
computer. Before attempting to generate a function by
this technique the computer manual should be consulted
for procedural details.

A simple method of setting up and checking a function
is to follow these steps:

Step 1. PIot the desired function on a sheet of graph
paper to a large scale.

Step 2. Locate breakpoints. If a fixed breakpoint func-
tion generator is used, the breakpoints are usually located
at even voltages. If a variable breakpoint function gener-
ator is used, convenient points to locate breakpoints are
at points of inflection. A great deal of judgment is needed
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Fig. 63-Power requirements increase during startup.

IABLE l2-Diode Functlon Generotor Settings

Step 3. A table should be prepared listing breakpoint
voltage and the value of the function at each breakpoint.
It is some times helpful to approximate the function on
the graph with straight lines between the breakpoints to
obtain an idea of the shape of the function to be gen-
erated.

Step 4. Potentiometers may now be adjusted to obtain
the proper value of f(*) corresponding to each break-
point voltage x. This may be conveniently done in the
operate mode.

Step 5. A time ramp may now be applied as the inde-
pendent variable and the generated function plotted with
an x-y plotter. The plotted curve may be compared with
the desired function and potentiometers adjusted until
the two curves conform as well as possible.

An Exomple. Now consider the use of a diode function
generator in a computer for a problem in which a non-
Newtonian fluid is to be mixed. We are interested in the
power required to mix this fluid and in particuiar the
power required as the mixer starts and accelerates to its
final speed. We assume that the mixer speed characteris-
tics can be approximated by an exponential. The relation-
ship between viscosity p, and shear rate y for the non-
Newtonian fluid is shown in Fig. 60. This relationship
wjll be approximated with a lO-segment fixed breakpoint
diode function generator. We will assume that there is a
linear relationship between mixer speed N and shear rate
y of the form N : ki. We assume that the relationship

; jr!#:"(ry)"€)'

0
I
2
3
4
5
6

I
9

l 0

1.000
0.998
o.977
o.932
0.865
0.780
0.667
0.537
o.462
0.412
0.378

( l  I  l )

describes the mixing process, where:
p : power
I : speed
D : impeller diameter
p : fluid density
P : viscosity

arb : negative constants
K : constant

This relatron may be reduced to

P :  K '  N 'pd

K' : K Or+a 2fa+b+5 /g!
c  :  a *2b*3
a : - c

We may solve this equation with the computer circuit
shown in Fig. 61.

By using Fig. 60 we may determine the functional
values.at each breakpoint. The function generator used
in solving this example problem is of the fixed breakpoint
type with breakpoints at 10 equally spaced intervals. The
values of the function at each breakpoint are contained
in Table 12. The pot settings used in this simulation are
given in Table 13. The results of the simulation shown
in Figs. 62 and 63 show that the viscosity decreases rapidly
to a steady value and the power required i.rcreases al_
most exponentially.
Indein^g'Terms: Analogs-9, Ca_lculus6, Circuits-!0, Computations_4. Com-puters-9. Decriotions-8. 

-Di<ides- 
10, Eteiiricitv-ib, n,igi.J".i"g?"^"fü"Jtiüiä,Programing-7, 10, Simulation-4.

( l  l 2 )

TABLE l3-Pot Settings

Pot Setti ng

O.7BB
0.884
0. t76
0.01I
0.021
0.834

0
5
6

35
50
5 l

to determine the best location of breakpoints. It should
be-noted_that breakpoints must be separaied by a specified
voltage depending upon machine construction. Otherwise
the diodes will interact.
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PART 8: MEMORY AND LOGIC,-OnIY
modest increases in these will give an
analog comPuter a marked increase
in problem-solving caPabilities

Theodore W. Godmqn and Theodore G' Smith
University of Maryland, College Park, Md'

The memory and logic asPects of analog computer
implementation are of pärticular significance to the prac-
tic.ing engineer because of the marked increase in prob-
lem-s"olviig capacity which results with even a modest
increase ii memoty and logic capability' Trial and
error procedures may be automated, the quantitative ef-
fect o? parameter 

"ittttg"t 
may be automatically- deter-

mined, änd operating cänditions may be- -changed auto-
matically drrting a Jimulation according to criteria
specified by thJprogrammer. With such options, among
oth".r, capable "f 

*i"g exercised during normal or re-
petitive ttt"log operation, the analog computer becomes
r lr"ry rapid inilpowerful tool for the solution of many
probläms'of partiiular significance to chemical and pe-
troleum engineers.

This partliculat atea of analog computation is quite ex-
tensive änd, with increasing sophistication, merges- into the
large field of techniques better described. by the word
nyü.ia. However, the material which will be presented
hlre shall be restricted to the discussion and illustration
of the use of analog memory and logic capabilities which
are now commercially available on moderate size analog
facilities.

The Distinction Between Analog Signal and Logical
Signal. Before discussing the individual components used
to"achieve high speed analog memory and logic, it, is
convenient to fit"t make the distinction between an analog
signal and a logical signal. Thus far in this series, dis-
c,issions have rJvolved around analog signals' These are
the outputs from common analog components such as the
,rrrn**i, integrator, multiplier, etc. and have values which
*uy ,ung" främ plus reference to minus reference' Logi-
cal' signals, on the other hand, have only two possible
,roltag"e .ruir"r. For example, either 0 o1 5 volts' These
two iossible values may be referred to in several equiv-
alent manners as follows:

o HIGH and LOW respectively if one prefers to refer
to the relative voltage levels.
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o Binary I and Binary 0 respectively if one prefers to
regard the variable value as a binary number'

. TRUE and FALSE respectively, thereby, retaining
perhaps more closely the concept of a logical signal' -
i.r tttit article the Iast manner of interpretation will be
used exclusively'

The distinction between the two classes of signals is
necessary because the components on analog comput€rs
incorporating high speed analog memory and logic fall
into four main categories:

. Components which operate with only analog signals'
These have been consideied exclusively to date in this
series.

. Components providing the interfacing from analog
signals to logical signals.

. Components which operate with only logical signals'

. Components providing the interfacing from logical
signals to analog signals.

An example perhaps best illustrates the types of- com-
ponents which falls into each of these four categories'

An Example. Consider the physical sy-stem indicated
schematically i" fig. 64 in which the overflow from Tank
I forms the input stream into Tank 2'

F ,  c u .  l l .  / m i n .

t ru ' lEvanvrr ' rc f l  oVERFLE'Por 'c ! f l ' lmin '

( l  l4)

( l  l 5 )

Assuming Pr :  f ' (är )  and P":  f  , (är)  such that  the
mathematica'i modei will' not predict negative values of
h,t o, h, nor permit the overflowing o{ Tank 2, the model
i, 

"o*pt"t" 
änce the proper conditions are placed on

Por: Overflow. These conditions are

( l  l 6 )

(n7)

cu.  t t . /m in

I
I
I
I
----l

Y
P z ,TANK I P r  ,  c u .  f l . / m i n .  T A N K  2

Fig. 64-The overflow from Tank 1 is the input stream into
Tank 2.

Balances around Tank 1 and Tank 2 yield

and
^ ( d h / d t ) : F - P ' - P o ,

A2 @hr/dt) : Por - Pz

Po, : F - Ptif h > ft and if F ) Pt

otherwise
P o r : 0
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The simulation of this system using components from
each of the four component categories resolves into the
following:

o Designing an analog circuit assuming the proper
value of P6p is available.

o O_btaining a logical signal (21) which is TRUE if
ht) h and FALSE otherwise, and a logical signal (l*)
which is TRUE if F > P, and FALSE otherwise.

o Obtaining a logical signal (Q) which is TRUE if
Lr: TRUE and,L: TRUE but FALSB otherwise.

o Choosing between F - P, and 0 for the value of. psp
depending on the value of Zr.

A preliminary circuit for the first step, assuming F is
available, is completed as shown in Fig. 65.

is called the logical complement of I and is obtained
from an "Inversion" of a logical signal.

_ It is worth noting that the bang-bang circuit given in
Part 6 of this series can be used us ä comprätor by
making the proper choice for the lower and ,rpper volt-
age levels.

Using an electronic comparator, the desired signal Z,
can be obtained by letting dt : hy az : -T, and, L : Lr.
Similarly L, can be obtained by letting et : - F , az : p t,
andT:L".

The logical signal Z3 is obtained by operation on I,1
and,L2 using a component known as the AND gate. The
symbol and characteristics are given in Fig. 67 and l, and
/2 are input logical signals and l, and Z are output logical
signals. I is referred to as the AND signal and Z as the
NAND (not AND) signal.

I F T H E N

I 0" L L

TRUE
TRU E
FA LSE
FALSE

F A L S E
T R U E
F A L S E

T R U E
F A  L S E
F A L S E
FALSE

FA LSE
T R U E
TRUE
T R U E

Fig. 67-The AND gate gives the logic signal L.

Letting l, : Lr,b:Ar,and. L : Lu, the third step of
the example is completed.

The final step incorporates the use of a componenr
known as the electronic switch. fts characteristics and
symbol are given in Fig. 68 where Z is an input logical
sign_al, at is an input analog signal, and ao is an oulput
analog signal.

I F  L I S I H E N

TRU E
FALSE

o o  =  o i

OUTPU] IS GROUNOEO

Fje. 68--An electronic switch is used to let the input logical
signal control the analog output signal.

As noted in Part 6 of this series, relay switches oper-
ating with only analog signals are available. A schemätic
diagram, together with operational characteristics, of one
such switch is given in Fig. 69.

I
o i ,  4

loooo,r-T

Fig. 65-This preliminary circuit determines the relation be-tween feed rate and the heights in the two tanks.

The logical signals L, and E, may be obtained using
a component, known as the electronic comparator. hav_
ing- the symbol and characteristics given in 

'nig. 
OO. tfr"

indicated characteristics for this and other componenu
presented rrray vary from machine to machine. Ii is sug-
gested that compatability be established before usinE tlie
circuits presented. The signals a, and. a2 are input aialog
signals, and, L andZ are output logical variables.

Fig. 66-The logic signal comes from an electronic compar-ator.

In Fig. 66, e is the small voltage difference required for
activation. It is of the order of a millivolt. The syrnbol Z
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Fig. 69-Analog signal switching can also be accomplished
with a relay circuit .
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I F THEN
o t + o z  <  €
o r + o a  )  €

o o  =  o i r
o o  =  o i z

P r  =  f , ( h , )

T H E N

L L

o t  +  o t  >  €
o r  +  o z  < €

TRUE
FALSE

FALSE
T R U E



*
*
t

Fig. 7O--This electronic circuit is equivalent to the relay sig-
nal switching shown in Fig. 69.

The electronic equipment required to achieve the
equivalent is given in Fig. 70.

For normal speed of analog operation the relay switch
is usually quite satisfactory. For repetitive, high speed op-
eration, however, the wear and required switching time
can be excessive. The electronic switch has no such limi-
tations and its use is highly recommended over the use
of the relay switch for those cases in which a rapid
switching rate may be required.

The results of the four steps may now be combined
in order to obtain a circuit for the example problem.
The circuit, exclusive of scaling, is given in Fig. 71.

Fig. 7l-This combined circuit for the overflow program does
not include scaling.

The reader may verify that the example could also
be solved using a relay switch and a limiter in order to
impose the conditions on P6p. Speed limitations and diode
rounding would, however, restrict accuracy of solution,
particularly for high speed, repetitive operation.

The OR Operations
In the same manner in which components operating

with only analog signals can be connected in a variety
of ways in order to achieve a desired operation, so may
the components which operate with only logical signals.
Two examples are the use of AND gates and logical in-
verten in order to achieve the OR operation (Fig. 72)
and the exclusive OR operation (Fig. 73). The validity
of the circuits may be readily verified by sequentially
following the possible sets of input values through the
circuit.
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F THEN
D , I2 L L

T R U E
T R U E
FALSE
FALSI

T R U E
FA LSE
T R U E
FALSE

FATSE

T RUE

TR UE
T R U E
T R U E
FALSE

Fig. 72-fhe symbol on the right is a simplified schematic
of the one on the left .  This is an OR operation.

I F THEN

I r 7 a L

T R U  E
FALSE
T R U T
FA LSE

TRUE
T R U E
I A L ) I

F A T S E

TRUE
FALSE
FA LSE
T R U  E

F A L S E
TRUE
TRUE
FALSE

Fig. 73-L' is the result of the exclusive OR operation on the
I, and l, signals.

Point Storage of Signals. In addition to the electronic
comparator, the AND gate, and the electronic switch,
there is a fourth component which is essential for a basic,
high speed memory and logical capability. This compo-
nent is the track and store unit.

The track and store unit can be classified as being a
component which provides the interfacing from logical
to analog signals. More specifically, it permits a point
value of an analog signal to be stored at a specific time
or condition provided that a logical signal change corre-
sponding to that specific time or condition can be syn-
thesized. The symbol and characteristics are detailed in
Fig. 74 where a4 is the input analog signal, ao is the out-
put analog signal, and L is the input logical signal. Dur-
ing the condition referred to as track, an internal caplc-
itor is charged by the input analog signal. During the
condition referred to as store, the input analog signal is
not connected to the capacitor and the charge which ex-
isted on the capacitor the last time the input was con-
nected provides the output analog signal.

I F THTN

L c0N0rT r0N
T R U E
FALSE

TRACK
STO RE

o o :  _ o i

o o :  - o i  L A S T  T I M E  L  l v A S  T R U E

Fig. 74--This is a track and store unit.

Track and Store Units. There are numerous ways in
which the track and store units can be used to great
advantage during the solution of engineering problems on
the analog. Several of these are outlined below.

Use of a Single Track and Store Unit. It is frequently
the case during the completion of process designs that a
particular value of a particular analog variable is of pri-
mary concern. This may be the maximum value of the

P z '  f z  ( h z  )
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temperature in a reactor, the length of a reactor required
to achieve a desired conversion, ihe percent recoveiy ob_
tained with a given gas absorber, etc. The process of
finding this particular value can be automateä using a
single track and store unit provided the proper logi'cal
signal can be synthesized. The restriction is^thät the Togi_
cal signal must change only at the desired condition.

Suppose, for example, that it is desired to determine
the maximum temperature in a flow reactor. First an
.""19C circuit is designed for calculating Z versus reactor
bed length, r. If preliminary calculationi have shown that
the temperature increases with lensth to the maximum
and then continuously decreases, thi maximum tempera_
ture may be automatically determined as shown in fig. 7S.

D.-"ti1S a single computer run, A will be equal "to 
T

until dT ldx : 0 and thereafter ,4 will remain constant
at Tw.

Fig. 7$-A circuit to determine the maximum temperature ofa flow reactor bed.

Transfer of a Point Value from One Analog Circuit
to Another. The output of the track and store unit can
be used for further analog calculation in the same man-
1er th.aj the ̂ output from a summer, integrator, etc. may.
Consider, for example, the case in ,it i .h u reactor-
absorber system such as shown in Fig. 76 is to be sim_
ulated.

Fig. 77-The reactor-absorber in Fig. 76 is simutated.

ij,",ff 
during the process of

FiC. 78--A bucket brigade
crrcurt.

making two runs are as

Fig. 76-The output composition yz depends upon ail of theother compositioris and dimensioni- snciwn frere.

. Gif,",a1 anaJog circuit for finding y vs. x, by integrat_
rng cty/dx, tor tie reactor and another for finding y vs. z,
by integrating dyldz, within the absorber, assume that it
is desired to determine the absorber heilht required to
reduce Tz to f (rr1, 0 < I ( 1, when yo uid X are known.
The process of first solving the reacior and then the ab-
sorber is to be automated by making one run to deter_
mine yl"=x from the reactor-(during"which time th;-;;_
sorber results are ignored) and th-en a second run in
which the absorber equations are to be solved for Z.Determining yl,=x is indicated in Fig. 77. However, upon
placing the computer in reset modJso that the absoiber
circuit may be initialized before solving, * drops te zero
and the track and store unit begins to liack y : yo. As a
consequencel llx=x is lost. In order to achieve the iransfer,
two track and store units must be used in series as shown
i: lig. 7.8 Thil arrangement is commonly refened to as
the "bucket bridgade.',

The sequence of events which occur for the example
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_' During the first run, y'is initially equal to -y since
I is TLV!:y" is equal to the value of -y, the last time
L was TRUE since Z is now FALSE (This value is zero
in this case if the computer was placäd in the pot set,
the reset, and then the operate mode when the run was
started ) .

o When x ) X occurs, Z be.o*e, FALSE and { :
_ ll,=x. However, I becomes TRUE and y,, ,"pr"l"rrt

the tracking 9f 
-y'. Consequently, y,, : ylr=x.

o Upon placing the computer in the reset mode in
order to begin the second ttm, Z becomes TRUE and
y' - 

-yl. Z is now, however, FALSE and thus y,, is equal
to the value of. y' the last time Z was TRUE. (i, : yi,=x
obtained during the first run.)
. 

o 
.When the computer is placed in the operate mode

for the second r!n, y" will remain : (yl,=x obtained dur-
ing the first run) until r ) X, at whiöh time y,' : (yln=x
obtained during the second run).
- Usi-ng. the bucket bridgade to insure the proper rans_
fer of yl,=x, the reactor-absorber system *äy 

'b" 
solved

?:tom?ticaly in two runs by incorporating the circuit in_
dicated in Fig. 79. The signal ,4 will be i=qual to the de_
sired value of. Z dunng the latter portion of the second
run.

fig._29_-lC complete simulation of the reactor-absorber shownin Fie. 76.

fterative Solutions Using point Agalog Values. In the
above example, the buckei bridgade waJused to transfer
] point analog value from one änalog circuit to another
during the reset period between ,rrrr.. 1. closely analogous
situation arises in those cases in which point analog ,rirr",
are used in iterative solutions.

Consider as an example the calculation of the percent
l:.""_"?-i" a gas absorber of known height. (Refer to
Fig. 76 for a schematic of an absorber) . 

"Assuming 
that

a differe^ntial equation of the form dyldz: f (i,y) is
available for the absorber, the value of y, and' r, 

-must

Y l l = x = y r
of ler  t i  rs l

run
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both be known in order to integrate the differential equa-
iiorrs by letting z be the .o*p.tt"t operating time' In the
n"r"ruf .ut" yl and xz are known but 'rt must be calcu-
iated bv an overall balance assuming a value fot y"'

That is:

o Maintain P at a fixed value during the operating
period for Z time units.

o When the computer resets, increment (or decre-
ment) the fixed value of P by an amount AP' The value
oi e wiU then be plotted versus P while the computer is
in repetitive oPeration.

The solution utilizes a configuration of track and store
units called the accumulator which is given in Fig' 82'

Fig. 82-The accumula-
tor circuit .

IABTE | 4-The Sequence of Events in on

xL : xz + V/L) (S't - Y) ( l  lB)

for the simplified case in which v lr' is- a constant' The
assumed va'lue of /z must then be checked and the cal-
lulation repeated. using another assumed value if a sig-
nificant error is observed. In many cases, a process oI
iterative substitution can be used for this type of calcu-
lation. The manner in which a bucket bridgade can be
used for the iterative solution of the recovery in an
absorber is indicated in Fig. B0'

Fig. 8O-A iterative solution can be employed'

The signal ,4, during the period of calculation in which
z 12, tuitt U" equal ü the value of y, which was calcu-
hted äuring the iast run' When z ) Z, yz is updated' By
then placinlg the computer in reset, t 1"1 run may be
beg.rn ,rsing" the updited value of yr' l"* an iterative
caiculation-can be completed automatically by plaging
the computer in repetitive operation mode-during which
time the computei is automatically cycled between the
reset and the oPerate modes.

Single Parameter Sweep. Very seldom is-the practicing
enginJer's primary 

"o.r""it 
the solution of a neatly de-

fitied mathämadcal model. In the general case, assump-
tions of dubious physical validity must be investigated-
urJ 

"rrgit""ring 
judgment exercised in the selection of

prru*i", ,talu"s. Cönsequently, an. engrneer may b9
äalled upon to proPose several models and, for each
model, ä investigate quantitativ"ly th" effect of param-
eter ciranges. tnlhis section, a technique is discussed
which peimits the automation of the steps required to
carry out a single-parameter sweep'

Suppose that an analog circuit for the system under

"onsiääration 
is available änd that a bucket bridgade has

been designed so that a desired point- value of an im-
portant analog signal can be retained for plotting versus
ihe parameter P. (See Fig. Bl )

t
2
a

P
P + A P
p + ^ P
i ' i Ä F + a pP + A P + A P

_ P _ A P
- P _ A P
_ P _ A P - A P
_ P - A P _ A P
- P _ A P - A P _ A P

Fig. 8l-A bucket bri '
.  gade for a single Param'a eter.

Assuming that the analog circuit is in the. repetitive- op-
eration moäe with un op"Ät" period of at least Z, wh\ch
is in turn greater than ihe time require! fo-r Z to change
to FALSE] it is desired to automate the following pro-

cedure:
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Assuming t is initially TRUE and' oz = Pr, the se-
quence of erients occurs as .L changes as shown in Table

14. Thus from the time at which t becomes FALSE to
the time it becomes FALSE again, a, remains constant,

but az is incremented by AP each time Z becomes FALSE'

In order to automate the steps for the parameter sweepr
one needs only use the output of the accumulator for
the parameter value and use the operating irrre z to syn-
thesize the logical signal t. The completed circuit is given
in Fig. 83.

A plot of ,4 venus P would have the characteristics
given in Fig. 84. The desired point values of the analog
iariable asä function of P are given by the points b, d,
etc. If P is sufficiently small, the plot will appear to be
continuous.

Two Parameter Sweep. Consider next the case indi-
cated schematically in Fig. 85 for which it- is desired to
automatically determine A as a function of P1, in incre-
ments of aPr, and P2, in increments AP'2, by operating the

Fig, 83-The single parameter sweep can be automated'

Fig. 8+-A two parameter sweep circuit'
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Fig. 86-The results from the
circuit of Fig. 85.

circuit in the repetitive operation mode. It is desired to
design a circuit which will change P1 and P, in the man-
ner shown in Fig. 86.

With APl sufficiently small and AP, rather large, a plot
of z{ versus Pr wil l appear continuous with P, being a
parameter on the plot.

The circuit in Fig. 87 permits the desired changes to
be made in Pr.

Fig. 87-A circuit to determine the change in P,.

The logical signal ,I-1 determines the rate at which P,
is incremented. The logical signal I,, establishes whether
AP, is positive or negative. If AP, is positive, P, is com-
pared with P1"; otherwise with P1'. The logical signal 13
permits the sign of AP, to be changed. If AP, is initially
positive and Pt - Pr" 1e, a positive AP, is retained.
However, when P1 - P"" ) s occurs, a negative AP,
is specified. The negative A P, causes P1 to be compared
with Pr'. The sign of AP1 becomes positive again when
P, - Pr' ( e first occurs and P1 is again compared with
Pr".ln this manner, the cycling of P, is insured.

In order to incrcment Pz in the desired manner, the
circuit given in Fig. 88 has been used. The signals P'
and lg are obtained from the circuit in Fig. 87.

Fig. 88-A circuit to de-
termine the change in Pz.

It is to be noted I,u is the result of an exclusive OR
operation on ,L' and Zn. Thus Is is TRUE if only Z3 is
TRUE or if only Zn is TRUE and I,s is FALSE other-
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TABLE t 5-The Sequence of Events qs P,
qnd P, Undergoe Cycling

Pr surpasses
(Pr" I Pr')/z

Pt surDasses Pr"
. Pt changes sign
r becomes less thanPt becomes less t

t p r t ' t  +  p \ ' \ l o

P"ü".o"i"" räJJ i:becomes less than Pr'
Pr changes sign

wise. The sequence of events given in Table 15 occurs as
P' undergoes cycling. Assume AP1 is initially positive and
Pr is at the minimum.

The next event will again be the first entry into Table
15 and thus the desired changes in both Pr and P, have
been logically achieved.

The final circuit for a two-parameter sweep is obtained
by combining the circuits shown in Figs. 85, 87 and BB.

Solution of Boundary Value Problems. Boundary value
problems can be regarded as the generalization of the
class of problems mentioned earlier in the section, "Itera-
tive Solutions Using Point Analog Values." There an
unknown input to the analog circuit was identical to a
desired analog output. In the general case, it is known
that an unknown input is a function of a desired output
but the functionality is not available. The manner in
which the required trial and error calculations may be
automatically completed is discussed in this section by

H O T
FLUI D F 6 T g c

X

Fig. 89-A double-pipe reactor with heat exchange.

TABTE f f-ltlemgnclqture for the Boundcry

Varlable Definltlon Unlts

Pz

Pz
P z * A P z
P z * A P z

P r  *  Ä  P z
P : * A P z  * A P z
P s * A P g * A P :

Pr

P r
A

AH

c
C p
D
E
FE
FC
AH
x
T-,

V E

U
x
v
p

surface area per unit length
crosssectional area available

for flow of hot fluid
crosssectional area available

for flow of cold fluid
mass fraction of reactive species
heat capacity
diameter of inner pipe
activation energy divided by the gas constant
mass flow rate of hot fluid
mass flow rate of cold fluid
heat of reactiotr
reaction rate constant
length of exchanger
temperature of hot fluid
temperature of cold fluid
velocity of hot f luid
velocity of cold fluid
overall heat transfer coemcient

length along exchanger
reaction rate
fluid density

sq. ft.

sq. ft.
lb" / lb3TU/0b) eR)

lblsec
lblsec
BTU/lb"
(cu ft, sec)-r
ft.

ft/sec
ft/sec
BTU/(sec)

(sq. ft.) (oR)
ft
/ ^ "  f f  c e ^ \ _ l

lb/cu. ft,

Speclal Symbols Used Wtth Varlables* superscript to indicate expected maximum value of a variable,- overscore to indicate an initial or a desired value..dot over variable to indicate the first derivative with respect to exchanget
length.

False

False
True
True

True
False
False

False

True
True
True
False
False
False

False

True
False
False

True
False
False

Value Problem
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TABTE | /-$y5fgtn's Equotions

Cold Fluld:
t" - U l' (7" - Tn)/@" cp)
rvhere [/, A' F c, Cp, aal' T. at x : X are assutned to be knorvn'

Reactlon Rate:
-  - E l T , ,

! :  k e

or

; :  E f  H ! / Q H 2 )
rvhere E and A are assumed to be know['

Reactlve SPecles:
;  -  c ! / v E

where yg atd c at x : 0 are assumed to be known'

Hot Fluld:
is : U A (To - Tn) @tr ca) + AH )t c/(vg cp)

rvlrere Fg' Alf, and TH at x : 0 are assumed to be known'

explicitly known, but from physical considerations it is
noted that if T" at.r : 0 increases, Tc at tc: X will also'

Thus  i f  T "  a t  x :  X  i s  l a rge r  rhan  7 " ,  T "  a t  x :0
should be decreased. Similarly \f. T"at x: X is less than

7",7" at x = 0 should be increased' It is also noted that
as ihe error decreases, the required correction decreases'
Ä a first apProximation aisume the correction to be
made is propärtional to the error' With this assumPtion'
i.i,i"g i f" tn" proportionality constant, it may be veri-
fied tiat the addition of an accumulator to the prelimi-
.,uf .ir."it will permit the proper corrections to be made
r, /h" .nulog ciriuit is cycled between the reset and oper-
ate modes. the resulting unscaled circuit is given in
Fig.  91.

Fig. 9l-A basic circuit  for solving for boundary values'

Fig. 9G-The preliminary circuit for the reactor of Fig' 89'

considering the simulation of an exothermic reaction in

a double-p"ipe heat exchanger. A schematic of the chosen
;;; is'gi,re., in Fig. gd taute 16 summarizes the

notation used.
If it is assumed that component c undergoes an e\o-

thermic, irreversible, fi rst-order, temperature- dependent re-

;.;i; ;t it flows through the reactor, the differential

"f"",i""t 
presented in Täble 17 may be derived in order

to describä the system. The preliminary analog diagram
given in Fig. 90 maY be designed''  

S in""  thä value of '  Tu a id c  at  x :0 are assumed

known,7,, : Trt at x : 0,i, and' y are known' llowever'
the vaiue of ?" is known at tc : X' In order to solve the

problem it is necessary to assume a value of T" at x:0'

"h."k 
to see if ?" :7" at x: X, and to repeat the cal-

culation using a new value if an appreciable error exists'

fh" ,"lutio.rrlip b"t*""tt T" at x: 0 and at x : X is not
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Fig. 92 Presents a scaled analog diagram which was
prepäred fär numerical i l lustration of this technique'
bots Gr, Gr, G", ar.rd Ga have been used in order to scale
the outputs from the divider, squarer, and multipliers so
that errors are minimized in the serial use of these non-
linear components. The values of the required pots are
summarized in Table 18.

Using the numerical values given in-Table 19, the plot

eiven ii Fig. 93 was obtained by guessing T" zt x: 0 to
B" ,..o iniiially, and then cycling the computer between

U A
, c  ! 9

- y  TH/  (TH 'z  )

( T .  - T s )
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reset and operate. From the plot it is seen thatT" - T"
at x : X was reduced to an insignificant amount after
only 6 trials. In Fig. 94, the profiles obtained for 711,7",
c, and y after convergence was achieved are summarized. Tn,oR

The illustrated technique finds general applicability in
the solution of boundary value problems. It is necessary
to know only the following:

TABTE | 8-Pot Settings tor Fig. 92

Pot Yalue
00 T"*/(To - Ts)*
01 U A (Tc - Ts)*/(F" cp Tc* B)
o2 ao/lu*
Qg fqx/(f6 - Ts)*
04 U A (T" - fg)+/(Fs ce Ta*)
0b tE*/(TH* B)
oa l,1yx
Gl Such that (G1 Ts*/Tn)-., = REF
G2 Such that [(G1 Tu*,/Tr)z (y/v\ Q/G2)I-",3 REF
G3 Such ttrat l iCr Tn*/^la)2 (v/v\ Q/G2) (iu/iu*) (1/c3)l-- e REF
OZ E G2 c3 i '*/(c12 TE+2 B)
o8 E7c*
G4 Such that [y c/(y* c* G4)]-. '  = REF
09 [AH] y*.* G4l(vn cp fu*)
10 y* G4l(vs B)

TABTE l9-Numericql Vqlues of Pqrqmeters

500
r .0

: 500" R
:  500 'R
: 1 tbc/lb
: 1 0 f t
: o.i BTU/(sq. fü.)

(sec) ("R)
: 1 / 1 2 f r
- 4 filsec

k : -1750 (sec)-r
E : 3000 "R
A H :  _ 3 3 O B T U / I b C
p : 60 lblftr
Yr : 4 ft/Eec
F "  = F H
Ts '  =  1000"R
To* = 800" R
c* : I lb"/lb

480

320
(ic - Tc),. R

t60

0

-  1 6 0

-  320

-480
0  x , f t .  X

Fig. 93-The computer was cycled between reset and operate.

REPRINTED FROM HYDROCARBON PROCESSING

x , f t .

Fig. 94-Other numerical values from the computer program.

. Direction in which a correction must be made when
an erlor exists.

o Approximate magnitude of the required correction.
The latter is generally determined by trial and error on
the value of K.

By placing the computer in the repetitive operation
mode, the required trial and error is generally completed
so rapidly that the time for a solution is not noticed. Due
to the high speed, parameter changes may be made and,
for all practical purposes, the instäntaneous solution is
continuously shown on the output oscilloscope.

In the next article of this series, more sophisticated
applications and capabilities will be qualitatively discussed
and a summary will be given of this series in retrospect
to the developments in the field of digital simulation.
bdexing Term: Analogs-g, Circuits-I0, Computations-4, Computers-g, De-
scriptions.-8, . Electricity-10, 

- 
Engineering-4, Läiic-g,- Mä-"ri"-.-'g,--i'..ärari-

ing-10, Simulatim4,
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PART 9: FUTURE ROLE-
The capabilities of the high-speed
anafog computer are compared with
those of the digital and the
hybrid computers

Theodore W. Ccdmqn and Theodore G' Smith

University of Maryland, College Park, Md'

Tgnoucrrour rr{Is sERrEs, attention was drawn re-
peatedly to the use of the analog com-puter for solving sets
äf ordinu.y-linear or nonlinear-differential equations
such as those frequently used to describe tJre dynamic or
steady-state characteristics of processing systems' The ap-

olicability of the analog wal noted to result from the
ävailabilitv of the hardware integrator which permits
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integration over a wide range of time scales, the con-
tinuäus and parallel nature of analog operation, and the
availability of analog cornponents which perform other re-
quired mathematical operations on the voltages used- to
represent the independent variables. These characteristics,
coupled with provisions for oscilliscope and x-y plotter
dispiays made ihe analog computer an excellent tool for
the rapid solution and convenient examination of the
solutions of differential equations.

The achievement of the full potentials of the analog
did not, however, immediately.follow. Due to the con-
tinuous and parallel nature of operation, analog com-
ponents had 1o be available in sufficient numbers and
variety in order to simultaneously perform the mathe-
matical operations required in the solution procedure' An
analog computer with t0 integrators could not be used
to solve a pioblem requiring 11 simultaneous integrations'
Moreover, an analog circuit had to be designed, patched,
amplitude and time scaled, and checked out in order to
insure satisfactory operation. Thus, in simplest terms, hard-
ware limitations and problem preparation procedures
were detrimental attributes of the analog.

Digitot Gomputer Uses. Due to the disadvantages of-the
u.tulog computer, the engineer is naturally interested in
the evaluati,on of the possible alternatives before deciding
to use the analog. In this evaluationr'the recent develop-
ments in digital lmplementation can be of particular sig-
nificance.

Since alrcut the mid 1950s, the engineer has had at his
disposal programing languages such as FORTRAN,
lvtÄl, eiCöf-, etc, which, together with previously de-
veloped nunrerical techniques for integration, differen-
tiatiän, interpolation, and so forth, permitted the digital
.o-prri.. to be used for the discrete, sequential type 9f
numlrical calculations with which the engineer was al-
ready familiar. Such languages permit digital programing
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An engineer should evaluate allernatives when deciding

fo use the analog compuler

to be achieved fairly easily and allorv the programer
to make full use of the flexibility of the digital computer.

Programing the digital computer is, however, quite de-
tailed and care must be taken to insure the proper logical
sequence of operations required for solution. Moreover,
a program, once developed, tends to be specific in nature
and not readily subject to extensive modification. If one
neglects the comparison of the time required for solution
and chooses a problem which is amenable to both analog
and digital solution, the balance between the time spent
on analog setup and the time devoted to the development
of a digital program using a procedure oriented language
heavily depends on the past experience of the poten-
tial user.

The state of affairs with regard to ease of digital pro-
graming has, however, been markedly changing during
the past few years. First, there has been a proliferation of
user-oriented languages aimed at reducing to a minimum
the complexity of programing certain specific classes of
problems. Particularly to be noted in conjunction with
this series are a group of languages (MIDAS, MIMIC,
DSL/90, just to name three of several dozen) referred
to as digital simulation languages. Some of their im-
portant characteristics are:

o They are specifically oriented towards the numerical
solution of ordinary differential equations and are prin-
cipally aimed at simulating analog operation on the digi-
tal exclusive of the scaling and storage restrictions of the
analog.

o Very little previous exposure is required for their
comprehensive use.

o The burden of prescribing solution procedure as well
as the error check of numerical procedures such as inte-
gration are removed from the user.

r Their use permits a very significant reduction in the
time spent in problem preparation over that required for
a comparable solution on the analog or with a procedure-
oriented digital language.ll

Digital simulation languages are becoming ever in-
creasingly more popular. Developments will undoubtedly
continue and potentially can very markedly reduce the
time required for programing a digital to provide numeri-
cal solutions to partial as well as ordinary differential
equations, boundary value problems, and classes of itera-
tive calculations. The use of one of these languages re-
quires a large computer because of the storage needed
for the program.

The second marked change in digital inplementation
rvhich can be observed is the continual increasing in the
degree of user-machine communication. Remote teletype
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terminals are now commonly used at installations
equipped with a time sharing digital facility. These sys-
tems are very convenient for digital "debugging" of
procedure-oriented based programs and on-the-spot so-
lution of small to moderate sized problems. The future
may very well witness the extensive development of user-
oriented languages for use with teletype terminals,
thereby significantly enhancing even more user-machine
communication.

Other oossibilities for the future revolve aronrnd active
work being done to communicate with the digital com-
puter by means of the written word. Here the objective
is to develop means by which the user can write his
problem on specially prepared paper and have the digital
computer formulate his problem in detailed terms, con-
struct a program, run the program, and finally deliver
the results to the user. Communication by means of voice
is also being seriously considered.

Of particular interest to design engineers is work
currently being carried out with the objective of com-
municating with the digital by means of large oscilli-
scopes. Technology has probably advanced to the point
where today it would be possible to develop a system
which would require the following sequence of steps for
an engineer to calculate the dynamic response of a plant
complex:

o Specify the equipment and interconnections in the
plant complex, using a light pen, on an oscilliscope.

o Specify, either on the scope or by means of cards
and/or tapes, the parameters required, the conditions to
be imposed, and the results desired.

o Press a button and have the digital solve the problem
and display the desired dynamic response(s) on the
scope.

Although such a facility would be inherently complex
in its makeup, the user could be completely unaware of
the complexity and be directly concerned only with
drawing lines using a light pen, specifying operating con-
ditions, and interpreting results.

Fotentiol of Anolog Compulers. With the digital
simulation languages now available and with the possi-
bility of reducing communication with the digital com-
puter to typewritten material, oscilliscope displays, the
hand written word, or even voice, is the use of the analog
in engineering to become pass6 in the forseeable future?
The answer is an emphatic NO!

In contrast to an analog computer, a digital computer
is slow. The digital operates on discrete values in a se-
quential manner in order to obtain a solution. For a given
problem and procedure the number of discrete values
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which must be used in order to obtain a satisfactory ap-
proximation has a fixed lower value' Consequently for a

iiven machine, the time required for a satisfactory so-
iution also has a fixed lower value since the values must
be operated on sequentially accord-ing to the procedure
being used. For the simulation of inherently continuous
systäs, this required time may be excessive' The pres-
ence of'nonlineaiities and higher frequency fluctuation of
oroblem values tend to markedly increase the required
iime. Tihe size of the problem to be solved has a direct
bearing on the required time.

Arrulog operation is, however, continuous and parallel
in naturä. its speed of operation can be chosen by the
user. A solution may be ottained over a period of several
minutes or in a few thousandths of a second for a great
variety of problems. The time required is- virttrally inde-
perrd"rrt of nonlinearities and frequency fluctuations can
iorr", u very wide range. Solution time-does not depend
on the ,trr*b". of equätions being simultaneously solved'
As a consequence of ihese analog characteristics, the time
required fo, a comparable solution on the digital can be
several orders of magnitude larger than the time required
for an analog solution. Thus the long term potential o{
the analog liis in its ability to simulate continuous sys-
tems in ä lt"ry rapid fashion' This speed potential
coupled with al'ready developed mechanisms for a high
degiee of user-machine interaction establishes the analog
ur"u lr"ry powerful engineering tool for the foreseeable
frrtnt" alpit" the preient and projected advances in

digital softouare for programing ease and user-machine

communication.

The more recent developments in the field of analog

computation have been directed towards the more effi-

cieni utilization of the inherent power of the modern

electronic analog. In Part 8 of this series, four high-

speed components which permitted automation in several

urp""t, of analog implementation were presented' Par-

ticularly noted was the role of directly or indirectly

synthesized logical signals in their use' The electronic

clmparator provided means for generating logical sig-

nals by comparing analog signals; the AND gate per-

mitted comparison of logical signals; the electronic

switch p"r*itt"d an appropriate analog signal to be

logically chosen, and the track and store unit permitted

lolical storage of the point value of an analog signal'

UIed collectively they were shown to provide means for

automating trial and error calculations, the imposition

of conditions during a computer run, and the process of

obtaining parameter sweeps. These applications, together
with the numerous others possible, relieve the user of the

necessity of making many tedious changes in the analog

pu.u*"i"r, or circuit during or between analog runs and

per*it the effective utilization of analog solutions which
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may be obtained at a rate of up to about 1,000 per

secönd.
Even the impressive applications which have been dis-

cussed are, hoierrer, orr"i,hudo*ed by the capatilities..of
ifr" turg"t Lodern analog computers. commercially av aila-

Ut". Ir"it our objectiv" 
"h"," io indicate briefly some of

these more sophisticated capabilities'

Automcrtic Control of Integrofor Operotion' Essential
to the more efiective utilization of the speed potential of

the analog is the ability to automatically control its opera-
tion. We 

"have already seen the additional degree oj 9on-
trol which the electronic switch permits and the usefulness
of the track and store unit for controlled memory of point
,rrt,r", of analog variables. The basic control of an analog
circuit lies, however, in the integrators'

On smaller analogs the operation of the integrators
mav be specified manually to be reset, hold, or operate. or
itr"'in,"g.u,ors ma)'be operated in rep^etitive mode, cycling
between" reset and operate for specified periods of time'
ör, th" modern largei analogs, integrators may !e tggica^tt-f
controlled in a manner ,rr"6 ut that indicated in Fig' 95'

Fig. 95-Logical control for an integrator'

With the logical signals IC and OP, the user has the

ability to autÄadcally control the state of the integrator'
ihe iogicat signals l' änd l, permit the speed of integra-

tion to"be ,ra.Ied from a time constant of 1 second' cor-

,".po"ai"g to normal speed of operation, to 10,000 times

faster than normal.
One can use the resulting capabilities in completing a

pararneter sweep, for e*ampie' The parameter to be varied

could be the output from an integrator which remaini in

operate with a time constant of 1 second while the system

being simulated is run in repetitive mode with a con-

siderably smaller time constant'

During one analog run simulating the system' th9

change ir the parameter will be negligibly small' During

,"lr"Äl thousand runs (which may take only a few sec-

onds), the parameter is swept, howerrer, and a parameter

,*""p i, completed with less equipment requirements than

those noted in Part 8 of this series'

Reversing the method of operating the system and the

parameter generation permits complex parameter genera-

iiorr, ,,r.h u, ,.p."."nting an equilibrium state in the

,y.t"- by the steady-state solution of a set of differential
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equations, to be achieved auton"ratically and continuously.'fhe user might also automatically change the time con-
stant so as to operate very rapidly during a trial and error
solution and then slow down the solution rate after con-
vergence so that a permanent record may be made on the
logically controlled x-y recorders available. The possibility
of multispeed calculations and automatic selection of the
mode of individual integrator's operation thus open a
whole new realm of analog applications which can be
used to great advantage in engineering.

Potchoble Digifol logic. A necessary prerequisite for
the automatic control of integrators, electronic switches,
and track and store units is the synthesis of the appropri-
ate logical signals. The electronic comparator provides
one means for generating logical signals but is dependent
on an instantaneous comp irison of analos sisnals. The
AND gate provides mea,,,s for continuouily "comparing
logical signals. These, together rvith others to be trieflv
discussed later, constitute what is referred to as the oatch-
able digital logic capability of the modern analoe and
provide the user with the capability of logical signal syn-
thesis.

The flip-flop is an essential element in patchable digital
logic. In order to insure proper logical operations for cir-
cuits using flip-flops, their operation on many analog
computers is governed by carefully timed pulses (106 per
second, 105 per second, etc.). Essentially each pulse can
be thought of as a spike. During the rising part of the
spike the flip-flop "decides" what it is to do. Durins the
falling part of spike, the action is completed. The iche-
matic and characteristics of operation of a flip-flop are
given in Fig. 96.
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the output would be initialized to FALSE. During the
operate period, the reset input would be made FAISE
and the set input would be the output from an electronic
comparator governed by the desired analog comparison.
The first time the output from the comparator becomes
TRUE, the flip-flop will set on the falling part of the
next spike and the output will remain TRUE for the
remainder of the run regardless of the subsequent result
of the analog comparison.

Further insight into the opera:ion of a flip-flop can be
obtained by examining a schematic representation of a
component known as the differentiator such as is given
in Fig. 97. In this case, assume the enable input to the
flip-flop remains TRUE.

INPUT

OUTPUT I

OUTPUT 3

OUTPUT 2

Fig. 97-Schematic representation of a dif ferentiator.

To understand how the differentiator works, assume
that input and output are initially FALSE. The sequence
of events which occurs when the input becomes TRUE
for a length of time and then becoÄes FALSE aqain is
shown in Table 20.

0utput
J

TABLE 2o-Sequence for a Differentiator

l f  Dur ins  R is ins
Part oaspike-

Then Fo l low ins
Fall ing Part of Sp-ike

0utput

False
True
True
True
True

True
False
False
False
False

False

False
True
True
True
True

True
False
False
Flase
False

False

True
False
False
False
False

False
True
True
True
True

True

False
False
False
False
True

True
True
True
True
False

False

False
True
True
True
False

False
Fa lse
False
False
False

False

False
False
False
False
False

False
True
True
True
False

False

False
True
True
True
False

False
True
True
True
False

False

Enab le Set

: "I IUE
False
False
True

False
True
True
True
Trüe

No change
I rue
False
No change
Changes state

False
True
False
True

,

t

Fig. 96-The fl ip-flop is an essential elemenr.

- As one example of the flip-flop's applicability suppose
that an electronic switch is to be thro*r, the first time that
an analog variable exceeds a certain value and is to re_
main thrown throughout the remainder of an analog run.
iSuch an application would arise if there were a .hurrg"
in the method of operating a physical system once a cer-
tain condition was reached.) In this case, the enable
input on the flip-flop could be made TRUE. Then durins
the IC period of the integrators, the set input would b!
made FALSE and the reset input made fnUB so that
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Examination of the sequence of events shows that
Output 1 becomes TRUE for only one pulse after the
input becomes TRUE. Output 1 is termed the leading
edge differentiation of the input. Output 2 becomes
TRUE for only one pulse after the input becomes FALSE
and is termed the trailing edge differentiation of the
input. Output 3 is the result of the OR operation on
Output I and Output 2 and thus is TRUE for only one
pulse after the input changes from TRUE to FALSE or
from FALSE to TRUE.

The differentiator's outputs are used when it is desired
to note the change of logical sigrrals by a TRUE signal
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only one pulse long. They are frequently used in conjunc-
tion with a component known as the monostable timer.
The monostable timer is given the symbol shown in Fig. 98.

INPUT OUTPUT

Fig.9&-The symbol for a monostable timer.

If the input to the monostable timer becomes TRUE,
even for one pulse, the output from the monostable timer
will remain TRUE for a period of time specified by A T
and then become FALSE. The period A 7 is generally
manually adjustable from a few microseconds to upwards
of 100 seconds. The monostable timer thus permits the
user some timing capability during analog operation.
One might, for example, use the monostable time to stop
an analog program while the pen on a plotter is raised
or lowered, to run a particular portion of an analog circuit
for an approximate period of time, or to allow time to
pass so that the initial conditions may be established on
certain integrators.

For more precise timing operations than are possible
with the monostable timer, analogs incorporating a patch-
able digital logic capability are equipped with counters
and registers. Counters permit, for example, the genera-
tion of a TRUE signal only after a logical signal has been
TRUB for a specified number of pulses. Registers permit
a sequence of events to be carried out according to a
rigidly determined time table.

One of the documented applications of the use of patch-
able digital logic which has particular applications in
control studies involves the completion of a double param-
eter sweep with the automatic plotting of the values of
the parameters for which the system is stable.l2 In this
particular application, the system is tested for stability
using many thousand possible parameter values in the
matter of a few minutes. Such an application of modern
analog techniques can but impress on the engineer the
power of the modern analog and the very significant time
savings which are possible with the analog in the simula-
tion of continuous systems requiring numerous iterative
and complex calculations.

Other groups of problems for which patchable digital
logic is particularly useful are those requiring dynamic
optimizations, the fitting of multiple boundary values,
comPlex sequencing of analog simulations, and in short,
those problems in which the full potential of the analog
can not be achieved because of the insufficiency of ordi-
nary methods for controlling analog operation. These
classes of problems are among the most complex in engi-
neering and are more often than not, those for which
possible alternative methods of solution are very time
consuming.

The Hybrid Gomputer. An analog computer equipped
with patchable digital logic capabilities is frequently
called a hybrid computer. In this series, however, the term
hybrid computer has been reserved to describe the even
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more powerful computational facility which results when
an analog computer and a digital computer per se are
operated as one system, being coupled by a linkage sub-
system which permits the transfer of operating and control
information to and from the one computer system to
the other.

The need and usefulness of the hybrid are many. From
the digital standpoint, the inclusion of the analog permits
very significant reductions to be made in the time which
would be required to simulate continuous systems and
systems described by differential equations in particular.
From the analog standpoint, the digital provides the
severely needed storage capacity which the analog lacks
and provides a means for completing arithmetic opera-
tions which may require an excessive amount of analog
capacity or a degree of accuracy for which the analog is
insufficient. Examining the hybrid system as a whole. it
is observed that the combined use of the analog and
digital, with appropriate interfacing, permits a system to
be obtained which retains the advantages of each com-
puter subsystem while minimizing the deterimental effect
of their individual disadvantages.

The achievement of the full advantage of each com-
puter subsystem places a great deal of importance on the
ability to transfer, to receive, and to use received infor-
mation. The linkage is understandably very important and
its design has been proven to be more complex than may
be first realized.l3'1a Esential in the analog subsystem
are means for effective control. Here the capabilities pro-
vided by patchable digital logic are particularly conve-
nient. In addition, the availability of servo-set potentiom-
eters on the analog are required in order to permit the
full utilization of information available from the digital.

Particularly important to effective digital utilization is
the availability of a full complement of software specifi-
cally designed for use in the hybrid system. These desira-
ble characteristics, as well as others, too numerous to
mention, are now available on commercially produced
hybrids.l5

A few examples are now examined to show the applica-
bility and application of hybrid computers in chemical
and petroleum engineering:

One of the important general uses of the digital in a
hybrid system is to facilitate problem setup and checking
out of the analog computer before operation. Satisfactory
digital software can be used during this initial period to
complete the calculation of scaled pot settings, set the pots
by means of servo-set pots on the analog automatically
complete a static check and inform the user of the most
likely trouble spots should one of the provided checks fail.
Such a capability can reduce programing and setup
time on the analog by two-thirds.15

During the actual solution period the digital may be
used to control the analog, to readjust pot settings after
an analog run, and to solve a portion of the problem
itself. Such a capability permits the simulation of complex
pieces of processing equipment. Fixed bed catalytic re-
actorsla and tubular reactorslG (which may require simu-
lation by several hundred continuous stirred tank re-
actors), multicomponent separationrla and a reacting
distillation columnl? have been simulated by using the
digital for intermediate calculations and control of analog
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"subroutines." The digital's operation sequentially chooses
a continuous stirred tank reactor or distillation tray
for analog simulation, scales the analog circuit, specifies
the initial conditions and period of analog simulation,
permits the analog run to be completed, stores the re-
quired information from the analog simulation, performs
the required intermediate calculation, and proceeds on to
the next reactor stage or tray. Problems of this type re-
quire a prohibitive amount of time if only the digital is
used and are too large for simulation if only the analog
is used.

Other hybrid applications have been primarily oriented
towards the solution of mathematical relationships and
application of mathematical techniques commonly en-
countered in engineering. Solution of boundary value
problems,ts application of the state variable conceptle and
Monte Carlo method,2o'21 statistical studies and
correlation, 22'2s and implementation of optimization
schemes15,2a,25 are examples of the wide range of applica-
tion and applicability of the hybrid in engineering. In all
cases the use of the hybrid is highly recommended over
either analog or digital computation alone.

Of particular interest to the chemical and petroleum
engineer is the use of the hybrid in solving partial differ-
ential equations. Certain of these equations can be reduced
to ordinary differential equations by an appropriate
change of variable such as the familiar Blausius equation
describing the laminar boundary layer on a flat plate2s
and numerous physical systems involving diffusion.26'27
Frequently a boundary value problem which is amena-
ble to analog solution is obtained. In other cases the sepa-
ration of variables technique which has direct analog
utility may be used.n

The solutions of other partial differential equations on
the analog require finite differencing of all but one inde-
pendent variablea since only one independent variable can
be continuous simulated on the analog. The use of this
technique with only the analog can require an excessive
amount of equipment although two independent variables
can be simulateds. The altemative of digital simulation
can lead to excessive computer time due to the large
number of discrete values which must be handled in solv-
ing these equations.

The hybrid affords the opportunity of time sharing the
solution of partial differential equations resulting in a sig-
nificant savings in analog equipment and time. The simu-
lation of reactors previously notedla'16 represents one such
use. The time required to simulate a two dimensional
equation on a hybrid is substantially reduced over the time
required for digital simulation since finite differencing
need be used for only one independent variable. For third
order equations, one independent variable can be repre-
sented by analog operating time, a second by finite differ-
ence approximations on the analog such as is done when
solving second order equations on the analog,8 and the
third by finite difference calculations on the digital.

The hybrid possesses the power which permits the
solution of very large systems. Of importance to chemical
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and petroleum engineering are applications such as model
building for large systems,2s the simulation of the wet end
of a paper manufacturing machine,2e and the simulation
of a chemical plant in order to train operators and opti-
mize design.so' 31' 32

The modern electronic analog cornPuter is an in-
herently powerful and rapid computational tool. The
addition of analog memory and patchable digital logic
capabilities establishes the analog as an important tool in
engineering for the forseeable future. Despite the ad-
vances in digital software, the marked speed advantage
of the analog permits very large and complex engineering
oroblems to be simulated in a reasonable amount of time'

The combination of the analog and the digital, with
appropriate interfacing, yields the most powerful and
näxiUte computational tool available today, the hybrid
computer.
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How to simulate Recirculation

Reactor With Analog ComPuter

Assuming recYcle-fresh feed

concentration for analog simulation

proved reactor design was limited

bv turbulence level

P. G. Cooper, Gulf Research & Development Co',
Pittsburgh, Pa., and
E. F. Scüogrin' International Minerals & Chemical Corp',
San Jose, Calif'

Fon ueNv TTIGHLY exothermic reactions, it is necessary
to dilute the feed to a commercial reactor with a recycle
stream for ternperature control. Often, means for dr:ter-
mining the initial composition. to the reactor are nÜt
availa6le; thus, an initial condition problem is encoun-
tered in the mathematical description of the process' In

other words, the composition of the fresh feed is known'
but the unknown composition of the recycle-fresh feed

mixture is needed for the solution of the simulation equa-
tions. The schematic diagram in Fig' 1 illustrates this type
of reactor.

After the startup of a Gulf processing unit incorporat-
ing a recirculation reactor, it was found that an unusually
loi conversion was being obtained' It was suggested that
the reacto, design was unsottnd since the feed was quickly
circulated to tle exit point and could "short-circuit"
throueh ',he reactor. Ilowever, low reaction rate due to
noor 

"asitation could also give low conversion' It was
ä".id"i to check the soundness of the reactor design by
ri*"tuti"g it, assuming that the agitation was good' If
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the computer results indicated high conversion, then the
reactor äesign was sound and poor agitation was causing
the trouble.

The feed to the reactor is a two-phase liquidJiquid
mixture and the heavy phase catalyzes the reactions in
the light phase. Experimäntal measurements in a labora-
to.y ärrti.tnous flow stirred tank reactor had shown that
the rtte constants k1, k2, and ks are a function of the tur-
bulence level. The rate constants increased with increas-
ing stirrer speed up to a certain level.

From the chemistry of the system, a simplified kinetics
model can be determined. There are primarily three re-
actions that occur. ABz is the desired product'

t u 1

- 4 r - B + A B
Ke

AB*  B+ABz

Fig. l-Shows schematic diagram
reactor.

Ks
A + C  ( 3 )

The rate of heat transfer is sufficiently high so that the
reactor is essentially isothermal and the reaction rate is

PRODUCT

FEED

( 1 )

(2 )

of jacketed recirculation
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Fig. 2-Shows analog circuit diagram for the simulation of a recirculation reactor.
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HOW TO STIMULATE RECIRCUTATION . . .

a function of only the point concentrations. A mathemati-
cal model for a plug flow reactor can then be derived
easily. Asuming no change in density due to reaction:

- !# : kt (A)(B) + h (A) (4)
- 3y : k, (A)(B) + k, (AB)(B)
- d(AB)-dt- : - k,(A)(B) + k2(AB)(B) (6)

- d(1!; - - k, (AB)(B) (i)
dt

- d(c)- T :  -  k " ( A )  ( B )

The analog solution of equation (4).through (e).i:
rttuigtt,io.*;d, but we musf first have the proper initial
co*iositiorrs to use in the simulation' We know that pure
Ä iÄaB are mixed with the recycle stream before the inlet

to the reactor; and the composition of the recycle strearn
will depend upon the inlet composition.. Thus, we must
resort tä a triafand error procedure wherein:

1. The initial composition is assumed'

2. The reactor is simulated.

3. A more accurate initial composition is calculated
using the recycle composition indicated by the simu-
lation.

The procedure is repeated until there is no further change
in the inlet comPosition.

The analog circuit diagram for the solution of equa-

About the aulhors
P. G. Cooprn is a proiect engineer with
GuIf Research & DetseloPment. Co.,
Pötisburgh, Pa. His duties i,nclude d'ata
correlation and technical supemtision of
netrochentical proce ss deuelopment pro-'ors,nt,s. 

Prior io ioining Gulf Research,-Mr. 
Cooper utas u.r'ith Union Carbid,e

Chemicals Co. Mr. Cooper receiued lvis
B.S. in chem'ical engineeri.ng from
Rensselaer Polgtechnic Institute and
his M.S. from Penn State Uni,uersi'ty.

E. F. ScnacnrN is technical superhy
tendent witlt International Minerals
ond Chemi'cal-,Corp,, San Jose, Caltif.
He 'i,s responsi,ble for process engineer-
i,ns and, dnta processing sectxons and'
cobrd:inates utoik from E & D center
uith nlont imnlemöntation. Before ioi'n'
ino IMC. Mr. Schagrin was wi.th GuIf
Rösearcli & DeaeloPment Co. He re'
ieÄaed his B.S. in ch.emical eng'ineeri'ng
and B.S. in chemistrg from tfue, -an!'
aersitu of Michisan and luis M.S. in
chemiöal' engi'neeüng from the ani'-
oersitg of Delaware.

Fie. 3-Shows that part of the analog circuit . to halt  simula'
iibl wnen the outlei of the reactor was reached'( 5 )

| 2 t t 
1",f. .utr,,"t 

e lo lr l2

FiE. 4--Shows how the initial conditions converged to a fixed
vaTue for a given set of parameters.

tions (4) through (B) is presented in Fig' 2' Q is the frac-
tion oi fresh feed in the flow to the reactor. The subscript
f and i refer to the fresh feed and the reactor inlet, re-
spectively. In order to facilitate the trial and error pro'

"ädrrr", 
ä circuit was devised to automatically halt the

simulaiion in the "hold" mode when the outlet of the re-
actor was reached. This is presented in Fig' 3' When the
simulation automatically siopped, the concentrations of
all the components and-the next set of initial conditions
were read fiom a digital voltmeter. The new initial con-
ditions were set o.t the computer and the simulation re'
oeated. The convergence of the initial conditions as a
iunction of trial nt,Äbe. is presented in Fig' 4' Approxi-
mately 10 trials were necessary to obtain values that con-
verged sufficiently for our purPose.

The final prediction of the reactor profile (i'e', conver-
sion) compäres well with the anticipated reactor per'
fo#arrce showing that the reactor design is basically
sound and that the level of turbulence is too low' To con-
firm this conclusion, the reactor effluent was piped into a
stirred autoclave which increased the conversion as ex-
pected. Future reactor designs will include a much higher
agitation level.
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Fig. l-The simulat ion program shows the regeneration pol icy which wil l  maximize total production.

Find Optimum Cat Regeneration Cycle

An analog simulation technique

determines the best catalYst

regeneration policy. As various
processing conditions change, the
simulation program modifies
the operating guides

IUlichqel D. Hqrter
Electronics Associates, Inc.
West Long Beach, N. J.

Trre eesr cATÄLYsr rejuvenation policy to be applied to
a group of continuous reactors is determined as a func-
tion of current operating conditions. An analog simula-
tion technique is described which will show the best time
at lvhich to begin regeneration and upon which reactor.
Return is meaiured as the total production over the
planning interval, considering the productivity of each
reactor being lost during its regeneration.

The computational approach is to simulate, at relatively
slow speed, the actual plant operation and catalyst activ-
ity under the slowly-changing conditions forced by op-
erator varied flow rate and severity. These current run'
ning conditions are used as a moving base for the
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high-speed investigation of alternative regeneration poli-
cies, with an oscilloscope providing an operator guide in
the form of a predictive display.

The automatic determination of the best reactor to be
regenerated' and its corresponding regeneration time
,"är."t the dimensionality of the total problem so that
the remaining variables can be manipulated by the sim-
ulation operator to meet planning needs subject to re-
source constraints.

The purpose of this article is to demonsttate a flexible
and woJkable method to solve this particular recurring
problem in a manner which takes advantage of plant op-
erators experience.

Since the main interest is in the control of solutions to
the equations for the model and the investigation of best
scheduling policies as in-fluenced by different operating
conditions, a very simple plant configuration and reactor
description is adopted such as is shown in Fig' 1. More
.o pi"* plants would not greatly alter the amount of
iogii required but of course would require additional
analog equipment.

EXAMPTE SITUATIONS

Case 1. Assume a crude mechanism such as shown in
Equation (1). This represents the formation of the prod-

o3"\ " 
(1)

uct B from feed ,4, with degeneration to some unwanted
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0.2
THRUPUT ,  q

Fig, 2-Thruput and severity can be altered by operator.

byproduct C. Assuming no B in the feed stream, the steady
state solution to the differential eouations:

dA ld t :  ( e /a )  1 t  o , -  a )  -  kJ  (2 )

dB/d. t  -  (o/u)  1-  B)  + k lA -  kzB (g)

is given by:

A: t?ffi
Ak .op _

i / l r l O \\ -  |  ' " 2 -  /

(A i )  & to)
(1 + k1e)  (1 + l ' ,o l ( 5 )

( 6 )
where

g _ o/e

2 4 6 8 l0 12 t4 16 t8 20 22 24 26 28 30 32
DAYS INTO FUTURE.  o

3-The No. 2 reactor is rejuvenated after 12 days.

It can be shown that the product concentration B is maxi-
mized when:

o-u*:
-  ( r - k ) ( k 1 + k 2 )  !  \ /  ( 1 - k ) 2  ( k , + k ) 2 - 4 k 1 k 2  0 - 2 k )

( 7 )

In the particular case with k, : l, O,,o, : \/E
The reaction rates are assumed to be related to catalyst
activity and severity of operation by the follou'ing:

kr :sa (B)

kz :  ak l :  asa  (9 )

Instantaneous production rate is simpl,v:

9 :  q B  ( 1 0 )

Thus, using Equations (5), (7) and (10), the best level
of severity may be chosen once production rate is fixed
or vice versa.

Case 2. Now consider the following kinetic equationr

, q : ,  a  ( t l )

The steady-state solution to the equation

dA ld t :  e l a  (Ao^ -  A )  -  k l  ( 12 )

is given by

B : A 4 n - A : , l u : r , o ^ -  ( 1 3 )( 1  +  f t o )

Differentiating the production rate of .B u'ith respect to
flow and substituting for O gives

0.8

I ,O

0.9

0 8

.-0.7

- O O
o

0 3

o 2

o l

0
0

Fig.

rf;

TIME TO REGENERATION , iI , OAYS

Fig. 4--16" peak production for each reactor occurs at dif-
ferent times.

REPRINTED FROM HYDROCARBON PROCESSING

(  14 )

It can be seen that there is no supporting relation be-
tween flow rate and severity which maximizes production
in this case, and the variables (q and s) remain as inde-
pendent degrees of freedom to the operator .For this rea-
son the mechanism of Equation (11) was used. The in-
stantaneous production rate as a function of flow and
severity, is shown in Fig. 2.

A word here about relative time-scales. The speed of
response of a reactor to a change in operating condi-
tions-either flow rate or severigy-;s of the order of

d(qB)/dq:nr-Ch)t 5

6 t



minutes. Catalyst decay time constants are of the order

;i^d^;; uJ r,!n." thä justification for. the use of the
phrusä "instantaneous pioduction rate'" To a first ap-

;;;i;t,t"; ih"r"fo." *" tutt treat the conversion kinetics

äs algebra when considered in relation to the planning

interval of, saY, one month'

Degenerolion. Decay is governed by severity of opera-

ffi;;Jnet productiä., tui", the latter term correspond-

ins to a poisonous influence'"' i t lr--u"t"*ed 
that catalyst activity decay rate is

increased by higher operating severities and is also proPor-

tional to the Production rate'

This latter term corresponds to the deposition of carbon

for exanrple or gradual catalyst poisoning'

Reiuvenction. It is assumed that rejuvenation takes place

uif n""a rate from the activity level at which rejuvena-

tion was begun up to a standard "clean" level'

d a l d t - - C l s a l P l

ao  -  a  ( t r )
T' r

r { t , , o 1 r l T

( 1 5 )

(  1 6 )

Fig. S-Catalyst activity increases sharply after rejuvenation'

Fig. 7-The analog circuit for reactor No' 2'

ity is not felt, and an actual decrease in n2 (T) results

from the shut-down.

The influence of regeneration time on production is

shown for each reactorln Fig. 4' The decreasing effect on

Since activity decays in an exponential. manner and

,"irrrolnutiott närmally takes place at low levels' the re-
j;;";;il; interval f" chuttg"s little if r is fixed' Thus

ih;',it"" i;. r'hich productioir is lost is approximately in-

;;;r;it-pt.portionaito r' During the-regeneration' begun

at iÄe't,., catalyst activity is raised from its level at that

il rrp to some'maximuÄ level ao at ttre rate r' The time

;i.;. i" regenerate 2", depends on the time regeneration

is started in a(t,), t".taing assymptotically to the maxi-

mum aof r as regeneration is postponed'

PROCESS OBJECTIVE

The approach to the maximization is a simple search

orr"r th"'rpuce (i,i) for each value of a, q' and s' The

;;;iJi" "'it 
p."di"tive time extending from now to the

end of the planning interval 7' Note that the base t : o

is moving. The objective function then is:

max tr (r) -
( i ,  i ,

f  -  + T

I  /  ! i  { o l s  ( ' ) , s  ( " ) ,  t r ' 6 f ' s ( ' ) ' q ( ' ) ' r ' t ' ) d o
n  J ,  , l 7 )

with

a n d  o  4 t  I ' T

t , :  i (T /32 ) , j  -  0 ,  1 ,  2 ,  '  '  ' , 32

The accumulated product from each reactor over the

oturrnine interval for-one particular regeneration policy is
'.tto*" 

ii nig. 3. Note the plateau in-the-curve for reactor

No. Z u"a äe improrrement in production due to fresh-

ened catalyst. These cuwes are for uniform operating con-

Jitiorrs bolh throrrghout the interval T and between re-

u"tors b,rt for diffäent initial catalyst activities

( a o :  a o ,  a t : 2 a o / 3 ,  a " :  a o / 3 )  '

As regeneration time is varied n, (T) will rise and fall'

It C - T,) < t, {7, the benefit from improved activ-
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Fig. &-Production from all three reactors is estimated to determine the best regeneration policy.

the right is due to the shut-down loss just mentioned.
Other points to be noticed are that the peaks for each
reactor occur at different times and that A, the production
improvement-the difference between ,r (t,) and, (T)-
is greatest for reactor No. 2. The rightmost points no (T)
represent production if regeneration is not made within
the planning interval. By inspection, the best policy in
this case is P (2, 4).
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For policy P (2, 12) and uniform operating conditions,
Fig. 5 shows the three catalyst activities, initially ao : eo,
at: 2a0 13 and a2 : ao 13. The slopes of decay at any time
depend on operating conditions. For example, by reducing
the severity on a reactor, it is possible to prolong the cata-
lyst "life." The area under the curyes, a rough measure
of production, is easily seen to be affected by a change in
severity, throughput, and regeneration. For constant oper-
ating conditions and a given regeneration policy, the pas-
sage of time represents a continuous re-definition of the
origin of o.

COMPUTER IMPTEftIENTATION

The over-all organization of the simulation for a plant
with three reactors in parallel, is shown in Fig. 6.

This approach requires either a hybrid computer or an
analog computer with sufficient parallel logic to imple-
ment the search control, timing, and best policy selection.
The solution requires many integration runs for the differ-
ential equations of the models, needs convenient man-
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Fig. 9-This method of search is used by the high-speed
program.

machine interfaces. and must run much faster than real
time. Thus, an all-digital solution is ruled out at the pres-
ent time.

The plant is represented as three reactors in parallel,
each running against the time variable r. This is the low-
speed section and accepts the operator input gl, si, and trn.
This part of the simulation might also be used for opera-
tor training.

The high-speed section samples conditions in each re-
actor in turn to determine the best policy at that time.
This section runs against the time variable o, with r as a
moving base. During the search, display of the individual
zri ds a. functon of ,n is available such as shown in Fig.4.
Following the search, the best policy may be displayed,
showing either individual productions (Fig. 3) or indi-
vidual activities (Fig. 5).

The analog circuit for a single reactor is shown in Fig.
7. Operator inputs are made through the potentiometers
as indicated. The rate term to the "a." integrator switches
between the decay variables-upper connection-and tho
regeneration variable r.. Regeneration is initiated through
a logic control push-buiton and is automatically termi-
nated when activity is back to maximum.

The high-speed circuit shown in Fig. B is multiplexed
between the three reactor models just described. The only
basic difference between this and the low-speed circuits
is in the control of the regeneration switch. If the reactor
currently being copied is in the regeneration mode, then
all high-speed exploration runs for that reactor are ini-
tiated in that mode also. This is in addition to re.qenera-
tion as part of the search.
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Fig. lo-Total production for a given pol icy is determined.
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Fig. ll-This circuit decides the best over-all policy.

Control for the search mode is shown in Fig. 9. For
three reactors and thirty-two days in the planning interval,
a total of ninety-six runs.are required for the exploration.
Including initiallization times an exploration may be com-
pleted in 200 milliseconds, an average 2.08 milliseconds
per integration. This repre$ents a scale-up of about 10e
over real time.

The circuit arrangement for computins zr,i,,; is shown
in Fig. 10. The electronic switch in the input to the pro-
duction integrator serves as high-speed hold during regen-
eration. The lower right-hand three track/store units are
used merely to display ' (l) during search. The upper
right three track/stores sample the production without
any regeneration during the planning interval z'1. The left
three track/stores pick the peak production for each
teactot n1o.

When the runs are completed, the circuit shown in Fig.
11 decides the best over-all policy. The logic for this is as
follows:

If ,so > ^s1
If ,s1 > 's2
If ,s, > ,so

then Zo : 1.

then I,t : l.

then L, : l.



FIND OPTIMUM CAT REGENERATION CYCTE . base case of otherwise uniform operating conditions with
an initial catalyst activities distribution of ao : (tro, dt:
2aof3 and az: aol3. As expected, the net effect is to
decrease the maximum yield from each reactor. The best
policy is still obvious although time of regeneration is ad-
vanced. One useful application of this information might
be to provide quantitative data for a regeneration de-
bottleneck study.

The coresponding data for a change to severity are
shown in Table 2. The best policy under the new condi-
tions (increased severity) is to regenerate reactor No. 2
but postpone for two days the time of regeneration. On
the other hand the recommendations with decreased se-
verity is to advance the regeneration time two day. The
change is production for this reactor is (0.4 * 0.1) and
(0.4 - 0.12) respectively.

Sensitivities to throughput changes are shown in Table
3. The alteration in production for reactor No. 2-still the
one to regenerate-is the same as in the case for severity
changes, but in the reduced flow instance, an advancement
of 4 days in regeneration time is necessary.

Not shown in the table is the influence ort zrtra: ft is,
respectively, 0.06; 0.04; and 0.02. This indicates that
when reactor No. 2 is shut down, the available feed should
be diverted unequally to reactors Nos. 0 and 1, with re-
actor No. 0 having the larger share. Whether all the avail-
able feed should be used and in what precise ratio it ought
to be split must be determined at the time when reactor
No. 2 is about to be shut down.

All these sensitivity studies were made at a particular
value of time z. By increasing the number of runs at each
z from 96 to 480, the sensitivity trials could be automated.
The conditions fed to high-speed circuit would be:

a  ( r ) ,  r ,  s  ( r ) ,  q  ( z )
a ( r )  ,  r ,  s  ( r ) ,  *  Äs,  q (z)
a ( r )  ,  r ,  r  ( " ) ,  -  As,  q ( r )
a  ( r ) ,  r ,  s  ( r ) ,  Q  ( r )  *  Aq
a ( r ) , r r s ( r ) , e  ( ' )  - A S

Time to run: 1 second.

The corresponding changes to production and regenera-
tion policy could then be displayed to the operator who
may then decide to alter operating conditions as r evolves.

Another alternative would be to use these influence
coefficients as part of some higher-level automatic optimi-
zation, say, steepest ascent manipulating s and q.

NOMENCLATURE

A,B,C component concentration z specific volume
a catalyst activity c reaction rate ratio

ao maximum catalyst activity A production improvement

/c reaction rate constant o residence time

P regeneration policy 
'r total production

f production rate 
o predictive time

q flow rate 
z Present time

r rejuvenation rate Subscripts
s severity r' reactor index
T planning interval j day of rejuvenation
f time r regeneration

Ind^dng Tem: Analogs-I0, Computersl0, Controlling-4, Optimization-4,
Output-?, Performce-7, Processing-9, Production-7, R-aciors-9, Regenera-
tion-6, Simulation-8, Time-6.

I f  Mo :  (Lo )  (L " )  :  1

l f  M , :  ( f ' )  ( I . )  :  1

then 56 best.

then Sr best.

Tf  M":  (Lr)  (L1)  :  I  then S,  best .

The rösults from decreasing the regeneration rate 25/o
are shown in Table 1. A comparison is made against the

IABLE 4-Equipment Used

l  
Fora, i , i

Amplifiers

Multipliers
Pots
Limiter
Comparators
D/A Switches

And Gates
Monostables
Differentiators
Flip-Flops
Shift Registers
Mode Timer

ANALOG
- 12 Track/Stores
- 7 Integrators
- 17 High Gain
- 7 Summers
- 4 Electronic Switches
- 38 Inverters

85
- 12 (4 as Division)
- 1 5
- t
- 1 0
- 2 2

LOGIC

- 3 5
- t

a

- B
- 2

1

TABLE l-Sensitivity to Regenerotion Rate

0.80
0.56
o.32

TABIE 2-Sensitivity to Severity

TABLE 3-gensitivity to Thruput

I

q = 1 . 5
BASE

q : 1 . 0 a : 0 , 5

t i

0
I

7 .14
0.96
0.82

0.78
0.56
0.28

1 .0
0.86
o.72

0.80
o.56
0.32

0.76
0.66
0.60

o.72
o.44
0.28

Best
Pollcy

I
t 72

2
10

z
6
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This Distillqtion Progrqm
Generqtes lts Own Dqtq

This rigorous m.elhod incorporotes

the Chqo-Seoder correlqlion ond the

Redlich-Kwong equotion of stqte to

compule rhe equilibrio ond entholpies

for multicomPonenl colculqtions

Wendell W. Wotermqn' Vem E' Alden Co', Chicago'
;;-;;.;-P. Frszier, Natural Gas Pipeline Co' of
America, Chicago

Tne rnocReu here presented is useful for hydrocarbon
mixtures over a wide range of compositions, temperatures
and pressures. It combines two important features:

. Rigorous computation of the number of theoretical
pla"tes required for a specified separation'

o Incorporation of the Chao-Seader correlation and

the Redtich-Kwong equation of state enabling com-
putation of reliablJ "q'ilibti"* 

and enthalpy values
*ithout introcluction of dutu specific to each problem
considered.

PREVIOUS COMPUTER PROGRA'VIS

Computer programs developed to solve multicom-
ponent distillaiioriproblems by iigorous methods may be

classed as follows:

Gloss l-Programs based on the Lervis-Mathesonl3 ap-

prou"n in wliich feed, reflux and the -desired separation
äre specified. The required number of theoretical plates
is foäa by plate to plate calculation, component meshing
at the feeä ptut. t"ittg obtained by over-all iteration'

Programs developed by Mclntire,lu Maddox and Er-
barts änd Bonner2' are examples of the Class I group' In

66

their use equilibrium and enthalpy data specific to each

ft.ui"- unäertaken must be pto"iata as part 
:l 

tl-:,,:^
put data. Plate temPeratures are found by computtng

t"üfi" t"i"as below änd dew points above the feed'

Clcrss ll-Programs based on the Thiele-Geddes22 ap-

pr"".fr i" *rti?n feed, reflux, -quantity,u".d.tol" t^t|,"
äistillate, and the number of theoretical plates are specl-

fied. Plate to plate computations are made using -mol
fraction ratios, änd product compositions are found by a

meshing comPutation'-- 
Pt"d"*. reported by Lyster 

"J-'l,tn 
Mills'1? Newman'8

u.,a-riunroo'" are of tlh" blu*t II type' Again, enthalpy

u.J .q"lliUtium data must be supplied for each problem'

io*"'J.., in these progru*t ä"t"ttttination of plate

i"-p".u,.tr"s is more aific"tt' It is accomplished by an

iterative process, a temperature profile being assumed

t. i"iti"t" comprrtutions. Various special techniques have

been used to facilitate convergence'

Closs tll-Programs based on solving the simultaneous

equations which express plate and column material and

"rithulpy 
balances. 

-Th" 
it"*s specified are the same as

for tnä'Thiele-Geddes plate to plate method'-- 
fn" program developed by Amundson et al1'2'3 belongs

in Class II-I. Matrix i,t""rsiott is used for solution of the

,i*r;ttun"o"t equations. Plate temperatures are deter-

mined by iteration as in the Class II Programs'

€lqss lV-Programs in which the progressive change in

Dlate and proäuct compositions from start-up to the

;;;;i;;; äf ,t"ady statä are computed bv a relaxatio'

method. Rose, Swelny and Schroät" have successfully

developed this aPProach'
All these programs are rigorous with respect to material

u.rJ 
".tthutpy 

b"alance computing techniques' but fail to

tuf" into u..o.rttt the composition dependency of equi-

fifrrir* values. Further, alt'hough the tedious process of



Non-Hydrocarbons
Hydrogen
Nitrogen
Carbon Dioxide
Carbon Monoxide
Hydrogen Sulfide
Sulfur Dioxide
Oxygen

Paraffins
Shaight Chain-C, through Cr
iso-Butane
iso-Pentane
neo-Pentane
2-Methyl Pentane
3-Methyl Pentane
2, 2-Dimethyl Butane
2, 3-Dimethyl Butane

OIefins
Straight Chain-Double Bond

in I Position-C" through C,
2-Butene-Cis and Trans
2-Pentene-Cis and Trans
2-Methyl-1-Butene
2-Methyl-2-Butene
3-Methyl-1-Butene

making plate to plate calculations manually is eliminated,
there remains the time consuming work of selecting and
preparing equilibrium and enthalpy data for individual
problems and the attendant possibility of human error.

Greenstadt, et alll described a program of the Class
I type in which Newton's method is utilized to solve
plate and overall balances as well as the equations for
adjusting product distribution to accomplish feed plate
meshing. fn one method of applying the program the
Benedict, Webb, Rubin equations is used in a subroutine
to compute equilibrium and enthalpy values. This was

TABLE l-Acceptoble Componentj

the first reported attempt to incorporate a generalized
equation of state into a distillation program. It is under-
stood that difficulty in attaining convergence has been
experienced with this program.

After an investigation of alternate methods for pre-
dicting K values in hydrocarbon mixtures, Cavett?
adopted the Chao-Seader correlations together with the
Redlich-Kwong equation of statele (or alternately for
low pressure ranges the Black equation of stateo) as the
preferred method for obtaining thermodynamic proper-
ties for use in distillation computations. Cavett developed
two programs,8 one of the Class II and the other of the
Class III type in which it is necessary to specify the
components in the feed, the reflux and the operating
pressure. Equilibrium and enthalpy values are computed
as required.

There is an important difference in utility between the
Class I and the Class II and III programs. The latter
are analytic; that is, they compute performance in a
column having a fixed number of theoretical plates. They
are well adapted to studies on existing installations, but
are inconvenient for design applications since the number
of plates required to effect a given separation can be
determined only by submitting a series of problems and
interpolating among the results. The Class I programs
are advantageous for design work since they compute
directly the required number of plates" They also de-
termine automatically the optimum point for feed intro-
duction; whereas, with Class II and III programs this
must be found by trial and error.

Further the Class II and III programs usually have
a maxirnum number of plates that can be considered.
With Class I programs the number of theoretical plates
is unlimited.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THIS PROGRAM

The present program is of the Class I type. It is used
to compute the number of theoretical plates required to
accomplish a given separation by a modified Lewis-
Matheson technique. The Chao-Seader and Redlich-
Kwong correlations are incorporated together with con-
stants for the acceptable components listed in Table 1.
Any 2l of the iisted hydrocarbons plus any four of the
non-hydrocarbons may be specified in a particular prob-
lem. Thermodynamic data needed for rigorous plate to
plate calculations are generated by the program for each
vapor and liquid stream in the system. Equilibrium values
are computed as functions of composition as well as tem-
perature and pressure.

Criteria and equations are included for checking com-
puted feed plate compositions and making the adjust-
ments necessary to secure non-key component meshing.
The reflux ratio may be specified or the minimum reflux
may be computed and used together with an assigned
multiplier.

TAB!,E 2-lnput 5pecifi cotlonr

Feed

The melhod includes a rigorous computalion oI the numher
oI iheorelical plales needed

Diolefins
Propadiene
1, 2-Butadiene
1, 3-Butadiene

Cyclop,ara.ffins
Cyclopentane
Methyl Cyclopentane
Ethyl Cyclopentane
Cyclohexane
Methyl Cyclohexane
Ethyl Cyclohexane

Aromatics
Benzene
Toluene
Xylenes-Ortho, Meta and

Para
Ethyl Benzene

Component List (Key Components Designated)
Mole Fraction of Each Component in Total Feed
Physical State Alternates

( 1) Liquid at Bubble Point
( 2 ) Vapor at Dew Point
(3) Mixed Lisuid and Vapor

Temperature (For Flash Calculation)
Distillate

Physical State Alternates
( 1) Vapor
(2) Liquid

Quantities of Light and Heavy Key Components
Temperature ( Starting Assumption )

Bottoms Temperature ( Starting Assumption)

Reflux-
Alternates:

( 1) Minimum Relux Computed-Multiplier Specified
(2) Reflux Ratio Specified-

""t* _
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rABtE 3-Ourpur Dorq

Column Operating Pressure

Feed Temperature

Feed Vapor: Quantity, Composition and Enthalpy

Feed Liquid: Quantity, Composition and Enthalpy

Top Product: Quantity, Composition and Enthalpy

Bottom Product: Quantity, Composition and Enthalpy

Feed Plate Composition Calculated from Top 
I 

tü:äff}

Feed Plate Composition Calculated from Bottom J Iteratioi
Minimum Reflux

Minimum Reflux Multiplier (Specified)

Reflux Ratio (Specified)

Reflux Quantity and Enthalpy

Reboiler Temperature and Vapor Enthalpy

Reboiler Heat Load

Temperature of Vapor to Condenser

Condenser Outlet Temperature

Condenser Heat Load

Compositions, Temperatures and Enthalpies on Each Plate (If
Desired)

The program is written in FORTRAN and has been
demonstrated on an IBM 7070-10K computer. It can
be readily adapted to other computers that utilize FOR-
TRAN compilers and have adequate storage capacity.

Input specifications are listed in Table 2. It is neces-
sary to specify only the feed, the required separation,
the reflux and the column pressure. The feed may be
liquid at the bubble point, any vapor-liquid mixture, or
vapor at the dew point. Output data are listed in Table
3.

At present the program is set up for one feed and
two products. Modifications to accommodate multiple
feeds and draw-offs are being developed.

EOUATIONS USED IN PR.OGRA'YI

Choo-Seqder Correlqtion.

K , - f i - : ,  r  l ' ] u )  (1 )'  x i  \ d e , /

log voo :  log voo\  |  u i log v ' - l r l  (2)

l og  v .$ t  -  Ao *  AJT r+  A "Tn  *  A3T f2  +  A4T13  (3 )

+ (,4u + AuT, + A77"2)P,

* (1e * AsT,) P,2 - log P,

logvro\ - - 4.23893 + 8.65808 Tr- 1.22060/Tr &)
- 3.15224 Tn'- 0.025 (Pr - 0.6)

Iog r i :P i . ( : =  i : ) '  ( 5 )
2.303 RT

Redlich-Kwong Equstion

zB - 22 - zP (BrzP * B*- Ax') - A*28*P2 : o

n

yrA. , i ,B, r :  L  yoBro (7)
i = 1

The compressibility, z, is used to calculate g5i in the
Chao-Seader correlation as follows :

( z - l )  B p i  ,Iosöi-  j=u, 
- f ,  - tot  (z -  BrP) (B)

Enthalpies. Enthalpies of vapor mixtures are computed
from ideal gas comPonent enthalpies as follows:

Liquid enthalpies are computed as follows:

H i L :  H o o  -

2 ' 3osRT2  
|  -  !  *  A , *  T , (2Az13AnT , )  (11 )

Tc L T,'

+ (,{u + 2A77,) (P,) + AsP,2

+ ,i (8.65808 + 
t 

Toruo - 9.45672 7,2\1-  ry -  ' - "_ ]
-  1 .8  g r  (5  -  E r ) ' ,

( 6 )

Ix

-#(,+ - +) i .e(ro. '+)

A h :

Ho :  I  t r ,H f  (9 )
i=7

Hv: Ho - nrf s.+s+ o!" ,o, (, o *9a) * r.o -,.l- - - L - - - B k  - \  z /  J
(  10 )

*tH tL ( 1 2 )

ftloterict, Enthclpy and Component Bcrlqnces. Over
the entire column the balances are:

F - F v + F L - D + W ( 1 3 )

HrvFv t, Hrt'pr, - q"* qn: HdvDv * HaLDL + Hür'W (14)

(Note either Dv : O or DL : O)

t iFL * ytFv - ytDv I xiDL { x1W (15)

If balances are written around the portion of the tower
below tlle line g-g in Figure 1, the following equations
are obtained:

L n - r :  v n +  w (  1 6 )

Hn - r "  Ln - r *  Q r :  HnoVn*  H* "W (  17 )

t iL^-r:yoVn| * l l1/ (18)

line g'-g' the following balances may be

V r , r : L * r +  D v  + D L  ( 1 9 )

H^vV* -  Qc - -  Ho* t l * t *  Huvpv  *  HaLDL  (20 )

H ' :  L
i=1

Above the
written:
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The occuracy ol ihe resulls depends upon hhe accurocy ol
Ihe Chao-Seader correlalion

The feed is first tested to see if a flash calculation is
lequired. I f  so. i t  is computed to cleter.nrine the spl i t  and
the composition of the vapor and liquid portioni. Next.
the bottoms ternperature is cleterminecl bv bubble noint
calculat ion and the bottoms enthalpy is iomputed. The
amount of reflux is computed and the overflow estab_
lished at_one point, trsual ly the bottom plate in the
column. This permits determination of the quanti tv of
reboil vapor, its composition and enthalpy being a,,,aiiable
from the bubble point calculat ion.

Frorn this point on, material and enthalpy plate bal-
ances are computed in the conr.entional nranner. After
each plate calculat ion the rat io of key cornponents is
checked to see i f  the feed plate has bccn rcached. Com-
putations of the condensing tempcraturc, top product
enthalpy, etc.,  are performed in a similar nlanner.

For approximate calcrr lat ions componcnts heavier than
the- heavy key are assumed to be eni irely in the bottoms
and. components l ightcr t l ian the l ight lcy are assumed
all  in the cl ist i l late. The number oi theor.et ical plates is
c-onrputecl in a single pass requiring {rom 7 to 12 minutes
depending on the nunrbcr of t.ompänents ancl the number
of plates. For most problems this procedtrre prcdicts the
correct numbel of theoretical plates ancl detcrmines ac_
curately condcnser and reboi ler heat loacls.

. If greater accuracy is desired the meshing fcature of
the plogram rnay be employecl. The cornputei rvill acljust
the amount of each non-key colnponerlt in the top änd
bottom l>roducts until the feed plate conritositiän as
calculated from the top clou,n agreei rvith thai computed
from the bottorn trlt rvithin a specifiecl tolerar.rce. The
Edisonto  a lgor i t l rn r  r rsec l  fo r  l l red ic t i r rg  r rc rv  assunrp t io r rs
as to distlibution of r.ron-key components has been lound
to converge in 4 to 7 i terat ions. \ Ieshing satisfactory for
most purposes is usually attained in four i terat ions.

For each distillation problem a larse nurnber of bubble
and deu' point calculat ions must be rnacle. These are
trial and erlor computations, ancl to apltly the Chao-
Seader correlation it is necessary that cä,r,,positior.,s of
both l iquid and r.apor 1;hase be avai lable. B;bble points
are calculatecl by assuming a telnl)el.atrrre, conrputing
a vaporicomposit ion based on ideal K r-alues. , ,or*äl ir ini
and applying the Chao-Seacler equation to comput!
a^ne\v vapor comltosit ion. Jf IKixi does not equal
1.0 -+ the specified tolerance a ne\\. ternlrer.ature is as_
sumed and the l)rocess is repeatecl.  After the seconcl
computation, rvhen t\\'o scts of assunrecl ancl calculated
temperatures are available, a linear fit is usccl to predict
the next assumption. This simple alg^ori thnr has been
found to converge rapidly ar,d .eliably. Similar con_
vel'gence techniques are trsecl for clerr. iroints, and for
plate mass and enthalpy balances.

The compressibility, z, is computecl by trial and error
using Nervton's method, the initial aisunrption being
z: 1.0. In most problerns dif f icult ies due to extraneous

L,d

Fig.,l-At present the program is set up for one feed and twoproducts.

Non-Key Component Meshing. The following equa_
tion, developed by Edison,lo is used to compute ne\v as_
sumptions in iterations for meshing non-key components
at the feed plate:

f  * r , u , i  - ' t a , i  f
a ; :  1 .5 |  \_ t  ,  , , r , t t  |  <rr l

L -w-- r  o  l
This is the relationship employed by Bonner:o except

for the arbitrary 1.5 multiplier'whicir tends to speäd
convergence.

Minimum Reflux. Minimum reflux is computed by the
Bachelor method.{ Equations and computitional iech_
niques used in this operation are not piesented here in
cletarl but are available in Bachelor's original paper.
The special procedures for subcooled liquiJ urrd ,,_rp"r_
heated vapor feeds have not yet been incorporated in
the program.

COftIPUTING TECHNIQUES

- The sequence of computations is shown in Figure 2,the. d.esired separation bäing specified in terms oi t 
"u,ryand light key conponents.
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roots arise only at temperatures below the range of

reliability for the Chao-Seader correlation' A rigorous
analytic solution of the cubic equation has been pro-
gt";*"a, but is not normally used because of the in-

crease in comPuter trme'

Atcurccy of Computotions. The computation methods

embodieä in the progtu* are completely rigorous and

th" pt"titi"" of rÄ,rlt-s depends only on the accuracy of

the bhao-Seader correlation and on the tolerances set

io, 
"ot.r"tg"nce 

routines. Before the program was for-
mulated Ciao-Seader K values were compared with ex-
perimental data and with values predicted-by the Bene-

äict, Webb, Rubin equation for mixtures of light paraffins
and'nitrogen' The fo[owing general observations were

made:

o The average deviation of computed K values from
experimental values is aboti B'O/o'

o The Benedict, Webb, Rubin equation predicts equi-
librium ratios with slightly better accuracy at higher
temperatures than does the Chao-Seader correlation'

o At lower temperatures the Chao-Seäder method
is slightly *or"- u..rrrute than the Benedict, Webb'
Rubin equation.

r The Benedict, Webb, Rubin equation, in numerous
instances, wili predict very accurately K values of
one or two comPonents of a mixture, but be con-
siderably in error on other comPonents' The Chao-
Seader method gives more uniform accuracy with
respect to all constituents'

o The Chao-Seader correlation gives somewhat poorer
predictions for binary and ternary mixtures than for
*i*trt"t containing a greater number of compon-
en$.

. Over its range of applicability deviations from ex-
perimental data of K values computed by the thug-'seadet 

method are of the same order of magnitude
as discrepancies among independent determinations
by different exPerimenters.

Of the several K value correlation techniques that
have been devised some are not easily adapted to com-
puter applications. Some do not permit determination of
äquilibrium ratio as a function of compositio'n as well as
temperature and pressure. For general -use none aPpeax
more accurate or versatile than the Chao'Seader cor-
relation.

Progrcrm Limitcrtions. The program is limited to ranges
of önditions over which the Chao-seader correlation is
valid.e Limitations with respect to acceptable components
and the number of cornponents handled in a specific
problem are described under an earlier section, "Char-
acteristics of This Program."
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Fig. 2-The progrun is limited to ranges of conditions over
which the Chao.Seader correlation is valid'

Experience. The program has been used to design dis-

tillation columns of the following tyPes:

o Natural gasoline stabilizer

o Deethanizer

o Propane separation from heavier hydrocarbons

o Separation of iso and n butanes

r Separation of iso and n Pentanes

ffiil#W;rii*+ptrffi



DISTILTATION PROGRAM GENERATES OWN DATA

o Debutanizer

. Depentanizer.

In each application many problems were computed
both to test the program and to optimize column designs
with respect to reflux ratios and operating pressures.

During development, counters were provided in the
program to record the number of iterations in each con-
vergence routine. Various algorithms were tested and
only those showing rapid and reliable convergence were
retained. With the developed program no convergence
failures have been experienced to date.

NOMENCLATURE
Ao,At. . .As coef f ic ients for  s imple f lu ids,  methane or hydro-

gen in Eq.  (3)

Arr t  [0.4278 T 
" f  

'5 /P 
"oTz's1 

o s

Brot 0.0867 Tci/PciT
D moles of top product

F moles of feed : 1.0
H molal enthalpy

Ho molal ideal gas enthalpy for mixture
Ki equilibrium ratio for component i

L moles of liquid
P absolute pressure

Pr reduced pressure : P/Pct
P 

"t, 
critical pressure of component i

ec heat removed in condenser
qr heat added in reboiler

R universal gas constant
T absolute temperature

T"t critical temperature of component i
T r reduced temperature T/T"i
V moles of vapor

About the quthors
WnNour,r, W. WtronulN i.s director ol
chemical engineering f or Vern E. Ald,en
Co., Chicago, IlI. He holds a B.S. de-
gree from Iowa State Uniaersitg and
M.S. and, Ph.D. degrees in chemical en-
gi.neeri,ng from Uni,uersi,ty of Iotoa.
Before joiwing Ald,en Co. he 'tDas a
process engi,neet' f or Esso Eeseatch and
Engineering Co, and,in subsequent con-
necti .ons he has superuised, pr.ocess
desi,gn f or plants in petrochem;icals, in-

organic chemi,cals and metallut"gy. Dr. Waterman is a, rnen1,-
ber of ACS, AICLE and the National Societg of Profes-
sional Engineet's.

JAMES P. FRAZIER i.s a process desi,gn
engineer for National Gas Pipeline Co.
of America, Chi.cago, III. He receiaed,
a B,S. degree 'in chemi,cal engineering
from lowa State Uniuersity and is a
member of the Nati,onal SocietE of Pro-
fessional Eng'ineers.

W moles of bottom product

tci mole fraction of component i in liquid
xf.,i mole fraction of component in feed plate liquor

calculated from bottom up
xfi,t mole fraction of component in feed plate liquor

calculated from top down
yi mole fraction of component i in vapor
z compressibilityfactor

^!i activity coefficient of component i in liquid solu-
tion

Li adjustment to amount of component i in W for
new assumption in meshing iterations

I, solubility parameter of component i (in Chao-
Seader equation)

5 2x ;/'o6o/\ctrpie average solubility parameter of
mixture

,io fugacity coefficient of pure liquid component i
at system conditions

,'n(o') fugacity coefficient of simple fluid in liquid state
vi(r) fugacity coefficient correction factor

öt fugacity coefficient of component i in vapor
mixture

9e liquid molal volume of component i
6d acentric factor for component i

Superscripts (other than those specifically defined)

L liquid

V vapor

Subscripts (other than those specifically defined)

d top product

I feed

i any component
n1 number of any plate above feed plate numbering

from top down
z number of any plate below feed plate numbering

from top down
tg bottom product
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EOTTOM PLATES

Fig .  l -Key  ra t io  in  feed a t  op t imum feed po in t  matches  key  ra t io  in  co lumn '  Sb" :  S tu :  Sbopr :  S topr '

accomplished by use of the Chao-Seader correlation and
the R;dlich-Kwong equation of state'

The neu' features include:

e A mocle of computation (Mode II) that accepts
prolLot, in lvhich the separation attainable with a fixed

m*be, of theoretical plätes is computed, given the feed

.o*porltiot, reflux ratio, operating pressure' and the

over'-all split in terms oi tätal moles of distillate and

bottoms.
o A mode of computation (Mode III) which accom-

plishes preliminary cletermination of required theoretical
;i;;;, f,u voa. I follorved by meshing iterations under

lloa" ti.

Compute Best Disti l lation Feed Point

This computer Program for
multicomponent distillation is modified
to give the oPtimum feed Point
for many Problem situations

Wendell W. Wqlermqn, The Katzman Co',
Youngstown, Ohio; Jqmes P. Frcrzier, Natural Gas

Pipeline Co. of America, Chicago, and
Gäorge lUlortin Brown, Northwestern University'
Evanston, Ill.

Me;on ADDITIoNS AND MoDIFIcATIoNS have been made

to a Lulticomponent disti l lation computer programl
which broaden its range of applicability and enabie it

,o .op" with various special problems' The original-p^ro-
gram'(now designated Vtoae l;, based.on a modified
i-"-it-ü",f'teson'- technique, computes the number of

theoretical plates requir"ä fot a specified separation' ̂ the
ilJ .;*dsition being given and the operating reflux

ratio being either specified or determined by ap-plication
;;';" tr.i"g.,"d muitiplier to the minimum reflux ratio

."*p",.a "ty th" p.ägtu*' Data generation in situ is
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r A mode of computation (Mode IV) similar in ässen-
tial procedures to Mode I but rvhich determines the
optimum plate for introducing the feed in cases where
the ratio of key components at the optimum entry point
differs appreciably from the key ratio in the feed.

e A rlode of computation (Mode V) ivhich accom-
plishes preliminary determination of r-equired theoretical
plates based on optimum feed lioint location by NIode IV
follorved by neshing iterations under N{ode II.

o A routine for computing the to\ver operating pres-
sure corresponding to a specified condensing temperature.

. Amplification of the feed analysis routine to enable
acceptance of superheated vapor and sub-cooled liquid
feeds.

. Storage of all constants used in the Chao-Seader
and Redlich-Kwong equations for the entire list of 60
acceptable components in a block data sub-program.

o Major simplification of problem entry techniques.

Mode ll. In the previous article,l it rvas explained that
the Edison modificatione of the Bonner equationl0 rvas
used for computing new assumptions with respect to
distlibution of non-key components in successive meshing
iterations. Experience has shou,n that the Edison modifi-
cation, involving an arbitrary multiplier applied to the
computed adjustment for each component, tends to speed
convergence but in certain instances causes excessive
srvings in early iterations. Consequently, the Bonner
equation is norv used in its original form.

f  x , . ,0-  x to,uf
\ : l T t * . t  ,  x td r  I

L w  -  D  I
To initiate a problem, it is the usual practice to enter

as the starting assumption for the mole fraction of each
light component in thc bottoms and each heavy com-
ponent in the distillate, a very snull figure, I X l0-'0.
Not infrequently, this amount proves too great, and as
the computation proceeds from piate to plate, excessive
increase in the mole fraction of one or more components
may occur.

This "overbuilding" distorts the computation and makes
it fruitless to continue without altering the assumed dis-
tribution. Occasionally, too, a value predicted by the
Bonner equation for either a light or heavy component
will be too great and will lead to overbuilding. This is
particularly apt to occur in the second meshing iteration.

The program incorporates, both above and below t}le
feed, check routines which compare at each plate the
computed mole fraction for each component with the
match figure it should agree with (or cross over) at the
feed plate. If the match figure is greatly exceeded (some
tolerance is allowed), and if the key ratio indicates that
more plates must be computed before reaching the feed
point, new assumptions are set for distribution of the
overbuilding components and computation of the tower
section under consideration is restarted. Further, once
a value for a component in the distillate (or bottoms)

R E P R I N T E D  F R O M  H Y D R O C A R B O N  P R O C E S S I N G

is found to be excessive, this is established (rvith a toler-
ance to allorv for composition dependency interactions)
as a limit so that subsequently no appreciably higher
value u,ili be tried even if called for by the rneshing
formula. Similarly, lorver limits are established rvhen
values too lor,v for meshing at the feed plate are tried.

The Bonner equation guided by the overbuilding
checks and the progressively narrou'ing limits proves to
be a porverful tool in handling n'reshing problems. It is
found that problems involving a fixed number of plates
above and below the feed may be fed directly to this
routine and solved reliably with rapid convergence. It is
necessary, in submitting a problem of this type, to assume
an initial split that represents the desired quantities ol
distillate and bottoms respectively.

This is the method employed in Mode II. The Thiele.
Geddes approach3 has been widely used for solution ol
problems of this type in other computer programs.{-8 The
present technique offers the advantage that it does not
require initial assumptions as to either temperature or
composition profiles over the column. In Mode II, key
components are not distinguished in the computations
and all components are simultaneously meshed at the
feed plate.

frlode lll. This Mode was developed to cope with an
unexpected difficulty encountered in certain problems.
fn successive meshing iterations under Mode I, the dis-
tribution of non-key components in the top and bottom
products are adjusted progressively until a pre-determined
tolerance is met or until a limiting number of meshing
iterations has been run. In most cases the number of
theoretical plates is not affected by changes in com-
ponent distribution from one iteration to the next. How-
ever, in certain instances, an oscillation in the number
of plates either above or below the feed, though usually
not both in a single problem, may occur in the following
manner:

Assumö that m.plates above the feed have been found
for the Nth meshing iteration based on a set of assump-
tions as to amounts of non-key components in, for ex-
ample, the disüillate. For the N + lth iteration new
assumptions are computed. Results of the N * lth
iteration show nz * 1 plates required to reach the
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Fi*. lFAt low reflux ratio an extremely large number
of-Olates below feed is required to reach feed key ratio'

proper key ratio match point. Further, the proportions
äf h.uuy components on the feed plate are found to
be excessive since the amounts in the distillate u'ere
set for meshing on the mth plate and computations
were continued past this point' The N * 2 assumptions
are then computed on the premise that meshing must
be accomplished on the m * lth plate. This calls for
reduced amounts of heavy non-key components in the
distillate, the amounts being similar to those assumed
in the Nth iteration. Upon running the N * 2 itera-
tion m plates above the feed are again found and the
computed quantities of heavy components on the feed
platÄ are too low. Oscillation in the number of plates
ivill continue until an assigned limiting number of
meshing iterations has been reached.

It might äpp"ut that this oscillation could be avoided by
slightiy altering the specified split. However, in cases
en-countered so far, this was not possible. Increased
stringency in the separation merely shifted the oscillation
point so that, for example, instead of osoillating between
m and m * | plates, the computation oscillates between
m * l a n d m * 2 P l a t e s '

Integer plate number oscillation occurring in this
fashion is äue to relative variation in the K values of
key components stemming from composition changes' It
conclusively demonstrates the necessity in truly rigorous
computations of using composition dependent equilibrium
values.

Difficulties arising from plate number oscillation might
be avoided by determining the fraction of a theoretical
plate required for key ratio matching at the feed point'
iTo*"rr"., another method of coping with the PtoqgT
has been devised and incorporated in Mode III' This
Mode may be used if oscillation is discovered in a prob-
lem submitted under Mode I.

In Mode III two iterations are mn under Mode I
and the larger number of plates found, above, and also
below, the feed is accepted and fixed, and operation is
transferred to Mode II. This leads, in some cases, to a
slightly more comPlete separation than -was originally
späcifiäd with respect to key comPonents but provides a
practicable and rigorous solution to the problem.

Mode III can, of course, be used directly for problems
in which no oscillation is either discovered or suspected'
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It has the advantage, since key designations are dropped
after tlvo iterations, of meshing all components at the
feed plate and thus more accurately represents actual
tou'er performance than does the Mode I computation.

Mode tV. Problems in n'hich the optimum feed point is
displaced from the plate on rvhich the ratio of key com-
porr".rtt matches that of the feed have been encountet-ed
ivith sufficient frequency to \varrant development of a
feed point optimizing technique.

For binary systems, the compositions of vapor and
liquid leaving the optimum feed plate are directly related
to the feed composition. As a first assumption, in multi-
component systems, the ratio of key components in the
feedvapor (or liquid) may be taken as equal to the key
component ratio in the vapor (or liquid) leaving the feed
plati. This criterion gives reasonably good results in-rnu.ry 

"tt"t. 
It has been observed to represent roughly

the optimum feed point when the relative volatility be-
tween the key components is significantly closer to unity
than either the relative volatility between the light key
and the next lighter component or the relative volatility
between the healy key and the next heavier component'
When only one or neither of these conditions exists, the
key ratio on the optimum feed plate frequently has been
found to be appreiiably displaced from the ratio of keys
in the feed. Other factors may also affect the location
of the optimum feed Point.

Plates computed from the top down and from the
bottom rlp t." plotted in Fig. 1 on independent ordinates
against the key component ratio in th9 llui-d for - a
tlpical multicomponent problem in which the feed, the
täwer pressu." u.rd an operating reflux ratio well above
the minimum are specified. In the case illustrated, the
optimum feed poini falls at the point -where the key
rätio in the vapor from the plate matches that in the
feed vapor (oi the vapor portion of the feed, or the
',rapor in 

"qrrilibti.r- 
wiih a iiquid feed). It will be noted

thät in cÄputing plates from the top down the key
ratio falls räpidly at first, then at a diminishing rate'
Finally when carried far beyond the key ratio of the
feed, ihe key ratio asymptotically approaches a limit rep-
resenting a very large number of plates, and has an ex-
tremely small change from plate to plate.
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A similar, but inverted curve results in the cornputa-
tion of plates from the bottom up, a large change in
key ratio is experienced at the beginning and an ex-
tremely small change as an asymptotic l imit is ap-
proached.. The spread between the asymptotic lirnits
represents the range of possible solutions to a specific
problem. With hydrocarbon mixtures such a range typi-
cally exists for any problem in which the operating reflux
ratio is rvell above the minimum. The optimum solution
is that which gives the minimurn number of total theo-
retical plates.

When the key ratio on the optimum feed plate matches
that of the feed, as illustrated in Fig. 1, the tangent lines
to the curves at this key ratio will be parallel. It is
apparent that the minimum number of plates for any
particular problem will be found at the key ratio where
the slopes of the tangent lines to the curves are equal,
rvhether or not this key ratio coincides rvith that of the
feed.

These slopes are designated S,opr and ,SDorr in Figs. 1,
2 and 3. Fig. 2 illustrates the case where the key ratio
at the optimum feed point is appreciably below that of
the feed. Fig. 3 shows the optimum feed point falling
at a key ratio higher than that of the feed. It will be
noted that in Figs. 2 and3, the slopes of the tangent lines
at the key ratio of the feed Stp, and Söp are unequal and
that the sum of top and bottom theoretical plates is
greater than at the optimum feed point. In Mode IV,
the program computes as much of each plate vs. key ratio
curve as may be required to find the point where the
slopes are equal and the number of theoretical plates is
minimum.

The use of this optimizing technique is facilitated by
entering, for the first iteration, small numbers for the
assumed mole fractions of heavy components in the dis-
tillate and light components in the 

^bottoms 
since this

permits optimization for the first iteration to proceed
with minimal chance of overbuildins. However. if needed.
the overbuilding routines wil l operate to enable the
computation. Location of the optimum feed plate, as
found in the first iteration, is subject to redetermination
in subsequent iterations, but such redeterminations are
not apt to cause a shift of more than one theoretical
plate. After each computation the key ratio on the opti-
mum feed plate is stored and used as the match point
for the next meshing iteration.

At reflux ratios close to but above the minimum a
number of variations in shape of the plate vs. key ratio
curyes may occur. At the true minimum reflux ratio only
one point of feed introduction gives a solution and the
ratio of keys on the feed plate may not coincide with
the feed key ratio. Consequently it is possible to en-
counter problems which, over certain ranges of reflux
ratio, have real solutions but which p."r"ni no solution
based on feeding the column on the plate where the key
ratio matches that of the feed.

A problem is illustrated in Fig. 4 in which a normal
curve exists for top plates but the curve for bottom
plates approaches the feed key ratio very slowly. In this
case an extremely large number of plates below the feed
is indicated when closing on the key ratio of the feed.

REPRINTED FROM HYDROCARBON PROCESSING

With the optimizing technique the best solution, repre-
senting minimum plates for the separation specified and
the reflux ratio considered, is readily found.

An example is presented in Fig. 5 in which a hook
exists in the top plate curve making it impossible to reach
the feed composition key ratio. The bottom plate curve,
however, continues well beyond the key ratio of the feed.
In executing the program this condition is detected by a
slope inversion test. When inversion is found top plate
computations are stopped, bottom plate computations are
initiated and the point of parailel slopes is found in the
usual manner. A problem of this type cannot be solvecl
by direct convergence on the key ratio of the feecl but a
range of soiutions nevertheless exists and the ootimum is
determinable by the program. Fig. 6 illustrates the same
type of problem but with the hook occurrinq in the
bottom plate curve at a key ratio belor.r,. that of ihe feed.

A low reflux ratio problem is illustrated in Fis. 7
which exhibits another variation in the interrelations
among plates, meshing and possible feed points. When
the problem is introduced in the usual manner n,ith very
small amounts assumed for heavies in the distillate and
lights in the bottoms the first meshine iteration eives an
indicated optimum of the type shown in Fig. i. Ho*-
ever, with new assumptions respecting the distribution
of non-key components, in the seconcl iteration the re-
sults show hooks in both the top and bottom plate curves
with no overlap of key ratios.

In this particular problem, any attempt to distribute
non keys to secure meshing at the key ratio where this
first set of equal slopes is encountered will result in dou-
ble hooks with no common key ratio. Despite indications
at this point, possible solutions may exist, as shown, the
entire range falling between the inversion points of the
top and bottom curves respectively.

The optimum feed point is found at the point where
tJre slopes of the inverted curves become equal. The zone
of possible solutions may be appreciably less than the
full span between low and high invert points since it is
limited to points at which complete meshing of all com-
ponents is possible.

Problems of this typ€ are rarely encountered. When
they are, practical considerations usually call for higher
reflux ratios. Consequently no attempt has been made
to include in the program the capability of optimizing
and meshing in this special situation. If such a- problem
is submitted for solution, the existence of non-overlap-
ping double hooks is detected and the computation tä-
minated. The type of problem presented in Fig. 7 can
be resolved, however, by use of the program. Mode II
will compute the meshing of all components in this case
with key ratios following the curves as shown. However,
the number of total plates required and the optimum
feed point for a specified separation and given reflux
ratio must be determined by trial and error in successive
entries of the problem.

Typical curves of plates vs. key ratio at minimum
reflux are illustrated in Fig. B. In this case only a single
mesh point is possible at one particular key ratiq which,
as indicated above, may be either above or below the key
ratio of the feed.

Computofion of Golumn Pressure. In the original
prograrn, column pressure was specified and the con-
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densing, reboiling and all plate temperatures were com-
puted. In many cases it is desired to specify condensing
temperature in order to meet a given cooling u'ater or
refrigeration temperature level. The new routine for
computing tower pressure entails a determination of the
condensing temperature at two assumed pressures and
calculation of the tower pressure by interpolation or
extrapolation based on an assumed linear relationship
between the logarithm of the absolute Pressure and the
reciprocal of the absolute temperature.

If the condensing temperature is computed on the
basis of an initially assumed distribution of components
in the distillate, a slight variance may occur when a more
precise determination of component 'distribution is made
in meshing iterations. Usually the change is not enough
to warrant re-computation of the operating pressure.

Acceptable Feed Conditions. In the original version
the program accepted only saturated vapor, mixed liquid
and vapor or saturated vapor feeds. If the specified feed
temperäture was found to correspond to a sub-cooled
liquid or a superheated vapor, the specified temperature
was ignored and the feed was taken at its saturation
temperature. The new version of the program accePts
any feed temperature and determines r'vhether this cor-
responds to liquid, vapor, or a mixture of liquid and
.rrupo.. If a superheated vapor or a sub-cooled liquid
.onditio.t is found, the enthalpy is computed and the
feed is introduced at the specified temperature. Enthal-
pies of liquid, vapor and liquid-vapor mixtures are com-
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puted by equations developed by Edmister, et a1.11 The
vapor enthaipy equations are applicable to vapor in
both the saturated and superheated conditions. The
liquid enthalpy equations were developed for the bubble
point liquid and have not yet been tested for sub-cooled
liquids. In the program these have been used, however,
for sub-cooled liquids; so for feeds in this state computed
enthalpies must, at this time, be regarded as approxi-
mate.

Block Dqto Storcge of Constqnts. It has been found
convenient to store all constants required for the Chao-
Seader and Redlich-Kwong equations for the entire list
of acceptable components in a block data sub-program'
With the original program, it was necessary to submit
with each problem a previously prepared card, for each
component in the feed, on which appropriate constants
were punched. Block data storage eliminates this require-
ment.

Problem Entry. Problems can now be erltered by pre-
paring one card for each component plus two additional
äards. On each component card the component number
and name, and identifying number are punched together
with mole fractions in the feed, distillate and bottoms
and an appropriate designation if the component is a
light or heavy key. In addition to the component cards,
one card is required for problem identification and an-
other for selection among alternate computing modes.

In Modes I, III and IV, with the components listed
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in order of decreasing volatilitn healy components in the
distillate and light components in the bottoms may be
specified as zero or left blank on the problem input cards.
If meshing is called for, the progiutmsrig.rs to such
components the starting value I X 10.-ro The split of
key components must be specified by entering an arnounr
for the heavy key in the distillate, and for the light key in
the bottoms. If for either key the other amount is omiited
the program computes it. A starting assumption with
respect to split must be provided for distributed com-
ponents falling between the keys.

The input formats permit entry of any desired set of
starting assumptions with respect to distribution of non-
key components in the distillate and bottoms. Thus. if
reliable approximations are available in advance tirev
may be used to minimize the number of meshing itera-
tions. Further, if a problem has been rr.n for say three
meshing iterations, the computed distributions may be
entered as input in re-submitting the problem, in which
case, meshing iterations are continued without repeti-
tion.

In the case of hydrogen in the bottoms the initial
assumption of I X 10-'90 has been found too high in
many instances. Any desired value may be entered and
this will override the arbitrary assignment. It is the usual
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practice to enter 1 X 10-'o for hydrogen in the bottoms,
particularly if a Iairly large number of plates below the
feed is anticipated.

A convenient problem input form has been devised
consisting of a single B% X ll-inch sheet on which all
necessary information may be entered. The form includes
all required instructions to the key punch operator so
that the time of technical personnel required to set up
and enter a problem is minimal. Once defined, a prob-
lem can ordinarily be entered in 15 to 30 minutes.

Computer Time. Core time has been considerablv re-
duced by numerous minor improvements since the de-
velopment of the original program. Over the last year,
many problems have been run on IBM 7090194 and
Control Data 3400 computers. In this application the
speeds of these machines are about equal. A 17-compo-
nent Hydrotreater Effluent Stabilizer problem with com-
ponents ranging from hydrogen to decane has been
found to require about 2t/z minutes when run through
five meshing iterations. Satisfactory meshing of all com-
ponents was achieved. In the IBM 7094 computer the
core requirement including that of the processor pro-
gram and library subroutines is approximately 18 K, 36-
bit words.

NOMENCLATURE
D moles of top product
Ad adjustment to amount of component i in W for new

Ki
k trl

rv
süt

sr,

assumption in meshing iterations
equilibriuitr ratio for component i, (ya/x6)
moles of light key component in liquid
moles of heary key component in liquid
number of theoretical plate above feed counting from
top down
number of meshing iterations
slope of key ratio versus plates below feed curve at
key ratio of feed liquid
slope of key ratio versus plates above feed curve at
key ratio of feed liquid

Sbo", slope of key ratio versus plates below feed curve al
optimum feed point

Sto* slope of key ratio versus plates above feed curve at
optimum feed point
moles of bottom product
mole fraction at component i in liquid
mole fraction of component i in feed plate liquor
calculated from top down

tv
tci

xIa,t

xl.,i mole fraction of component d in feed plate liquor
calculated from bottom up

yi mole fraction of component i in vapor
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Analog Simulation Spells Safe Starfups

Analog simulators have long been used

vital startup phase has been largely
ignored. Here is how the Humble-Esso
organization bridged the gap

R. E. lieber, Esso Research & Engineering Co., Florham
Park, N.J., and T. R. Herndon, Humble Oil & Refining
Co., Baytown, Texas

IN eN EFFoRT to provide experience before stattwp,
the techniques of dynamic, realistic simulation have been
used in a Esso Research & Engineering Co. training pro-
gram for experienced operators. These techniques involve
simulating operations of a highly integrated section of a
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in operator training
operating conditions

for normal
. But training for

new refinery on an analog computer. The goal is to dem-
onstrate major process interactions and their effect on
plant operations.

Plant type instruments tied into the computer serv'e as
the "contrbl house." This training program has proved
highly successful, as this refinery has been brought on-
stream smöothly. Thus, more training sessions of this kind
are planned.

Startup simulation is especially useful to an oPerator
o., a ,r"*, complex, highly heat integrated plant. He has
a unique problem because his plant has never before been
started up and is inherently more difficult to operate
than older plants.

There is benefit in extending such a simulation to cover
startup-that is, bringing the plant up to design operat-
ing conditions. This would be of value not only in terms
oii-pto't eci operator training, but also in setting opti-
mum startup procedures.

There are big differences between a model developed
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FIGURE l-This section of the refinery was simulated by the
computer and_ model (Six distillation towers, with präheat
exchangers and reboilers, and two reactors). Notes: Unit con-

tains no intermediate tankaqe. Not shown: Four lS-minute
holdups (flow control on outEow); All other associated equip-
ment ( condensers, coolers, etc. ) I Pressure, flow, level controlleis.

for normal plant operation and one that simulates start-
up ope:"ations. After describing the normal operation
model. we will point out these differences. We will con-
sider what is involved in a plant startup and how this
affects the computer rrrodel.

Anolog Model Adds Reolism. The section of the re-
finery simulated for operator training is shown in Figure
1. Included are six disti l lation towers. with r;reheat ex-
changers and reboilers, and two reactors. For oi.er-all heat
economy, 11 exchangers transfer heat from one process
stream to another, rather than to coolins watei. The
plant has no intermediate tankaee. The onlv storase con-
sists of four l5-minute holdup diums with ihe out'f lo* of
each on flow control.

A mathematical model was developed for each major
piece of process equipment, describing its steacly-state
and transient behavior. The complete plant was pro-
gramed on an analog computer cöntaining about 400 am-
plifiers and 400 potentiometers. This plant simulation,
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o<:cupying four standard consoles of analog computing
equipment, was then connected to a control console,

The control console has standard olant recorders and
electronic controllers. Their input and output voltages
are compatible with the computer.

The analog model and cäntrol console together simu-
Iated the operator's normal plant environment. It also
gave him access to similar records and indications that he
would have in an actual control house. To use time most
efficiently in the 10-day program, simulation was time-
scaled, speeding up the process by a factor of 10.

Recorder speeds were stepped up by the same factor.
Thus, recorder charts appeared familiar to operators. By
taking advantage of the analog computer's tinre-scaling
feature, many dynamic control situations could be inves-
tigated in a short time.

Trainees were all experienced operators. So emphasis
was on familiarizing them with operating and control
characteristics peculiar to the unit. The model save di-
rectional indications of system behavior under upiet con-
ditions. It also illustrated the time relationships involved.
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Thus, operators got the feel of the instruments' They

tearnäa 
'how 

variäus disturbances ProPagate through the

olant. what effects their corrective actions have, and how

i" r'..*pf"x situation these actions feed back through
the processing units'

Training sessions pinpointed control problem areas

(such as ih"." arrtoÄatii control is essential) and con-

äitiottt when operator intervention is requirec'

Time-scoling Gompresses Experience' An introduc-

torv period ias devoted to familiarizing operators with

"[riipl"""t 
in use. The period included a short descrip-

tiän'of the computer. Tie time-scaling factor built into

th"- si*ntttion received special attention' It was illus-

trated with several simple control loops'

Instructors then demonstrated the use of the model'

They showed how to identify upset conditions' how to

u"üiip"r" required control a.tiotts, and how the heat in-

tegrat-ion circuit is affected by disturbances'
At this point, trainees took over operation' Typical- dis-

turbances'were introduced into the simulated plant'
Trainees studied the effects of these disturbances and the

effects of corrective actions. After the simulations, results

were analyzed in group discussions' Typical disturbances
considered includä .üuttg". in feed rates, compositions'
;ö;r;,- feed preheat tämperatures and reactor outlet

t"*'p"ratrrrer, arr'd mu.jor "ps"ts 
st'ch as pump failure and

complete loss of instrument air'
The differences between manual and automatic con-

tJ *"." illustrated. These are important in a highly in-

i"ä"r"a ""i 
. The trainees learneä what the automatic

coitrollers can do without oPerator assistance' They were

taught what an operator 
"urr 

do to improve control under

abnormal conditions.
In the final training phase, the instructors applied dis-

turbances which, on ih" basis of their experie-nce with

the model, the operators identified and corrected for'

Slmulcting Process ltnlts. Even with the large amount

;i;;pJ"g equipment used, certajn simplifications in

the ma'themätical model were required' Since operator

,rui"i"g was the primary Purpo6e' .o.perability 
limits on

some of the equipment were not consrctereo'

For example, it was assumed that the fractionating
towers can hydraulically handle the design rates or -any
applied deviaiions. Therefore, the model did not include

dumping and flooding correlations' Since pressurie con-

trol is rilatively fast and usually good, constant pressure
at the design value was assumed for the model'

Control console instruments were mainly recorder-con-
trollers for temperature and differential temPerature- at

poirrts in the fiactionator towers, pre-heaters, and else-
iuhere in the heat integration circuit' Such local instru-
ments as level indicator--controllers on low holdup vessels
were not simulated. Other recorders (i'e', flow) were sim-
ulated by 8-channel analog recorders'

In deciding how to simulate the dynamic behavior of
refinery equifment, the purpose of simulation is very im-
portani. nät tttis piogtu*, th"-qai1 colcern was to build
irrto th" simulatiön äirectional indications that familiar-
ize the operators with the idiosyncracies of -particular
units. Errärs uP to -F 10 percent were tolerated'
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FIGURE 2-Analog model strikes a balance between realism
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Defe"di"g 91 type oJ column and
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and lo'25 poten'
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simulaiion is shown here' Trans'
i;;];;Ti"";;iating control tray temP€rature to reboiler vapor
obtained from digital model.

Hot oil out

INCREMENTAL TUBE SECTION

FIGURE 3{omputer model f.or kettle reboiler simulation
(constant shell side temPerature)'

The model was to represent daily opgr-alions' So, ex-

treme excursions from disign points would be rare' This

allowed certain simplifying assumptions, such as linear-
ized perturbation models, tower control temPeratures as

i"*,io"t of composition only and not of pressure, and
pseudobinary tower feeds.' 

To simulate major items of refinery equipment we em-
ployed existing ,igo.ot, digital models, from which
iinearized transfer functions, were derived' These trans-
fer functions were then approximated with simpler ones'
The simplifying assumptions were basld on previous op
erating öxperience with similar units. In some cases, ac-
tual pTant^data from a similar unit was used as a check'

Because heat integration affected the reboilers and con-
densers, distillation columns were isolated from the over-

-Y 'ld:\o/
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ANATOG SIMULATION SPETLS SAFE STARTUPS . . .

head and bottom equipment in the calculations. Dynamic
plate-to-plate calculations were made digitally, assuming
pressure to be constant (but not necessarily uniform
across the tower).

The feed was broken down into pseudobinary compo-
nents.

Linearized transfer functions were obtained to relate
product compositions, overhead and bottoms tempera-
tures, and control tray temperatures to such inputs as
preheat, reboiler heat, reflux and feed rates, and product
withdrau'al rates. In simplifving these transfer functions,
a balance was struck between program realism and com-
puter capacity. Depending on the type of column and
its complexity, the analog model, Figure 2, contained 7
to 20 amplifiers and 10 to 25 potentiometers.

Reolistic Reboiler Simulotion. Simple heat exchangers
such as kettle reboilers with constant shellside tempera-
ture and no phase change in the tubes were simulated
rigorously. They required 7 amplifiers and 10 potenti-
ometers. For the more complex exchangers, the dynamics
were first derived digitally, then approximated by sim-
plifi ed transfer functions.

_ Each heat exchanger was broken down by tube sec-
tions. For each section, heat and material baiances were
programed to solve for tubeside inlet temperature to the
next section 07, and shellside vapor generated V.
_ The analog model for a kettle reboiler, Figure 3, solves

the equations:

da--ucrur 
.il 

: hr Ar (0r- e*) * hs As (as - ar)

dr^- t " r t ' : w r c r  ( d r , _ ,  - d t )  * h r A r  ( a M - a r )

n

I  n "o "  1a_ -d " )
r r - j = 1. - _ - _ - X i +

where the subscripts T, S, and M refer to tubeside
fluid, shellside fluid, and tube metal; h is heat
transfer coefficient, A heat transfer area, O tempera-
ature, m mass, and c specific heat. ), is the latent
heat of vaporization of the shellside fluid (tower
bottoms) i w1 is the mass flow rate of the tubeside
fluid (reactor effluent), and m1 is its holdup mass
in the ith section of the exchanger.

Reactor simulation required extensive steady-state cal-
culations. Corr:lations were first developed relating out-
let temperature and conversion to changes in inlet tem-
perature, flow, and concentration. Based on flow rate,
holdup, and assumed flow patterns, dynamic behavior
was calculated. It was then approximated by such simple
transfer functions as a dead time and two tirne constanm.
Reactor simulation circuits were similar to those for dis-
tillation columns. They required 3 to 6 amplifiers and
4 to 6 potentiometers.

- Temperature transmitters were simulated by a first-or-
der lag. The dynamics of transmission lines, välves. 10 to
l5-second holdup vessels, and flow contrjlers were ie-
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nored. These responses can be assumed instantar:eous
relative to the important control aspects of the unit-
temperature control and liquid level in 15-minute holdup
drums.

Stortup Operotion. Shortly after the training program
was completed, the refinery was brought onstream. Al-
though some of the usual mechanical problems occurred,
the plant was smoothly lined out. No problems arose in
areas the simulation covered.

Similar analog simulations for operator training are
now underway, no.: only for highly integrated plants,
but also for new processes where no previous operating
experience exists.

As plants become more complex with higher heat and
process integration, the startup phase becomes more criti-
cal. With the success of the program just described, we
investigated how to simulate actual startup. There are
several distinct phases after construction of a new plant
is completed. These involve the pre-startup activities such
as commissioning utilities, running in of pumps and com-
pressors, flushing lines, drying furnace refractory and
steaming out towers.

After the unit is ready to go, circulation is started by
pumping streams into various pieces of equipment.

Levels in drums are established. Heat is added to warm
up the equipment and process streams. Inert gases are
vented and pressures are built up. The startup progresses
as additional equipment is brought into operation in
order and the unit begins making product. These streams
are initially recycled or sent to slop. The final stage of
startup consists of lining out the operating units to bring
the products on specification.

Stortup Invotves Crises. This description of a startup
makes it appear a simple operation. Actually, it is a se-
ries of small crises. A number of process and mechanical
difficulties usually develop. These must be conected be-
fore the next step can be taken.

Thus, the operator must know how to cope with
equipment failures occuring at any time in startup. He
must be ready for emergency conditions, know how to
recognize them, and know what action to take. He
must manipulate a large number of process variables
either rnanually or by controller set point adjustments
as the unit is brought up. Instruments are normally
commissioned as the startup progresses. Still, the operator
cannot heavily rely on his controls to correct upset and
emergency conditions.

In a complex heat integrated plant, the operators,
difficulties are compounded. With heat integration, the
startup sequence will usually not follow the processing
sequence. This is because the heat source for upstream
equipment may not be available until downstream equip-
ment is operable. Thus, pieces of equipment may have
to start up simultaneously and be brought up together
to maintain heat balance in the unit.

Also, without intermediate tankage between units,
levels in surge vessels occupy much operator attention.
Thus, the startup of an integrated plant places a heavy
load on the operator. This burden is lightened if he
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has been through the startup a number of times and is
aware of what to expect from action he takes.

The Sqme Computer lUlodels Do Not Apply. A start-
up simulation requires a mathematical model of the
time varying behavior of each piece of equipment.
Ilowever, the two models are vastly different.

Simulation of normal operations involves small ex-
cursions about an operating point. Certain variables
such as tower pressures and levels in low hold-up vessels
can be considered as constant' With this approach,
wide use can be rnade of linearized perturbation models.

During the startup of a plant, flows, temperatures,
and pressures undergo many-fold changes. Few variables
are constant for a computer model' Since startup is
sequential, its simulation undergoes a major change as
each piece of equipment is commissioned. Therefore,
the main emphasis of a computer model is to account
for the heat balance and flow of material as the start-
up sequence progresses.

Compositions of product streams do not become sig-
nificant until the line-out phase. For example, in a
pipestill, the initial startup step will involve gas oil
circulation. This brings up temperatures in the tower
and preheat exchanger train before crude oil is brought
into the unit. With the changes in the process variables
involved during startup, properties such as gas densities,
heat capacities, and thermal conductivities also cannot
be assumed as constant. They become dependent vari-
ables in a computer model. Thus, perturbation models
have little application and many nonlinear computing
components are required.

Simulcfing q Tower. As an example of the diflerences
between the two models, consider a fractionating tower.
For normal operation, about the design value, a very
adequate model consists of establishing steady-state re-
lationships and using linearized transfer functions to
relate tower temperatures and product rates and com-
positions to input variables. These transfer functions
result in simple analog circuitry.

For the startup of a fractionating tower, a computer
model must consider warrn-up, pressuring and purging.
During the pre-startup phase, the tower will have been
steamed out and pressured with inerts or light gas. As
feed and reboil heat are introduced, hydrocarbons begin
condensing on the tower surfaces. This is the principal
means of heat transfer during the warm-up. However,
the heat transfer coefficients depend strongly on the
amount of noncondensible gas present in the tower and
this changes as the tower is purged.

Describing the transients of pressure, temperature and
the condensed hydrocarbon accumulating in the tower
and distillate drum results in nonlinear differential equa-
tions such as the following ones for tower pressure.

where P1, Pn, and P1 refer to totals, hydrocarbon
and inert pressures in the tower; Ty and Ty are vapor
and metal temperatures; V is tower volume, R is the
gas constant, Qo is reboiler heat,

/  p . . \'\r;/
is the heat transfer coefficient as a function of the
hydrocarbon composition, tr is latent heat of vaporiza-
tion and O is the overhead vapor rate.

Similarly, differential equations with dependent co-
efficients are involved for the vapor and metal tem-
peratures. The analog circuitry for the set of equations
describing this operation is considerably more complex
than that shown in Figure 2 for a single tower model.

Gqn the Two tlodels Be Combined? Since the
simulation of normal operation and the startup each
require much analog computational equipment, the
question of equipment limitations is raised. Obviously,
a combination of the two models would be the most
effective training tool. Mathematicall,v, this is not dif-
ficult. Simulating the operation and startup of a small
and single unit is easily done.

However, the value of computer simulation is in its
application to complex and integrated processing units
from which small portions cannot be isolated. Thus,
the nature of the application demands extensive com-
putational facilities. The problem that now remains is
the development of solution techniques to permit a prac-
tical meshing of the two models.

This paper originally presented at the 1964 annual
meeting of the Instrument Society of America, October
12-15. New York Ciw.
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Train Power Station Operators by Analog

American Oil's Whiting refinery has
used analog simulators successfully
in a variety of training programs to
upgrade operators. Here is their
latest innovation, which you may use
to increase employe ProficiencY

L. G. Whiresell and E. H. Bowles
American Oil Co., Whiting, Ind.

A nnr-euvrr-v NEw, interesting, fast and efficient
method for using an analog model to train refinery
power station operators is enjoying success at American
Oil Co.'s Whiting refinery. Models are proving useful in
many training applications as well as for simulations
from which to make operating calculations. (For example
see "Train Your Operators by Computer," HP/PR, July
1963, Page 192; and "Try This Analog for Solving Fire-
Water Problems," September 1962, page 274).

The latest innovation is a computer-operated working
model for power stations. It is set up to fit unusual oper-
ating problems at Whiting refinery but could be applied
to any refinery where an analog comPuter is available.
Here's how the system works.

A Complex System to Leorn. The two separate, but
tightly interconnected, steam and electric power gen-
erating stations at the Whiting refinery make up a highly
complex system. As electric demand has increased and
process steam demand has decreased in recent years,
operating problems have steadily grown more difficult.

The efficient training of new men and upgrading of
older men's skills has become more important as the
steam-electric power balance has grown tighter.

Operators must be able to comprehend the overall
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FIGURE l-These two stations provide all of Whiting refin'
erv's electric power and most proöess steam. Line widths show
reiative magnitude of steam flows in various parts of system'

system, so they can function smoothly as a "team" to
achieve a common operating goal.

The Whiring Power Stotions. All electric power and
most of the process steam required by the refinery is
produced by two stations (see Figure 1). The No. 1
Station produces 400-psi steam which is passed through
turbines and converted to 100-psi steam for process use'
The No. 3 Station produces 1,250-psi steam, which is

NO.3  PAN AM
STATION

5 EorLERS
300,000 LBs/HR.

t,250 L8S PSIG

NO. I  PAN AM
STATI O N

8  BOILERS
200,000 LBs/HR.

4OO LBS PSIG

WASTE
HEAT

RECOVERY
UNITS



TRAIN POWER STATION OPERATORS BY ANALOG . . .

FIGURE 2-The system is controlled by this analog computer, built
in a lab near the refinerv. It is used exclusively for simulation work.

* J .

passed through three turbines to produce 400-psi steam,
and through one turbine to produce 100-psi steam. Three
small turbines in the No. 1 Station (only one is shown
in the figure) use 100-psi steam and provide added oper-
ating flexibility in special situations.

Waste heat recovery types of steam generating units
are located on refinery process units and beyond the con-
trol of the power station operators. These provide half
the total refinery demand for 400-psi process steam.

Pressure reducing and desuperheating units parallel
each of the two main sets of turbines. They are auto-
matically controlled to maintain a set pressure in the
steam system downstream of the reducer. The desuper-
heaters normally absorb the steam flow variations caused
by changes in steam and electric demands.

The line widths in Figure 1 show the relative mag-
nitude of steam flows in the various parts of the system.

Opercting Problems. The station operators face two
basic classes of problems. One class involves unusual
demand changes and equipment failures, when operating
conditions are tight and flexibility is limited.

The other involves ability to minimize production of
"non-byproduct power" during day-by-day normal opera-
tion.

In the past, process steam demand well exceeded that
produced by turbines in meeting the electric demand.
And, enough steam flowed through the desuperheater
units to accommodate any sudden change in demand for
either steam or electricity. Individual refinery processing
units were small enough that sudden large changes in
system load were unlikely.

Today, steam demand barely exceeds that produced
by the turbines alone, and the refinery consists of a
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few large processing units. So, the likelihood of sizeable
swings in demand is much greater.

Byproduct Power. Power produced by the turbines
when a process requires their exhaust steam is called
"byproduct power." In this case the cost of the fuel
represented by the latent heat in the steam is charged to
the process.

Such byproduct power requires about 31600 Btu per
kilowatt-hour. But if condensing or atrnospheric exhaust
turbine drives are substituted for the usual electric
drives on process units, the "non-byproduct power" thus
produced could require as much as 45,000 Btu for every
kilowatt-hour.

One can see that minimizing the production of non-
byproduct power will save money. Clearly, when the
stearn-power demand ratio is tight, the reward for opti-
mum day-to-day operation is great. During such a period,
rnuch skill is required to handle some types of sudden
demand changes, because minimum stearn flow is desir-
able through the desuperheaters.

Development of q Trqiner. Several years ago, an
intensive operator training program was undertaken by
American Oil to improve power station operating tech-
niques. It included both classroom and on-the-job instruc-
tion. The results were mostly satisfactory. But new opera-
tors required something more than the usual forms of
instruction because they lacked the years of experience
of older operators. Simulation seemed a good answer.

Compufer Plus Gontrol Boqrd Equols Troining. An
analog computer facility designed to simulate refinery
process equipment is located in a laboratory near the
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refinery. Associated with it is a large control board

""J"*a 
with commercial recording ald control instru-

;=;ir: These can easily be arranged in a graphic-type

ärpfuv of the Process simulated on the computer' which

it 
-'aoititot"a 

and controlled by the board instruments

iir"*r"frr"t' This installation, used to train operators for

;;;;; p.""ess units, is also used to train power station

operators.'Th" 
po*"r-station trainer features a graphic- instru-

-""i-aitpfuy which follows, as closely as possible, the

"irG.tf 
tvä,rt of equipment in the two stations' Record-

ä* u"a indicators are provided for all important steam

flows, steam Pressures, änd electric power demands' Fig-

rr" Z tfto** tire electronic analog computer used to simu-

late the system.

Gontrol Boqrd Setup. Figure 3 demonstrates how a

boiler, a turbine-generator, and-a desuperheater are
t"!r"J""t"a on the"control board. The trainee has control
koloUt t"t starting up, shutting down, and trimming the
outputs of indivicluil boilers. Switches adjacent to these
knobs permit the operator to switch from automatic to
**l.rui control of boiler firing. He can also choose low
or hieh speed draft fan oPeration.

Wf,et"rr"r possible, the simulator has been tailored to
produce svstem responses which "feel" real to the experi-
änc"d opätttor' The knobs controlling t'urbine governor
adjustrnent, for changing the relative .loadings- -ott--lh"
tuibine-generatory prJsent the same action and "feel" as
their counterparts in the actual stations.

Even systäm frequency has been made to respond
realistically to load changes and machine adjustrnents'
Behind thl board, compressed air is vented noisily when-
ever header Pressures exceed the setting's on pressure
relief valves.

A small panel out of sight of the trainee is used
by the insti:ctor to vary the electric loads on feeder

FIGURE 3-Here is how a boiler, trubine generator and de'
r"p"tn*t"" are rePresented on thä simulatoi's control board'
fi"i""o can start.up, shut'down, and trim ouq)uts of each
boiler.

groups, change the dernands for steam, and cause the

failure of selected station and refinery equipment'

The Trqining Progrom. Training on the analog simu'
lator is condlucted 

-in 
two phases. Both are under the

direction of an experienced shift supervisor'
In the filst phase, one boiler room oPerator and one

turbine room operator are together familiarized with the
simulator panel. Then they ire gr,t"l- u standard set of
typical operating problems to solve. Situations they must
ttä"at" include- l. E*".g"ttcy loss of a boiler under
several conditions. 2. Losi of a turbo-generator' 3' Un-
e:gected shutCown of a major refinery process- unit'
e. Uini-iang of non-byproduct Power generation during
a period of tight steamPower balance'-This 

session lasts eight houn. The second phase is
much like the first. Höwever, the operators bring their
own problems, questions, and experiences to the training
sessioir. All current trainees have completed phase one'
and several have completed phase two'

Resulrs qnd Gonclusions. Because the program is still
rlrrd", -tn the full results of this training technique have

"oi 
y* been evaluated. However, there are many gratify-

ing indications that the program is working.out well'
ä"ufog simulator tttiit-ttS does not eliminate the need

for classioom and on-theljob instruction, nor does- it

detract from the value of many years of experience' But

it does provide a quicker, clearer means of geting a

"or.rpt"*'operating 
problem across to an inexperienced

operator.
The performance of the trainees and the questions

th"r;k' reveal the weaknesses and gaps in their under-
standing and previous training that were not apparent
before. These'weaknesses point up areas in the con-
ventional training Prograrn 

.wfti"tt 
need to be reinforced'

Finally, turbine room and boiler room operators are

becoming more conscious of one another's problems'.It

it- 
"pp"t?"t 

that a better informed, more thoroughly

rorrnd"d-orrt crew is being developed' ##
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where ai : relati\re volatility of component i
xr : mole fraction of component i rn the feed
.y' : thermal condition of the feed
/ : number of components

Equation 1 is highly non-linear wit}t a singularity at
each value of e : cl. The roots of interest lie in the open
interval between adjacent pairs of c's. Because of the
strongly non-linear character of Equation 1 a direct ap-
plication of the standard methods of iteration (viz', New-
ton, false-position, etc.) often fails to converge or requires
an excessive number of cycles to reach a root. We rvill
now develop a specific method for solving Equation 1 in
a reasonably efficient manner.

In this discussion it will be convenient to number the
components so that the c's are in ascending order.

a r  1  a z  1 . . .  1  a t (2)
Let us suppooe that we wish to find a root, say the one

in the intervai

a r l O ( d r + r
Presuming for the moment that the root lies close to a,
we may rewrite Equation 1 as

(o),+r : (e), + (e")' - (e)" (6)| - @e,/de)
For efficient solution we u'ill use the previous two

c1'cles in order to evaluate the derivatives.

4 ! q " _  ( e r ) , , - ( e . ) , , - t . - _ ( ) ?  / 7 \
d g -  ( e ) ,  -  ( O ) " - t  '  t i  -  ' '  r '  "  '  \ '  t

To start the procedure n'e rvill take O as the mid-point
between a7 afid. ara.

(O)t :  0.5 (a, * o" + r) (8)

\\Ie assumed originally that the root in the interval be-
tween a/ and a"*r is closer to a' than to 47a1. Evaluating
the function at (e)1 provides a test of this assumption.
If  U(O)' is posit ive the assumption is correct and rve
may proceed. If that function is negative, however, the
root is closer to a711 ärld we should replace r by r-ll in
subsequent parts of the iteration.

To continue we use Equation 5 as a direct iteration to
give the second starting point. Thus

(o), : (o.)'
Thereafter rve rvill use the modified Newton given by
Equations 6 and 7.

Exomple Problems.
Example 1.' Benzene - Toluene - Xylene.3

xs : 0.6
at : 2.45

( l )

x r  :  0 ' l
at :  0.4
n  -  - l

f '

xz  :  0 .3
ar  :  1 .0

(3)

a r  :  0 .3  a r  :  1 .0  az  :  1 .3
p  :  - r

I)esired: Root in interval 1.0 < e < 1.3
ToleranceonO *  0.00001

a t :  3 . 3

(o")o :  ' ,  ( ,  - , - ) (s)

Minimum Reflux Figured an Easier Way
Dovid [. Ripps
American Cyanamid Co., Wayne, N.J.

To cer-cur,erB minimum reflux ratio by the Under-
wood method, it is necessary to solve the following equa-
tionl for O:

s-{

u @ \ :  ) ' ,  o ' r ' ,  -  ( l  +  p ) : o"  \ - /  4 a t _ O

f+: o' (e)
where

0, (e) : -e!'r-^ - U (e) @)
d " - w

Equation 3 may be solved for O by treating {r &$ a con-
stant. Since {, is actually a function of O, the solution
must be iterative. Then

u'here
(e)" : guessed value of O at cycle z of the iteration
(e,)" : computed value of O at cycle n of the iteration

Expanding Equation 5 in first-order Taylor series gives
, ^ r -  I(o.),*, - (o") ' :  f f [ tel,* '  - (e),J

A solution on the next cycle would require

( O , ) , + r :  ( O ) " + r

Combining the foregoing two equations and solving for
the next cycle
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Desired: Root ir-r interval 1.0 < O < 2.45

Example 2. Four component sl'stem.
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Design Best Cooling Water SYstem

This computer program helps desig_n
an econoirical cboling water system. lt
eives the overall installed cost of the
Fipine and can be used for sizing
the pump

Jogindro P. Kohli*
Union Carbide Cotp., Tonawanda, N.Y.

Trrrs coupurER pRoGRAM is based on the installed cost
of the piping for a cooling water system at a given loca-
tion. For given allowable pump head, pipe routing and
maximum and minimum velocity limits; it designs the
most economical piping system. The program can also be
used for sizing the PumP, calculating head loases in an
existing system, and computing the cost of a given system.
Typical results from the computer prograrn are presented'

Optimum Design. What is a most economical design?
It is the design which satisfies all the required conditions
and costs the least.

For a cooling water systef,n, the required conditions to
be satisfied are (1) flow, (2) maximum velocity, (3)
available head. Flow through a pipe is equal 'to its area
times'the maximum velocity and therefore two of the
three requirements can be satisfied by calculating the min-
iil..ot-"adt.o: Statc University of New York at Bufiato, Amherst, N.Y.
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imum diameter of pipe for required flow and maximurn
velocity. The system thus designed is the best design if it
can ruiirfy the third requirement of available head, but
usually it does not. Therefore' some lines in the system are
to be increased in size (within the range of minimum
velocity) such that available head loss conditions are satis-
fied.

Which lines should be increased? The answer can make
the difference between the best and the worst design. If
the lines that are increased cost the least, the design is
the most economical design. It is not an easy job to find
which lines cost the least to increase (especially in a large
system). For example, a line of a relatively smaller diam-
eter with two valves may cost more to increase in size
than a larger diameter line of some length but without
the valves. This is where the computer can be used to the
greatest advantage.

The design of a cooling water system (or a water sup-
ply system! involves a trial and erro-r procedure. In the
normal pröcedure, the lines are sized approximately for
the given flow and the friction head loss is calculated'
This friction loss is added to the various other head losses
(equipment head loss, cooling tower head, etc') - and
checkid against the available pump head. If the head loss
calculated for the system is more than available pump
head, some line sizes'in the system are increased and fric-
tion head loss recalculated. The procedure is repeated
until the total head loss through the system becomes less
than the available head.
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.o Computing the cost of the system thus designed and
printing out of the results.

Initial Sizing of the System. Initially all the lines are
sized to satisfy flow requirements with maximum velocity.

Area : Flo{ Velocity
rD2/4 : (r44 (0.r337)Q)/90 AMV)

where
D : pipe diameter, in.
Q : flow through line, gpm

AMV : allowable maximum velocitn ft./sec.
Then

D : r2\/o.tß7 aF.1 ^* (l)
The lines thus sized are the minimum sizes for given

maximum velocity conditions.
Head Loss Through the Circuits. After lines are sized,

head loss through each line is calculated by means of the
following two equations:

For length of pipe (Hazen Williams Formula),

HL: (0.002083) (Qr) (Q4'"u11pDc1n.tuu, (2)
Where

HL : friction head loss, ft.
QZ : length of pipe, ft.
QF': flow through pipe, gpm

PDC : pipe diameter, in.

For fittings in the pipe,
HF : (0.0025e) (r) (QJO (QFf/(pDC)n (g)

Where
HF : friction head loss, ft.
K : constant for different fittings
Q,M: number of fittings

The head losses through circuits are calculated by add-
ing equipment head losses to the line head losses. These
circuit head losses are compared with the available head
(p,rtrrp head-static head). The circuits, wirh head loss
greater than available head, are used to determine the
most economical line to be increased in size to reduce
the head.

The assumptions are:
o Labor rate is assumed to be a uniform averase rate

for a particular location
o Value of. "C-10A' is used for old piping at 600 F in

calculating head loss in piping by William and. Haeen
formula.

. Values o[. "K" for fittings, in calculating head loss
by KV'l2g, are used as per "Ifydraulics', by Schoder and
Dawson.

tlost Economicol [ine. Pipe sizes are increased one at
a time, and each time a most economical line is chosen.
Selection of the most economical line is done in the fol-
lowing way:

Costs of all the lines that occur in the circuits requir-
ing head loss reduction are calculated. All these lines are
increased in diameter to their next size and their new
costs are calculated. The difference in the two costs for
each line gives us the amount of money it will cost to in-
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Types of Problems. For a given value of allowable
pump head, a defined routing, given flow and limiting
velocities the program desigls the cooling water system
for least cost and calculates the total insta-ile.d cost ;f the
syrtem. The program can design a number of systems for
different head values for the same data and thus can be
used in selecting a pump, such that the combination of
pump cost (installed cost plus operating cost for certain
number of years) and the system cost ii least. The pro_
gram can handle a system up to 30 circuits (each circuit
having not more than 48 lines) and up to 120 lines (each
line having not more than 16 fittingsf. The program can
calculate the head losses in an already sized system, and
it can also compute the cost of such a system.

Merhod of Anolysis. The procedure consists of four
basic steps:

o Initial sizing of the system
o Determining the head losses in the circuits and com-

paring fhem with the available head
o Determining tJre most economical line to be increased

in size and repeating operations one to three until head
losses in all the circuits are less than the available head

REPRINTED FROM HYDROC,ARBON PROCESSING 9 l



DESIGN BEST COOTING WATER SYSTEM . . .

crease that Particular line by one size. The same opera-
tion is t"p"ut.d for head loss calculations and difference
in two häad losses gives us the amount of head loss re-
duction due to increase in that line size' This is the actual
head loss reduction.

Effective head loss reduction is obtained by multiply-
ing actual head loss reduction by a factor. that depends
up"on the effectiveness of the increase of size of the line
to the whole system' The factor known as the effective-
ness factor is äbtained fqr each line. To calculate the
effectiveness factor for the line, the number of times
each line occurs in the circuits requiring head loss is
found. If the difference between the circuit head loss and
available head is more than the head loss reduction due
to increase in size of line, the value of factor is one for
that circuit. Otherwise it is the ratio of the difference
of circuit head. loss and available head to the head loss
reduction due to increase in line size. If the line does not
occur in a circuit requiring head loss, its effectiveness
factor is zero. All the factors for all the circuits are
summed for each line. This gives the value of the effec-
tiveness factor for each line.

Thus, cost per foot of head for each line is obtained
by dividing the amount it costs to increase that line one
size by the effective head reduction due to that increase
in sizä. These costs are compared for all the lines and
only the line with the least cost p€r foot of head is
chÄen. That line is checked for minimum velocity re-
quirements. If it satisfies, this is the most economical line
size to increase. If not, the line with the next higher cost
is chosen.

The above chosen line is increased in size and head
losses recalculated. The procedure is repeated until all
the circuits satisfy the heäd loss requirements' This is the
optimum design.'When 

all design requirements are satisfied, the pro-
gram calculates ihe cost of all the lines and prints out
ih" litr" sizes, head loss, cost of each line, head loss
through each circuit, and the cost of the over-all system'

Gomputer Progrom. The computer Program has been
written for IBM/360 computer which has a storage ca-
pacity of 64,000 locations in the core storage' The pro-
gra* consists of a main program a1d nv.e subroutines and
ieqrrires 49,282 locationi. Input data. is read from the
cards and the output is on a paper printer' The proglam
took about two months to write and, apart from design-

About the quthor
JocrNoru. P. Kosr,r is ati'th the Depart-
m,ent of Computer Science foy Sla-te
Uruiaersitg of Neto York at Bufalo'
Amherst, N.Y. At the time of this re-
port he was with Union Carbide Com-
puter  Center  in  Tonawanda,  N.Y. ,'where 

his worlc included ilesi,gn örnple-
mentati,on and eoaluation of engi'neer'
ing projects on computers. He holds a
S. f;ecn. degree with honors from the

ing an optimum system' it has reduced the actual design
time from 3 days to about 25 minutes.

fnput to the program consists of two types:
o Constants. These are the cost values and allowable

minimum and maximum velocities. They can be updated
from time to time, but not necessarily for each program'

. Regular input data for the program' These consist
of descrlptiott o] [tt". through the use of code numbers
already ässigned for various fittings, the description of
circuits and their lines.

The input and output shall not be described in detail;
however, the printout of an example problem is pre-
sented. Th" *iol" thing is self-explanatory except for
input data that uses already assigned-code numbers for
the description of the fittings in the line'

Exomple Problem. A cooling water system for a plant
at Mims, Fla., was designed by the computer prograll'
The cooling water systeÄ consists of 42 lines and 11 cir-
cuits. Theäailable'pumP head is 108 feet and static
head is 20 feet. The program took about 25 minutes to
design the system. Ttr-e input data and the results of the
p.og.u* are presented irr the accompanying tables'' 

The ptogtJ- does the optimum s-ui-ng of the system
based on iÄtalled cost. The results of the example prob-
lem show that the various circuits are very nearly bal-
anced and are very close to the allowable limit' Eight out
of 11 circuits a;e within 10 percent of the allowable
value. Also, the lines are sized such that the system cost
is the leasi. This is the most significant aspect of the
program, for in sizing the line the p-rogram takes into
äccärrrrt every fitting present in the line and optimizes
the over-all cost'

Advonloges of the Progrom.
o Initial selection of the pump for a given system' A

routing of piping can be trrtt fot various allowable heads
and tlie coit-of th" systems can help in selection of the

PUrnP.
o Design of the system
o Calculation of the cost of the systems'
The program can be further extended to prepare the

field and f'abrication bill of materials, purchase requisi-
tions, and isometric drawings. Using the same input data,
all of the above items 

"utt 
b" obtained' Work is presently

being done in the above field and very soon the pro-
graÄ shall be able to prepare the field and fabrication
bill of materials.

The program ma.kes full use of the advantages offered
by the iomputer over the hand calculations' It saves in
tLe co*prrtational time as well as in the cost of system'
It completely eliminates the guess -work that is usually
involveä in ihe sizing of a system by hand calculations'
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Utility distribution systems require
periodic checks on flow and pressure
drops in the loop mains. This
method reduces the calculation time
from days to minutes

B. Wesl and A. J. Newton
Polymer Corp., Ltd., Sarnia, Canada

IJrrr-rrv DTsTRIBUTIoN sysrEMS for refineries and chern-
ical plants are becoming larger and more complex. Usually
these systems are looped, so that the utility supply to any
unit is not dependent on one path through the system.
As a result, complicated piping networks are built up.

A major plant expansion will normally include a study
of the utility distribution systems, to determine the efiect
of the load increase, and to indicate where expansion is
required. These studies when performed by hand are
very time consuming and prone to error because of the
large number of repetitive steps involved.

The repetitive nature of the calculations naturally leads
to the use of a computer method of evaluation. Com-
puter prograrns 2, 3, 6, 7, B have been written to solve
this tlpe of problem.

The following is a description of the network analysis
program developed at Polymer Corp.

lnformstion Required. It is decided to examine one of
the plant utility distribution systems. The object of the
study is to determine the effectiveness of the system under
present and future loads. The effectiveness might be de-
iermined by comparing required pressures at various
points in the systern to the predicted pressures. It could
älso be determined by comparing the predicted fluid
velocity in the pipes to the maximum allowable fluid
velocity.

This information can be provided by determining the
flows and pressure drops in the pipes of the system. The

94

Simplif ied Util i ty Loop Balancins

procedure used to find the correct flows is relatively
simple but tedious to solve by hand. The calculation pro-
cedure can be broken uP into stePs'

l. Collect Data. Pipe diameters, pipe equivalent lengths
(i.e. including length for fittings.), system configuration
and average fluid properties'

2. Estimate Flows in the Network. The flow rate of
fluid in all the pipes in the system is estimated. The only
criterion for this estimate is that the chosen flows must
be consistent with the over-all mass balance. It is pref-
erable, however, to make reasonable estimates, as this will
reduce the length of the calculation.

3. Calculate the Pressure Drop in the Pipes' Any
standard pressure drop calculation is used. fn the com-
puter program, the Polymer standard procedure is used'

K = l " x s c  '  
- r :

' - ' : - t . ' " t ; , j  
, t t

Fig. l-simplified computer flow diagram'
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4. Check to Find if the Loops Balance. Each loop is
examined individually. The algebraic sum of the pressure
drops in the loop pipes is found. If this is zero, the loop
is in balance. If this sum is not zero, an adjustment must
be made to correct the ffow rates in the loop, to give
balance. Each loop is checked and corrections made to
the estimated flows if necessary.

5. Return to Step 3. Steps 3 and 4 are repeated until
all the loops in the system balance.

The above procedure is applicable to both hand or
computer solution. Hand calculations make use of various
approximations because a detailed calculation would take
too long. Computer solutions may be made rigorous by
reducing the number of approximations.

BASIS FOR. COTIPUTER CALCULATIONS

The relationships used for pressure drop calculations
in our progranr are simplified and reflect certain assump-
tions stated below. The degree of sophistication used to
calculate the pressure drops is very much dependent
upon the individuals' needs. For our requirements we
have found the flow formulas presented here to be ade-
quate.

The assumptions inherent in the following theory are:

. Isothermal flow for compressible fluids,

o Fluid properties are for the average temperature and
pressure of the fluid in the system,

o The pipes are rough, and

. Datum temperature is 50o F.

The basic relationships used for analyzing the loops are
the equations for flow of fiuids in pipes.

Pressure Drop Equations

Noncompressible Fluids. The relationship between inlet
and outlet pressures is

Equation 2 and.4 can be put in the form:

Ha: Kra &',) (H) (5)

The value of K will be constant for a given system.
Equation 5 is the general equation used in the com-

puter program to calculate pressure drops in the pipes.

Friction Foclor. In Equation 5 all the terms except f,
the friction factot, are input data predetermined for the
system under study. The friction factors can be read off
a chart if the calculation is done by hand. The computer
solution requires an analytical expression for friction
factor. An expression developed by Duklera from Moody's
friction factor chart and used in the program is shorvn:

!," - ?,, - kcr (cF) (vol t (fu) O ( 4 )

! , - ! " : (9 (*)"  u)
or !r-  !z:  kn 6.c.)  f  Le(#) Q)

+:1.03+5.76"-(+
! 2

J+)
- 1.75 logR -  1.10 ( losR)2

w h e r e  * - ^ / r ' \  l f ''^'\z-/ t/-,
Substituting the following into Equation 6.

t  :4f '

v_ l_fr _ l_T' - !  2  - !  B

w = R "  
I  I  R e=  2  { i :  2  ( Y )

grves:
I
= -  1.03 f  5.76 log W -  l .75log R -  1.10 ( log R)?v

or
1

Fv -  1.03 -  :  *  2 .5 lnW -  O.76InR -  0.207 ( ln  R1zv
( 7 )

The correct estimate of f gives FY : O.
To solve Equation 7, a value of Y is chosen and FY

calculated. If FY is not zero, a correction is made to the
initial value of I. This correction is found by application
of the Newton-Ralphson technique.l

Where
Y t -  y t _ l -  E

and

( 6 )

Compressible Fluids.

! ,r_!r2=i#l+(,2) +" (*)] (s)

/ ' \
1.03 -  \  Y /  +2.50 (InW) -0.76 (InR) -0.207 (tn R)2E :  F Y

d(FY)
dv ( 8 )

For long pipes (f 200 ft) or low
/ \

velocities n'( h l approaches zero.
\ P 2 /
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This procedure is repeated until FY is zero then I is
found from Y.

Boloncing Loop Flows. The pressure drops in all the
pipes are calculated based on the initial estimates of flow
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rates. The algebraic sum of the pressure drops is found
for each closed path or loop taking the clockwise flows as
positive (this is the Hardy-Cross convention) . If the esti-
mated flow rates are correct, this sum will be zeto for all
the loops. If this sum is not zero, an adjustment must be
made to the estimated flows. The adjustment is made ac-
cording to the Hardy-Crossb formula which is a special
application of the Newton-Ralphson technique.

=' -'flr r r,, : 
o 
ot rlt+ft) (e)

If z{,S is not equal to zero a correction is made to the
estimated flows in the loop, j.

lno,f-: ln,of^-, - lon,f*-,
wnere

i= jn  i - in  f  
- ' l

X H,,  X I  Kl l iLeirQi iu/Di iu I
A  O , :  i = l t  -  i - i t  L  J  1 1 6 1- r  ' f  ! :+  , ' f  |  * t , , r ,1 ie i i /D. i , l

,ut ,  dQ o?a,  L 
' "  re -  

J

The new estimated flows are used to recalbulate the
pressure drops and the procedure continues until the loops
are balanced.

i.e. until
i , *
I  I e s . l : o
i - '

foleronces on fhe lterqtive Procedures. Iterative
techniques are used to determine the friction factors and
the correct flows in the network. The criterion for finding
the correct value is that a test variable (FY and ä ,aSt)
should become zero. An optimum tolerance is required
on the convorgence test of these variables. A balance must
be struck between the accuracv of the results and the
computing time.

Friction Factor Calculation. Two different tolerances
are used on the test variable FY. Initially a tolerance of
-f 0.1 is used and if the flow rates are changed by less
than 5 percent from the flows in the previous iteration, a
new friction factor is not calculated. When the flows are
almost balanced the friction factor criterion is tightened.
The tolerance becomes -F 0.001 and a new friction factor
is calculated for each change of flow rate.

Flow Balancing Criterion. Ideally, when the loops are
in balance the values of ,4,S in each loop equals zero. To
attain this value would require considerable computing
time. The criterion used to decide whether the flow rates
need further modification is to sum the absolute values
of the deviations from zero of each loop, and if this
exceeds a desired value, a further change is made to the
flow rates. This desired value is best determined anew
for each system, taking into account the computing time
available and the desired accuracy of the results.

Absolute Pressure Cqlculqtions. The pressure drops
in each main in the network are now known. For com-
pleteness, it is necessary to calculate the absolute pressure
at the end of each piPe.
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The following systematic approach is used. The loops
are treated in turn. Loop one contains the input (or the
highest pressure input if there are several inputs) to the
system, at which point the pressure is known. All the
pressures are calculated around loop one. The next loop
in numerical order is then considered. A pipe is found
which is common to a previous loop or enters an intersec-
tion common to a previous loop. This search provides a
point of known pressure from which the other pressures
around the loop may be determined. All the loops are
examined to give all the pressures throughout the system.
It is important to number the loops in such a way that
they have mains or intersections in common with lower
numbered loops. This is necessary to ensure that each
loop has a starting point where the pressure has already
been found.

Fig. 1 shows a simplified flow diagram of the computer
program.

Experience With rhe Progrcm. The program described
here has been used extensively by the Utilities Department
of Pol),rner Corp. for evaluating proposed changes to the
steam and water distribution systems. The program has
been checked by comparing the results obtained with the
actual system. A good agreement has been obtained'

The great reduction in calculating time has enabled
more varied modifications to be studied for each expdnsion'

A sample problem follows which shows the preparation
and cornputing times for the problem and for typical
utility problems. For the example shown, the computer

eives the result in about 15 minutes; whereas the hand



2,000 U.S.  gpm

4,000 U.S.  gpm

SIMPLIFIED UTILITY LOOP BALANCING . . .

1,000 u.s 3,000 U. S. gpm

1Q000 U.S. gPm r'vvv v'r '  g! 'r l l

Fig. 2-Sample problem.

TABTE l-l6pul Dctq for rhe Scmple Problem

MainNumber Diam. (in.) Eq.Lgth. (ft.) Est.FlowUSgpm

The service water distribution system consists of 41
mains and 10 loops.

A typical computing time is 15 minutes.
No specific times of calculation by hand are available,

but several days of continuous work were required to pro-
duce results of comparable accuracy.

A recent paper8 gives an excellent description of a much
more rigorous method of solution to complex pipe system
oroblems. The method has obvious attractions for use
in systems where the fluid conditions and properties are
subject to considerable change. The simple procedure
presented here, appears sufficiently accurate for fluids at
steady conditions.
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TABLE 2-Computer €alculoted Vclues of Flow cnd
Pressure in Each Loop lloin

Main Number Balanced FIow, USgpm Outlet Pressure, psia

NOMENCLATURE

Algebraic sum of pressure drops in a loop
Compressibility factor of fluid
Diameter of pipe, inches
Weisbach-Darcy friction factor
Fanning friction factor
Friction factor test variable
Newtons-law conversion factor. ft.lbs. massllb.
force-sec.2
Mass velocity, lbs. mass/ft.' sec.
Pressure drop in pipe, lbs. f.orce/in.z (lbs.-forcezl
in.a) (units for compressible fluids)
Constant for noncompressible fluids, lbs. force in.5
min.2/ft.3 USG2
Constant for compressible fluids, lb. force2 in.5
hr.z/ft.8 oR lb. mass
Constant for system and fluid
Absolute roughness magnitude
Equivalent length of pipe, ft.
Total number of loops
Total number of pipes
fnlet pressure, lbs. force/ft.2
Outlet pressure, lbs. force/ft.2
Volume or mass f low rate,  USgpm or ( lbs.
mass/hr.)
Reynolds no.
Specific gravity of fluid at flow temperature
Absolute temperature, ("R)
Specific volume of gas at standard temp. and press.
(ft.a/lb. mass)

p Fluid density at flow temperature, lb6. mass,ftt.3
LQ Flow correction factor, USgpm or (lbs. mass/hr.)

E Friction factor correction factor

SUBSCRIPTS

i Pipe number
j Loop number

?n Over-all iteration number
I Friction factor iteration number

jn Number of pipes in loop j.
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^
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5934
-4065

4934
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-2235

4764
1764

68.2
80.7
J.t.o

34 .6
16.4
24.1
16.4

calculation would take at least one hour. The advantases
of the computer are greatly increased as the size of ihe
system is increased. One hour's computing time replaces
two weeks or more required for hand calculations on the
big utility systems.

Somple Problem. Determine the florv rates and pressures
in the network shown on Fie. 2.

Table 1 gives the main numbers in the loop and tabu-
lates the diameter of the main, the equivalent lensth, and
the estimated flow in USgpm.

Table 2 is the computer calculated flow in each main
and the outlet pressure.

The time taken to complete the problem was as follows:

o .
v'2
o

Re
s.G.

T
VO

Function Time

10 minutes
2 minutes
3 minutes

15 minutes

Hqnd vs Compuler Cqlculotion Time. A steam dis-
tribution system consists of 29 mains and 7 loops.

A typical computing time for this system based on a
reasonably accurate initial estimate is 30 minures.
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Prepare data
Punch data
Computer solution
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Figure Optimum AbsorPtion Design

The minimum cosf lo recover solule

con be delermined graphicolly Jrom the

compuler doto Plolled here

J. G. Kim qnd fr1. C. frlolslqd
University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia

Trrs MrNI&IUM uNm cosr of recovered solute is ob-
tained by the proper selection of absorber height a1d op-
erating äonditionJ' The relationship3f these optimum
condit]ons is presented graphically. To use the method,
it is necesary-to evaluaie the quantity C, e r m GalCs
Hon (Ko- i;. e" example is solved showing the-use of
water to recover acetone vaPor at minimum unit cost
from an air stream,

Governing Equolions. Equations giving the total annual
cost of treating a gas stream entering an absorber have
long been availablel and have more recently been put
intJ somewhat modified form.2'3 The total cost includes:

o the fixed cost of the absorber, to which has been
added for convenience one-half of this fixed cost to cover
the energy required to overcome gas pressure drop

o the value of the unrecovered solute taken at the
market cost of its rePlacement

o the cost of recovery of the solute in the stripper op-
eration.

The cost to be minimized is the total annual cost of
recovering one pound mole per hour -of solute v,apor-fed
to the abi-orber in the gas stream, i.e. CrlGuS (Yt-Yt)'
The solute content is ässumed to be small enough so that
the total molal gas flow rate, G6, carl be considered con-
stant in the abörption column. The expression for the
foregoing cost is

Fig. 1-A digital computer was used to establish these curves'

G"s (h- l'z)

l r r: elsy,1t - 1J4

_  C " Z  _ _  C n o: c*16 -Y4 -1- 
TY - D

^ - /, { | - t(KDGü/r") 9,) (l-rÄl-if * r\+ C r e  - ' ) r ,

wherc Z is the height of absorption tower given by

,  :  ron (2)

Equation (1) is partially differentiated with respect to
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Fig. 2-Results are plotted to show the minimum design'

the absorption factor, and the resultant equation is set

"q"ui 
," zero' The final expression, from which the opti-

mum absorption factor is computed for the foregoing case'
then becomes:



OPTIMUM ABSORPTION DESIGN . . .

(L* /mG*)  l (L* /mG*)  -  1 l :

lc"Hoe (K, - 1) /cuormGyl (=r------=-)- " 
k!r-49*/L*)l v + l*9"/!!) j\"""Mt \tt --T*GM/LiltT+ @emil + L-fiälä) 

/
( 3 )

A Direct Solufion. All the quantities in the coefficient,
the first term on the right side of Equation (3), are given
or known in an absorption operation. The ,.-uirrirrs
terms are explicit functions of the absorption factoi
Lyf mGy and Y, the ratio of the inlet and exit solute con-
centrations in the gas stream. Therefore this equation can
be solved for an optimum absorpdon factor as a function
of I and the coefficient. Previäusly this has required a
series of cut-and-try calculations. This paper präsents a
direct solution.

-^lh"-."9t"-ul computation was carried out by an IBM
7040 digital computer, and the results are presented in
Fig. 1. For convenience the figure sholvs thl inverse of
absorption factor versus the inverse of the coefficient, with
Y as a parameter. The related pairs of values of the ab_
sorption factor and Y, all satisfying Equation (3) for any
lean absorption, may now be used in Equation ( 1) t;
locate the minimurrr.

An Exomple. The illustration of the removal of acetone
vapor from an air stream by water in an absorber packed
with l-inch Raschig rings1,z,: can be used. The foliowing
same values were used: for the acetone_air_water svstem
m:2.7 and Kp:23;  a rnass veloc i ty  of  735 pornds of
qas/(fr.) (sq. ft.), equal to25.+ pounds moles of air/(hr.)
(sq. ft.) and a corresponding H6s of.2.5 feet; ,: ' t.ZS
i". ^,!" stripper; € : 8,400 hours per year; and C, :
{!.35 per cubic foot of absorber 

-p". 'y.u.. 
Values of

$0.018 per pound-mole of steam pioduced at the base
of the stripper and $4.90 per pound_mole of acetone were
Lrsed as today's costs. The value of 0.02 taken for y, was
chosen to be less than the flammability limit of acetone_
air mixtures.

The inverse of the coefficient in Equation (3) equats
54..1, and lig. t gives at this abscissa'the correspo.räirrg
pairs of -values of. Lyf mGy and y which satisfy E'quatioi
(3)..+ few oJ these pairs are substituted in Eqlatiä" 1f i
1l{ ü" results plotted in Fig. 2 to locate the minimum.
This is atY:200, with at;al annual cost of $1,865 for
the recovery of acetone at the rate of one pound_mole per
hour of operation.

__fnteresting observations can be made from these results.
The cost for the recovery of acetone is

1,865 (g/yr.) /lb.-mole acetone) /(hr..1

: $0.0098/lb. acetone

or less than one-twentieth of the current market price
used in the example.

The values for the three.cost terms in Equation (1) atoptimum conditions u.: f139, g205 and $t,2g0, ,!ri.._
tively. At LylrnGy : 1.22 the height of the absorber is20 transfer units or 50 feet. When i : 200, 99.5 percenl
recovery of the entering acetone is obtained. (The finalrecommended design would undoubtedly be for a shorter
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tower, where the incrernental return on the added invest-
ment would be the minirnum acceptable.)

The assumed values of m and, b* giv'e a water mass
velocity of 1,510 pounds water/(hr.)lsq.ft.), which is
found tq at or near a loading condition,a although the
pressure drop is only 0.8 inches of water per foot of towel
packing. Therefore the calculation should be repeatecl
with a lower Gr.

For any problem the first cost term is affected by the
values taken for Hoe and Cs. In the absence of experi-
mental data the published F166 values for the dllute
ammonia-water system could serve as a suicle.b The value
of C3 would be taken from current cÄts of absorption
equipmenl.e , z, s, s

Thus the optimization of an absorption operation is
determined by evaluating the various terms in tJle dimen-
sionless quantity C"@rmG*fC"Ho, (Ko - 1). For an,v
value of this quantity the height of the absorber and its
operating conditions for minimum unit cost of a recor'-
ered solute can be readily determined.

Nomenclature
CB Annual cost of power and fixed charges per volume

of absorption column, $/(cu. ft.) (year)
C4 Cost of solute, taken at current market, $/lb._mole.
CE Total cost of stripping operation, expressed as

$/lb.-mole of vapor produced at the base at the
stripper; includes fixed charges, cost of cooling
water, and cost of steam

C r Total annual costs, $,/yr.
GM Molal gas velocity through absorber, lb.-mole/

(hr . )  (sq.  f t . )
Hoo Height per transfer unit, ft.; assumed constant
KD Slope of the equilibrium curve (y - Kox) in the

stripping column; assumed constanE
LM Molal absorbent velocity through absorber, lb._

mole/(hr . )  (sq.  f t . )
rn Slope of the equilibrium curve (y - mx) in tbe

absorption column; assumed constant
mG*/L* Absorption factor

r Ratio of actual to minimum reflux ratios in the
stripping column

s Absorber cross-sectional area, sq. ft.
r Mole fraction of solute in the solvent

lp?2 Mole fraction of solute in the gas stream at the
inlet and exit of the absorber, respectively

Y yr/!,
O Hours of operation per year

LITDRATURE CITEDl Colbum.,. A. P., .,Collected papers on the Teaching of Chemical Enei_neering," American Ißrirute of 
' 
Chemitai nrgi"."ril-fväi, V;.i"t( I9+öi:'-' 

i!:"ft"t'j; il;ä;,i1.1*1'-Jl# v*; t 
in#:"*tion anä Extraction' 2nd E<r',

. Perry J. H. Chemical Encineers Handbook, 4th Ed., pp. 14-30, McGrau_Hill, New York (1963). "
a Ibid., Figs. l&,16, 18-51, 18-52.
5 Ibid., Figs. 18-78 to 18-82.

l{:rlh: W: F., Chem. Eng.,68, No. 14, 166 0uly 10, t96l).'l$äij'o' M' D', and Drvden, c. 8., ibüt., os,'No. zo, to* 1nec. z+,
EMil ls, H. E., ib;d.,71, No.6, 139 (March 16, 1964).
" ttä"il 

D' et al', chem' Eng. Progress, 56, No. 7, 6B and No. 8, 48
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Best Approach to Compressor Performance

When a centrifugal compressor is
specified for nonideal gases
and the manufacturer's data is based
on air, how do you predict design
and off-design performance?
This calculation procedure solves
the problem

Stephen A. Shoin
Shell DeveJopment Co., Emeryville, Calif.

Trrr, spr,crrrcATroN of a centrifugal compressor and
prediction of design and off-design performance are parts
of a problem that continually arise in process design
studies. To make these calculations less difficult, a com-
puter program was written which handles very general
situations including multistage compression, inter- and
intra-stage leakage, multicomponent gas streams, depar-
tures from perfect gas behavior, intercooling when nec-
essary, and allowances for manufacturers' data on the
basis of air to permit design for hydrocarbons and other
vapors.

The equations used for the individual compression
stages of the compressor are summarized in the sections
which follow. The assumotions and limitations imolied
in the general efficiency and head coefficient correlaions
used, are discussed. The equations given are more general
than those usually appearing in the literature.l,4'6'a,e, 12

COMPRESSOR PERFORMANCE EOUATIONS

Oullet Temperoture qnd Pressure. The temperature
and pressure at the outlet of the compression stage are
related to the hydraulic efficiency (polytropic efficiency)
and head coefficient by the following set of equations:

T ^ _ 7 . +  ( o . o o l 2 s 5 4 )  [ t  *(60) ,  cp l_  e

The efficiency and head coeflicient* are defined by

E _ Q.0ol2B54) We
H " -  H ,

* _ 2 ( 6 0 ) 2 e . W ,
rT2D2N2

where the polytropic head, Wp, is defined

(Polytropic path)

The properties appearing in Equations (1) and (3)
are to be averaged over the compression path. The tem-
perature equation, Equation ( 1), requires an efficiency
which is an appropriate average over the path of the
compression, but the pressure equation is only valid for
a constant efficiency path.

Dimensionsless Numbers. Dimensional analysis of the
compressible fluid flow equations? indicate those variables
and groups of variables which are important in specify-
ing the performance of a centrifugal compression stage.
Applicable equations are the equation of of continuity,
the momentum equation, the energy balance, and the
equation of state. These equations must be solved subject
to specified boundary conditions.

The solution to the equations is controlled by the
magnitude of the following dimensionless groups:

The Grashof number
^I - 9ßLTL

The Reynolds number
UL

^ t -' t  R e :  
- t -

The Prandtl number
n ,  - C *r r P r : _

The Eckert number

^7
(0.0012854) U'

gc CpAT'

If the reference temperature, Ä2, in the energy bal-
ance equation is taken to be the absolute temperature,
T. the Eckert number is related to the Mach number

( l l )

( 4 )

( 5 )

we_Q44) l+ ( o )

( 7 )

( 8 )

( e )

(  10 )

f anz\ I z,zr,,r'rzv
\1 t " r  ) ,  ) - - - r%

P r : P r C -
( l )

( 2 )

z R f r
MC,L;

where

.(n:),1 ( 3 )
*The definit ion of the head coefficient, Equation (5), involves a factor oI

2 which is omittcd in some sources.
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Fig. l-Head correlations for a variety of speeds.

In the above list of dimensionless groups, the
number (Equation 10), may be replaced by

The Mach number
^ r  - U, ,  w " :4

0 . 3  0 . 4  0 . 5  0 . 6  0 . ' 1

F Iow Coef f i c ien t ,  I  -  c fm/ rpm

Eckert

Two compression stages will have the same solution
in terms of appropriate dimensionless variables provided
certain side conditions are satisfied. First of all, the
boundary conditions in the two situations must be iden-
tical. Second, both compression stages must be geometri-
cally similar, that is, the ratios of all dimensions must
be identical, and third, the equation of state for the
two gases undergoing compression must be identical.

Thermodynqmic Vqriqbles. Solutions to gas motion
equations are generally given in values of gas thermo-
dynamic properties as {unctions of spatial variables
in the impeller and diffuser. However, the solutions of
interest are certain functions of these thermodynamic
variables rather than their complete spatial variation.
In particular, the solution may be thought of as the
ratio of useful work to the total work or total enthalpy
rise, and the ratio of useful work or pressure head to the
kinetic head of the impeller. This first variable is the
polytropic head divided by the actual work input and is
referred to as the hydraulic efficiency. The second vari-
able is the head coefficient. These variables have been
previously defined by Equations (4) and (5). These ratios
will depend on the boundary conditions and in particu-
lar on the ratio of the fluid velocity to the tip velocity of
the impeller. This ratio is the volumetric flow coeffi-
cient (f)

. a- :  ,nDNA ( 1 3 )

and the formal relations for the efficiency and head
coefficient and the flow coefficients are:

e :  e  ( ö jNc r ,NE" ,Np r ,Nyq i  equa t i on  o f  s t a te
parameters, geometric variables )

v -  *  (C;  NG,,NRe,Nrn,N*o;  equat ion of  state
parameters, geometric variables )

The volumetric flow used in defining the flow coef-
ficient may be an inlet flow, an outlet flow, or any aver-
age of inlet or outlet flows. Several alternate approaches
have been reported in the literature.2'3'r's'rr S,s11g1 s61-
relations appear to result from a use of intermediate
flows, but correlations in this form are not always avail-
able from the manufacturers. The example given is
based on inlet volumetric flows.

For impellers which are geometrically similar, the
area (A) is uniquely related to the impeller diameter
(D).However, the value of ,{ has been left free so that
it may be adjusted to improve the efficiency and head
coefficient correlations or to put them in a convenient
form, particularly if geometric similitude is not main-
tained. For example, the flow coefficient may be inter-
preted as the ratio of the volumetric flow to the manu-
facturers' design volumetric flow if a nominal area (A) is
taken to be

, _ O (designpoint)
nDN

(  1 4 )

This form is often convenient since the manufacturers'
correlations are commonly in terms of percentage flows
relative to the design point, i.e., Equation (14) fixes f : I
at the design point. A similar definition of a nominal
diameter (D) rnay be obtained from Equation (5) for
V : I at the design point.

0 . 4

(  l 2 )

The speed of sound, appearing in the denominator of
Equation (12), is the speed at which a small amplitude
disturbance will propogate through the gas in the ab-
sence of absorption losses, i.e., for an adiabatic reversible
or isentropic process. The speed of sound is given by the
relation:

n- : J 'nn r" (ä)"
The relations of thermodynamics may

transform this equation to a form rvhich
use of the equation of state:

|  / ; "  \
, ,  t . , ,  , ,  " r  I

" " : { r * * e " n \ a e ) , ( r2b)

The final relationship fpr the speed of sound in a
nonideal sas is:

t/ _ 1 |+Ag;TZFT-" 
!/, [,_ (##),]

(r?c )

( 1 2 a )

be used to
allows direct

The calculation makes use of Equation (12c) evalu-
ated at the inlet of a compression stage.

__ln the computer program, the characteristic velocity
(U) is taken to be the impeller tip speed. In addition
to the above groups, the equation of state and the
boundary conditions are implicit in determining the
solution.
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BEST APPROACH TO COMPRESSOR PERFORMANCE . . .

Efüciency qnd Hesd Coefücienf Correlstion. When
the heat loss to the surroundings is negligibly small, the
Prandtl number may be dropped from the solution.? If the
Reynolds number is large (Nr"' > ) Nc"), natural con-
vection is no longer of importance; thus the Grashof num-
ber may be eliminated from the solution.? If the Mach
numbei is smaller than 1, that is, if the speed of sound
is not exceeded, at all points along the compression path
the performance of the compression stage is insensitive
to the Mach number.e'12'13 For Reynolds numbers greater
than 100,000, as is usual, the results are insensitive to
the Reynolds number.2'3'6

The mechanical design of different impellers for a
given frame or frames is not generally based on the
principle of geometric similitude. Impellers for the same
it*"- designld for varying volumetric flow capacities
will typically have the same impeller diameter with a
varying channel width or area of flow. The assumption
of geJmetric similitude is then not strictly applicable'
An assumption implied in the example calculation is
that a sittgle correlation for head coefficient and for
efficiency äpp[es for all of the impellers available in
the computäfion. This assumption will be strictly valid
only if the impellers are geometrically similar. However,
it is necessary to make this assumption in many cases-
since more detailed information on the performance of
the individual impellers is not always available'

The form of the correlations which is suggested for
use reduces to:

An example correlation of head coefficient as a func-
tion of volurne coefficient is presented based on the data
of C. A. Macaluson for a single stage compressor' Since
the actual physical dimensions of the compressor were
not included as part of the data, the results are corre-
lated only in terms of ratios of the appropriate quanti-
ties. That is, the head coefficient is replaced by the
dimensional ratio (in enthalpy units)

*_ H l -Btu/ lbmassl
Nz |  ( rPm),  I

e - e ( C )
. P - * ( p ) ( 1 5 )

(  t 6 )

and the volume coefficient (based on suction volume) is
replaced by the dimensional ratio

propriate dimensionless forms are retained. In the ab-
sence of information on the particular gas being com-
pressed, manufacturers' information based on air can
6e used in the computation even though exact similitude
would not be obtained.

Compressor Performonce Cqlculctions. The perform-
ance calculation for a compressor or series of compressors
is accomplished on a wheel-by-wheel basis' The perform-
ance of iach impeller or comPression stage is considered
in sequence by application of the general set of perform-
ance äquations, Equations (1), (2), and (3). These equa-
tions ailow calculation of the temperature and pressure
at the outlet of a compression stage provided that the
efficiency and head coefficient are known'

The specific definitions of the coefficients and dimen-
sionless !.orrp, used have been presented as Equations
(4) and (5f. fne efficiency and head. coefficient are
reiresenteä ,äs functions of a single -variable, the volu-
-ätri. flow coefficient, Equation (15). The correlation
of efficiency and head coeflicient with volumetric flow
coefiicient is oftett a satisfactory representation of the
performance of not only a specific impeller, but also of
äther impellers of simiiar däsign but which are scaled
for use ai different volumetric flows' This correlation of
efficiency and head coefficient provides- a convenient
condensation of information on the performance of a
compression stage for a variety of operating conditions'

Titere are liriitations inherent in this approach, and
some of these have been discussed above' The calculation
oro."drrr" is sufficiently flexible so that additional in-
iormation. when available, can be included'

Outline of Program Logic' The program logic may be

schematically outlined as follows:

1. Read in inPut data.

2. Calculate recycle (leakage) flows'

[If the compressor calculations are incorporated with
;;it"; p.;"ts' calculations, recycle flows (not necessarily
t"ut"g", as in this example) may -depend on the com-
pt"ttJ.'discharge conditi'oni. In thai case an over-all
material balancä may require iterative application of the

entire compressor calculation.]

. Q, '*l
o  - : _' 

N rPrn
( 1 7 )

The results for a variety of speeds ranging from 5,400
rpm to 8,250 rpm and volumetric flows of 2,000 cfm to
+,SOO ctm are presented in Figure 1. While there is scat-
ter of the ."tnltt, a single correlation can be presented
with an accuracy of 5-10 percent. A point of particular
interest is that the results are for compression of differ-
ent gases (molecular weights of 120'9, 137.4, and 170'9)'
The- surge limit or minimum value of the volumetric
flow coefficient and the choking limit or maximum value
of the volumetric flow coefficient are reduced to single
values of the volumetric flow coefficient when presented
on t}le basis of Figure 1.

The above results and others from the literaturee'l1
suggest that correlations for both head coefficient and
eff-iöiettcy as functions of volumetric flow coefficient may
be used ior a variety of nonideal gases provided the ap-

l02

Fig. 2-Block diagram of compressor stage
calculations.
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Fig. 3-Flow diagram for a tbree-stage compressor.

3. Calculate physical properties for the suction.

4. Initialize stage discharge physical properties.

5. Calculate appropriate average flow coefficient.

6. Calculate head coefficient and efficiency.

7. Calculate new discharge temperature and pressure.

B. Compare current and previous discharge ternper_
ature. If closure to within a specified tolerance is
not achieved, return to (5). If closure is achieved,
calculate the next stage starting with (a). Aftei
the last stage, continue with (9).

9. Print out final results.

Figure 2 is a simplified diagram of the subroutine
which calculates the performance of a single smge.

Use 9f the Computer Program. The input data re-
quired by the program can be divided into the following
categories:

Component data---consisting of a specification for
vapor components in the form appropriate to the sub-
routines which calculate the compressibility f.actot, Z,
and other physical properties required for the compu_
tations.

The equation of state used in the example is based
on a modified version of the Martin and H-ou equation
of states'10

Miscellaneous specifications-including the rotational
speed for each frame, and several boundJ and increments
which must be specified.

The output from the program is a reiteration of the
input data and a statement of the calculated properties
for the inlet stream, i.e., the density and the volumetric
fow. A listing of pararreters and properties for the out_
let stream of each compression rtage is presented. These
include the stream number, the frame number and im-
peller number, the nominal diameter and area for the im-
peller, the rotational speed, the temperature, pressure,
density, molecular weight, the volumetric flow, and
arithmetic average value of the specific heat ratio, the
value ,of the exponent which defines the compression
path (given by Equation 3), the value of the äverage
flow coefficient, the Mach number, Relmolds numbi,
head coefficient, efficiency, the head and horsepower.
When a stage consists of intercooling, the temperature
and pressure of the stream is presented, and, if phar"
separation occurs, molar flows of both the vapoi and
the liquid stream are presented.

In addition to the calculated properties, a warning
flag. FLAG, is indicated for each compression stage.
Values of FLAG are used to indicate the course of the
computation and signal any difficulties which may have
been encountered during the computation. The warn-
ings which may be indicated by FLAG are:

o The Mach number exceeds the critical Mach number.
o The average value of the flow coefficient is less than a

minimum value.

o The average value of the flow coefficient is larger than
a maximum value.

o The number of iterations for the calculation at this
stage has exceeded the maximum number of iterations,
i.e., the calculatibn has failed to converge.

o The calculated head coefficient is negative (may result
from inappropriate extrapolation of correlation).

o The calculated efficiency is negative (as in head coef-
ficient above).

. fntercooling has resulted in condensation.

o The temperature has exceeded the maximum allow-
able temperature.

Exomple Calculofion. An example is presented on the
application of the above procedure using a large scale
digital computer. Calculations are made for a three-stage
propylene refrigeration compressor. The shape of the
head-capacity and the efficiency-capacity relations was
taken to be the same for all three wheels, with the flow
coefficient based on inlet flows. The head-capacity rela-
tion for the second stage was used as supplied by the
manufacturer. The shape of the curves for the first and
third stages differ by 2-5 percent at the extremes in the
range of 60-140 percent design capacity. An efficiency-
capacity relation was not available for the wheels in
this machine. The manufacturer was able to supply an
efficiency-capacity curve for a similar machine at a
specific speed which .was close to the design condition
at the second stage. This curve was used to calculate

RT
fl - l-=- -f-

\ a - D )

Ar* B"T + Cre-rrtr"
( a  -  6 1 2

A " * B r T + C " e - x r t r "  
,  A n  B ^ T

- I

\ u _ o )  ( a _ b 1 +  '  ( u _ b | a

frnpeller correlation data-specifying a correlation of
efficiency and head coefficient of the impeller or impel_
lers with the volumetric flow coefficient. (The corräla_
tion may be based on inlet flow, outlet flow, or anv
average of inlet and outlet flows from a compression
stage. Variations in the efficiency and head coäfiicient
with Mach number and Reynolds number may be in_
cluded, if desired.)

Compressor sizing data-consisting of a list of impeller
scale parameters or physical dimeÄions to be used in
the correlations for 

- 
efficiency and head coefficient.

(These usually are a charactäristic impeller area and
diameter, but other variables which refläct the capacity
of the impeller may be used.)

Stream data-consisting of a specification of the inlet
stream temperature, pressure, and molar flows for each
component.
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Tqble l-Exqmple Cqlculqlions Compored With Performcrnce Test

tr'low"
Lb.-Mole/Hr RPM

SUCTION DISCHARGE (3rd Stage) PERFORMANCE TEST

Temp., P*,
psla cfmb

Temp.,oF Preas., I I Brake,
p s l a l c f m l h p "

Preaa.,
paia

Brake,
hp

3 2 5 0 . . . . . . . .
3 5 0 0 . . . . . . . .
3 7 n .  . . . . . .  .
4 0 0 0 . . . . . . . .

8950
8950
8950
8950

l ö
78
7a
78

80
80
80
80

3563
3837
4111
4345

231
225
274
2t7

3t2
304
292
276

1093
t797

1487

2949
3025
3078
3107

308
294
246
268

2820
2870
2930
2980

Ll00 Percent Propylene, b-For feed flow, temperature, and pressure. c-1.02 x Compression hp'
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extremes of the range. The flows in the recycle (leak-
age) streams were taken as 1.5 percent at each stage and

streams 8. 9. and 10. g local acceleration of gravity, ft./sec. sq.
The results of the computations are summarized in ; eravitational constant, 32.16 lb. masr-fi.7lb. force-sec. sq.

5 c  D "

Table 1 and are compared with a performance test. H enthalpy, Btu/lb. mass

6.5 percent from the discharge of stage 3 to the suction of
stagl L Figure 3 is a scheäatic diigram i.,ai*ti"g th" i" ;#täii1!}'.ro..lj.,""r pressure, Btu/lb. mass-oR
interstage flow, stream 12, and the intrastage flows, ;o nominal diameter, ft.

The discharge pressures of 312-276 psia and power k heat capacity ntio, Cr/C"
requirements of 2949-3107 hp are somewhat above the L characteristic dimension, ft.

Zli-ZOO psia and 2,400-2800 itp tu.tg.t from the original ?- 
exponent' defined bv Equation (3)

design specificationr. Ho*"rr"., the äalculated valueJ are M 
i:l:::]iT ::ltl'il 

mass/lb' mole

NOMENCLATURE

R ga"s constant, equal to 1.987 Btu/lb. mole-oR, or 10'73

psia-cu. ft./b. mole-'R

Subscripts
1 refers to compression stage inlet
2 refers to compre'ssion stage outlet

.r*ä-i.',rt"r" ir"- ,rt" 
"ctual'performance 

tests for this {, lo^t,]^t::T]j|"^:d',T:Nrn Eckert number, defined by Equation (10)
machine. The calculated discharge pressures (third '^"r'o lcrsrL'u'ucr' ua''Eu u] !eua!rv. \rvl

I  - r  r r -^  ^^+, .^1- ,  ! \  cr  Grashof number,  def ined by Equat ion (7)
stage) are within 1-3 percent of the pressures.actual ly 

' ;T" 
Machnumber,definedbyEquation (12)

achieved with even closer agreement for the brake horse- N:: prandtl number, defined by Equation (9)
power. The agreement is excellent considering that man- N'/" Reynolds number, defined by Equation (B)
ufacturers' head and efficiency data for air has been P pressure, psia
used to calculate performance for propylene under con- a volumetric flow, cmf
ditions where it is a nonideal gas.

neers.

why This Approoch? The approach presented,,l",'""]: i ä,li3J;,3,lYrb' 
mass-"R

intended as a thermodynamically consistent method lor n characteristic velocity, ft./sec.
performance calculations when nonideal gas phases are v " velocity of sound, ft)sec.
important. It is hoped that the presentation -will .en- i" polytropic head, ft.Jb. force/lb. mass
courage publication of further experimental results which Z' compressibility factor
will allow evaluation of this approach and outline more
clearly its limitations. The urtho, would like to empha- 

reek svmbols

size to those concerned with design, manufacture,'and p coefficient of thermal expansion' vol fract/oR

performance of such compressors that methods and com- e polytropic eficiency' defined bv Equation (4)

puter capabilities for evaLuation or tn".-oaiiä;i;pd I thermal conductivitv' Btu/sec'-ft'-'R

ärties or nuids are becoming generally J';iäi"';ä t ä""?'l';J?i,äTliji.ii't',./,.".
should extend the usefulness of many design methods' n constant, equal to 3.14159
The physical properties programslo used here have been p density, ib. mass/c,r. ft.
made availabl,e tä the Fhysical Properties Project Sub- A volumetricflowcoefficient,definedbvEquation (13)

committee of the American Institute of Chemiial Engi- t polytropic head coefEcient, defined by Equation (5)
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